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INTRODUCTION 
A. The Dutch Elm Disease and the Beetles Which Spread It. 
The Dutch elm disease is a fungus disease of elms which was first 
observed in the Netherlands in 1919. Since then thousands of elms have 
been killed by the disease in Europe and in certain parts of the north¬ 
eastern United States, where it was first found in 1930. The fungus, 
C era tos toraella ulmi (Schwarz) Buis man, which causes the Dutch elm dis¬ 
ease, seems to depend primarily upon the boring and flight activities 
of certain bark infesting beetles of the family Scolvtidae for transmis¬ 
sion from infected to healthy trees. It is a wilt type of disease. 
To explain the methods employed to combat the disease, the follow¬ 
ing brief, generalized life history of the elm bark scolytids, Hylurgo— 
rufipea (Eich.) and Scolytus multistriatus Marshara (Figure l) is 
given together with the role of the beetles in spreading the causal fungus. 
A female gnaws a tunnel (entrance tunnel) from the surface of the 
bark to the cambium, and then extends it along the cambium (mostly in the 
inner bark) for less than an inch to perhaps three inches (the egg gallery) 
laying eggs in both sides of this gallery as it is extended. The eggs 
hatch and the very minute larvae gnaw through the bark individually (form¬ 
ing the larval galleries), eventually transforming to the pupal stage and 
then to the winged adult stage in the bark. Together, the egg and larval 
galleries are commonly called the brood gallery (Figure 2). The adult 
beetles then gnaw their way to the surface, leaving exit holes, and fly 
to healthy, succulent bark on live trees where they produce feeding pits 
or tunnels for a while (Figure 2). Later they seek out sound bark on dy- 
ing or recently killed trees or logs in which to construct their egg gal¬ 
leries. Between spring and early autumn this life cycle may take as little 
V 4 
A. Side and top views of adult Scolytus gultistriatus Marsham. 
B. Side and top views of adult Hylurgopiaus rufipes (Eich.). 
C. Side view of larva of Scolytus multistriatus Marsham. 
Note: Larvae of H. rufipes are very similar to those of £• gultistriatus. 
All figures enlarged approximately 12X. 
\ 
Figure 2. The work of the eln bark beetles. 
Upper left: Characteristic brood gallery of Scolvtus multlstriatiia 
Marshaa beneath the bark of an ela log* Slightly reduced* 
Upper right: Bark punctures of young S. nultistriatiia adults on twigs 
of healthy ela tree. Almost 2X, 
Lower left: Bark punctures of young Hvlurgopinns rufioes adults in 
the trunk of a healthy ela tree. Slightly reduced* 
Lower rights Characteristic brood gallery of g, rufioes beneath the 
bark of a dead ela tree. Slightly reduced. 
ex- 
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as eight weeks, approximately. Then winter interferes, it may be 
tended for a year. The egg galleries of each species are fairly char¬ 
acteristic in pattern. 
After having developed in a tree infected with the fungus which 
causes Dutch elm disease, many of the beetles have the sticky fungus 
spores on their bodies and in their digestive tracts. The fungus is 
i * » , • 
often found growing in the tunnels of the beetles in the bark of diseased 
trees. When spore-carrying beetles later fly to healthy trees for feed¬ 
ing purposes or to freshly cut logs for breeding purposes, they introduce 
these spores into the bark punctures. Thus they may cause another tree to 
be stricken with the disease or another log to become contaminated with 
the fungus. In either case, new reservoirs of the fungus are established 
which will later be a threat to nearby healthy trees. 
B. Combating the Disease. 
The war against the disease has been based on the ideas of (l) find¬ 
ing and completely destroying, by burning, trees infected with £. ulml be¬ 
fore any carrier beetles can mature in the bark and fly away, and (2) re¬ 
ducing the number of beetles in areas where the fungus has been found by 
destroying the beetle's ordinary breeding places before they can complete 
their development and leave. Breeding places include all the sound bark 
on dying and recently killed elm trees and branches and on recently cut, 
unseasoned elm logs. 
Destruction of the beetle's breeding places by cutting and complete¬ 
ly burning the logs or removing and burning the berk is very effective but 
time-consuming and often strenuous and difficult work. In addition, burn¬ 
ing presents a fire hazard in many locations at certain seasons. Conse- 
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quently, other methods of destroying breeding places which are not 
known to harbor the fungus which causes the Dutch elra disease have 
been sought which might be used where burning, etc,, is impracticable. 
The following methods have been explored, 
1, Certain tree-killing chemicals have been injected into the sap- 
stream of living trees in attempts to render them unsuitable for beetle 
infestation after they died, 
2, Freshly cut logs have been sprayed with certain chemicals in 
attempts to prevent beetle infestation, 
3, Beetle infested logs have been sprayed with certain chemicals in 
attempts to kill broods of beetles already present, 
C, The Place of this Study in the Dutch Elm Disease Problem, 
This is (l) a study of the heating effect of solar rays on the 
range and variation of cortical temperatures around the perimeter of 
elm logs lying in the sun, and (2) a study of the effects of these temp* 
eratures on elm bark scolytids which are (a) attacking or (b) already 
established in the bark. The object of the study is to determine the 
possibility of utilizing solar heat between spring and autumn in this 
region to control elm bark scolytids in elm logs which are not known to 
be contaminated with £, ulrai- 
The study arose out of casual observations made during a study of 
the biology of elra bark beetles, when it was observed that (l) the upper 
side of elm logs exposed to the sun did not become infested with scoly¬ 
tids and (2) the cortical temperature on the sunward side often rose 
above the point which is lethal to most insects. 
Persons entrusted with the care of shade trees often fell elms. 
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and in disposing of the logs commonly transport them to a place where 
they are merely dumped and allowed to decay, or where they are piled for 
later use as fuel. In some instances it is not convenient or safe to 
destroy these logs by burning or by removing and burning the bark,* Logs 
suitable for breeding must be disposed of promptly between spring and 
fall to prevent beetle development. 
If the utilization of solar heat could satisfactorily prevent 
or destroy infestations of elm bark beetles in exposed elm logs, it was 
thought that it might be of some use in the fight against the Dutch elm 
disease. During warm, sunny weather in the spring and summer the solar 
rays often heat the upper side of logs above the temperature the beetles 
can tolerate. Such temperatures discourage construction of egg galleries 
by the winged adults, or kill the immobile larvae in the thinner hark. 
Later the logs can be turned over to expose the other half of the peri¬ 
meter to this solar-produced heat. Logs are laid lengthwise in a north- 
south direction so the perpendicular rays of the sun may move over the 
entire upper half of the log and, therefore, heat a wide arc of the peri¬ 
meter, If the logs extend east and west, the perpendicular rays do not 
cover as wide an arc of the perimeter. 
During the winter the breeding material can be safely disposed of 
. * * 
by burning, with occasional fuel value, when the pressure of other work 
is not so great and when snow lessens the fire hazard, 
* Bark that has been infested with scolytids for a few weeks can usually 
be peeled off the log with relative ease, while hark on green, unin¬ 
fested logs is difficult to remove. 
P. Species of Scolytid Studied. 
Of the two* els bark scolytids commonly found in Massachusetts, 
only the native elm bark beetle, Hylurgopinus rufipes (Eich.), has been 
plentiful in Amherst so it was studied intensively. The introduced 
species known as the smaller European elm bark beetle, Scolytua multi- 
stria tus Mftrshara, a somewhat more important vector of the disease, is 
5 ; 1’ 4f' ' ■.! 
at present rare in Amherst, only a single adult having been found to 
the time of this writing (12-10-43). It was, however, studied in 
•.'* r ^ . i ■» 
Springfield and Westfield where it does occur in greater abundance. 
Occasional notes were taken on other elm bark infesting insects. 
The native elm bark beetle is found in North America from east¬ 
ern Canada (Sweine, 1918) west to South Dakota (Riley, 1878) and south 
to Kansas (Khull, 1934), Mississippi (Collins, 1937), Alabama (Collins, 
1937), end "Carolina" (Eichhoff, 1868). Worthley (1935) states that 
it has been collected throughout most of the northern range of the Am¬ 
erican elm, Clmus americana L. Harlow and Harrar (1941) present a map 
of the range of this tree. It covers, approximately, an area bounded 
by a line extending from Newfoundland to Saskatchewan, to Texas, along 
the Gulf of Mexico to northern Florida, and thence along the Atlantic 
coast to Newfoundland. However, a strip in the Appalachian mountains 
extending from southwestern New York State to northern Georgia apparent¬ 
ly is without American elms. The native elm bark beetle has been found 
in Massachusetts from the Atlantic coast to the New York State line. 
The introduced, smaller European elm bark beetle has apparently 
* A third bark scolytid, Scolvtus sulcatus Lee., has been found in elms 
in Massachusetts and other northeastern states, but it has not been 
encountered often and relatively little is known about it at present. 
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become established in several different localities in north central 
and north Atlantic United States. One of these infestations centers 
at Boston, Massachusetts, and at present is known to extend to the 
vicinity of the eastern border of Worcester County. Another infesta¬ 
tion centers at New York City, New York, and extends northeast to in¬ 
clude most of Berkshire County and parts of Hampden and Hampshire Count- 
ies in Massachusetts. 
i 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Comparatively few workers have published data dealing with the 
subcortical temperature of logs as it affects insect life. 
Craighead (1920) reported discovering accidently in 1917 that 
when hickory logs were left in direct sunlight many bark infesting 
% 
Cvllene pictus (Drury) were killed in the upper half. He cites the 
already "well known fact that logs exposed to direct sunlight are in 
many localities attacked only on the under surface" and goes on to 
describe preliminary experiments in the southern United States. These 
experiments showed the followings 
(1) Various insects in the upper sides of logs from several species 
of trees (not elm) were killed when exposed to direct sunlight for 
different periods of time. 
(2) Previously uninfested logs were attacked on the under side but 
the infestation was prevented from becoming established when the logs 
were turned over in the sun. 
(3) After several turnings at weekly intervals further attacks 
ceased. 
He also stated that in the sun the inner bark temperature may 
become 60 degrees (presumably Fahrenheit) higher than the surrounding 
air temperature depending on the locality, the condition of the sky, 
and the angle of the sun's rays. 
Since then others have studied the effects of the sun's rays on 
subcortical temperatures in logs and the effects of the high tempera- 
1 ' * 
tures produced there on insects in the logs. Graham, who has published 
several articles on this subject, has summarized, rather completely in 
8 
his 1921 paper, the effects of solar heat on insects in logs, A summary 
of this and other papers by Graham and other authors follows. 
Graham (1921) states, "In bright sunlight, subcortical tempera¬ 
ture on the upper side of moderately thin barked logs often passes above 
a point fatal to the Insect inhabitants of the log.n He continues, 
"That this is not necessarily true of all logs is illustrated by certain 
Norway pine logs which did not exceed 46 degrees Centigrade during the 
entire summer of 1920,H Earlier in this paper he states that tempera¬ 
tures up to 60 degrees Centigrade were recorded, and at another point 
mentions that "short exposures" to 48 degrees Centigrade were fatal to 
most insects but experimental evidence indicates a somewhat lower temp¬ 
erature is fatal to certain bark beetles while Chrvsobothrla is able to 
endure temperatures slightly above 50 degrees Centigrade. Patterson (1930) 
mentioned that broods of Ids survived short exposures to the heat when 
broods of Dendroctonus nonticolae in the same logs were killed. Miller 
(1931) reports (a) partial mortality of Pendroctonus brevicomis Lee. in 
bark heated to temperatures between 100 to 115 degrees Fahrenheit for 
several days, (b) complete mortality at temperatures between 115 and 118 
degrees Fahrenheit for two hours or more, and (c) no survival if tempera¬ 
ture reaches a maximum of 120 degrees for a brief period. Patterson (1930) 
also points out the use of solar heat in killing broods of beetles in the 
inner bark of thin-barked trees, thus eliminating the need for peeling 
them and mentions that the method is particularly effective against Den¬ 
droctonus monticolae in lodge pole pine logs. Success was demonstrated 
in experiments at Crater Lake National Park, Oregon, at elevations between 
5,500 and 6,300 feet at 43 degrees north latitude. He states that temp- 
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erature is the min factor and bark temperatures under 110 degrees 
Fahrenheit are not effective but temperatures of 120 degrees Fahren¬ 
heit or higher will kill within 20 minutes, while temperatures between 
110 and 120 are critical and will kill the broods if maintained two or 
three hours. He adds that anesthesia occurs at about 110 degrees Fahr¬ 
enheit. Beal (1933) found that when the inner bark reacted 100 degrees 
Fahrenheit for a short time some Dend roc tonus frontalis. Ziram, larvae and 
pupae died; at about 105 degrees Fahrenheit for one hour about half the 
brood died, and at 110 degrees Fahrenheit or over all pupae and larvae 
died almost immediately. Adults seemed to be more resistant than the 
immature forms but a temperature of 112 degrees Fahrenheit was suffic¬ 
ient to kill practically all of them in an hour or two. He adds that 
exposing logs for one hour or more during the hottest part of the day 
was enough to kill broods in the upper sides of logs. The width of the 
strip exposed to fatal temperatures on logs lying north and south indi¬ 
cated that exposure for one day, during which time the log was turned, 
would result in killing of the brood in the entire log. He apparently 
based this data on experiments with shortleaf pine logs about 15 inches 
in diameter. Various authors tend to agree that there is a limit to 
the size of the log and the thickness of the bark in which the solar 
heat treatment is effective (Batterson, 1930). When one species of 
beetle attacks several species of trees this factor has been noticed. 
Example: ftendroctonus montlcolae is controlled in lodge pole pine but 
not in thicker barked yellow and sugar pine (Patterson, 1930). The same 
author (1930) reports that McHelty found three species of Iua in ponder- 
osa pine in Arizona only attacked the undersides of freshly out logs 
in sunlight at first but later extended the attack to all surfaces. 
10 
Graham (1921) writes, "The position of the log with reference 
to the sun's rays determines the portion which will attain a high temp- 
erature. Logs lying east and west will have only a comparatively nar¬ 
row strip heated, while almost half of a log lying north and south may 
exceed the temperature fatal for insects." He says in concluding that 
logs lying east and west will often reach a higher temperature in a 
small area than logs lying north and south. Patterson (1930) declares 
killing temperatures were registered in bark of logs exposed to direct 
sunlight and lying north and south between ten a.ra. and four p.m. when 
the air temperature was 80 degrees Fahrenheit or higher. He adds that 
the duration of the period varies slightly with the season and is rela¬ 
tive to the angle of the sun's rays. The maximum duration occurs in 
June and July at the latitude, 43° N., of his experiments. He reports 
that Kvenden found in Montana that air temperatures of 87 degrees Fahr¬ 
enheit were needed. In the application of the method he states, "Logs 
should lie north and south” because a greater part of the circumference 
is heated "and in contact with the ground" since higher temperatures 
occur at the ground. "They must be limbed and topped and the brush 
piled or scattered away from the logs. The logs must be fully exposed 
to the direct rays of the sun during raid day for periods of from two 
to five days. After the first exposure they must be turned one-half 
over in order to expose the other side. On north slopes, it my be 
necessary to place the logs east and west and turn them twice, 120 de¬ 
grees each time," 
He also points out that the range of effective mortality in logs 
lying north and south covers an arc of one-half the circumference of 
-li¬ 
the log hut that the secant of the arc is 16 degrees from the horizont¬ 
al being lower on the west than the east, 
Evenden (1943) remarks, "When infested lodgepole pine trees are 
felled and exposed to the direct rays of the sun during periods when 
air temperatures of 80° to 90° F, prevail, the temperature beneath the 
bark will increase to a point that is lethal to all insect life, A few 
days after the logs are felled they must be turned so that the under side 
will be exposed. Large logs must be turned three times. Although in 
open lodgepole pine stands this method offers an effective and economi¬ 
cal means of control, its use is limited to regions where clear skies 
and the proper air temperatures are the rule rather than an exception. 
Its use is not considered feasible In the higher elevations of the Rocky 
fountains, but it is generally satisfactory south of latitude 45°." 
Patterson (1930) states that in standing trees the inner bark 
temperature on the south side varied only a few degrees from the air 
temperature; on the north side it was considerably lower. At the "stump" 
on the south side the highest bark temperature was four degrees lower 
than at breast height. While these temperatures remained below 80 de¬ 
grees Fahrenheit on the standing trees, the temperature on a felled log 
lying north and south reached a peak of 123 degrees Fahrenheit, He 
points out that this explains why mortality due to solar heat does not 
occur in broods developing In standing trees. Similarly, Beal (1933) 
feels that in the case of the southern pine beetle, Dendroctonus front¬ 
alis Zimm., in standing trees, summer temperature is probably not a 
limiting factor while he shows that mortality due to solar heat did 
occur In fallen logs in the sun. Graham (1943) made somewhat similar 
statements about standing hemlock trees and the hemlock borer. 
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Graham (1921) writes, "Conduction of heat around the log is 
slow but varies soraewhat in rate with different species." 
C-raham (1921) says, "One of the primary factors bringing about 
high temperatures in logs is solar radiation. The effect depends upon 
light intensity, solar altitude, and the angle of incidence of the sun*s 
rays#" He gives data (1925) which shows the direct relationship between 
subcortical temperature and light intensity. He (1921) points out that 
highest subcortical temperatures occur when the daily path of the sun 
is highest in the sky in June and July during which time the total solar 
altitude varies less than three degrees, and during any day it is higher 
during mid day than in the early morning or late afternoon. Patterson 
(1930) also showed this. He adds that solar heat was effective in his 
experiments in Oregon during Ifey, June, July, September, and early Oct¬ 
ober. Ho control work was done in August since the beetles were flying 
then. Beal (1933), however, states that near Asheville, N. C., criti¬ 
cal temperatures could be obtained on logs in the open only during part 
of the summer. Harvey (1923a) points out that in living trees limbs at 
right angles to the sun are most subject to sun scald. 
Graham (1925) says that of the many factors affecting the distri¬ 
bution of insects in logs, food, moisture, and temperature appear on an 
average most important. H© says of temperature, "This is such an import¬ 
ant factor that in many instances it overshadows and overwhelms all 
others." Of the various factors affecting temperature of logs in the 
sun he says, "But the intensity of solar radiation appears to bo by far 
the most important of all these." He also states, many species which 
occur only on the lower side of logs in sun occur on all sides of logs 
in shade. Graham (1924) points out the relation between (a) the relative 
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ability of thro© different species of beetles to survive high temper¬ 
atures and (b) their distribution in the warmer and cooler parts of 
the logs* On this same subject, Graham (1923) also discussed the 
variable ability of different stages of a species to survive high temp¬ 
eratures. In 1939 he also shows photographs of a white pine log which 
lay in full sunlight which reveal (a) a zone without any insects at 
the top where high temperatures prevailed, (b) a zone with few indica¬ 
tions of insect infestation on the bottom which is too moist and cool 
for many insects, and (c) a zone with abundant indications of insect 
infestation at the sides where conditions are ideal for the maximum 
number of insect species* Graham (1943) says that temperature seems 
to affect the hemlock borer much more than moisture, but points out 
that both tend to vary with exposure to the sun. Hornibrook (1936), 
in describing the results of peeling alternate strips (lengthwise) of 
bark two inches wide from a pine log receiving sunlight only part of 
the day, says that most of the abandoned attacks of Ids were on the 
tops and sides of logs where drying out of the bark took place most 
readily. Galleries containing larvae became established on the under 
side of the logs. 
Graham (1921) writes, MThe bark characteristics which affect 
log temperatures are (a) Color* Dark bark absorbs heat much more 
rapidly than light colored bark, (b) Surface* Rough bark provides 
a larger absorbing and radiating surface than smooth bark and gives 
higher temperatures provided the angle of incidence is not great, 
(c) Structure* Scaly bark is a better non-conductor than bark of a 
uniform texture and therefore tends to hold down the temperature* 
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(d) Thickness, which tends to increase insulation." Harvey (1923b), 
working with living trees, studied the relation of color of bark to 
subcortical temperatures and obtained results in agreement with Graham, 
and points to an association between this phenomenon and sun scald* 
Graham (1921) declares, "In the absence of solar radiation the 
subcortical temperature follows rather closely the temperature of the 
surrounding air*” He points out (1939) that daily fluctuations in 
subcortical temperature are due chiefly to fluctuations in air temp¬ 
erature and light intensity* 
Graham (1921) states, "Air movement tends to increase radiation 
and therefore tends to reduce the subcortical temperature*n 
Graham (1921) declares that, "Close proximity to other radiat¬ 
ing or absorbing surfaces tends to stabilize the subcortical tempera¬ 
ture* ** 
Graham (1921) states, "Evaporation of water from the surface 
layers of the bark, which often occurs in the early morning or follow¬ 
ing a rain, tends to reduce the temperature beneath the bark*w 
Graham (1921 and 1943), Gottlieb (1928), Patterson (1930), and 
Harvey (1923a) describe methods of recording subcortical temperatures, 
P&tterson (1930) in comparing the cost of the solar heat meth¬ 
od with other methods of controlling bark beetles in logs says of work 
against Dendroctonus monticolae in lodge pole pine in Oregon, "As com¬ 
pared with the burning treatment, the solar heat method is cheaper, 
unless slash is thoroughly cleaned up, when the cost is the same or 
slightly higher. When the limbs only are burned, the two methods are 
on a par as to cost." Evenden (1943) basing his figures on the compara- 
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tive output of work per effective men day in lodgepole pine in the 
west shows that 10 to 12 trees may be handled compared with three to 
five (peeling) and five to eight trees (burning-standing and applying 
penetrating sprays) handled by other methods. In discussing tempera¬ 
ture as a limiting factor in the life of subcortical insects, Graham 
(1924) states that experiments have shown such variation in abundance 
of an insect under different environmental conditions that the pros¬ 
pect of checking the development of insects in logs by controlling 
storage conditions is encouraging. Regarding various methods employed 
against bark beetles Patterson (1930) states, ttNo one method has, with¬ 
out modifications, proved entirely satisfactory as a cure-all in com¬ 
batting epidemics of the various species of berk beetles or even of con¬ 
trolling epidemics of a given species in different host trees.*1 
Miller (1931) in discussing laboratory studies on the effect of 
high lethal temperatures on hark beetles reports that larvae of the 
western pine bark beetle, Dendroctonus brevicomis Leo., which were re¬ 
moved from bark and exposed to warm air in conditions which retarded 
evaporation (in sealed glass vials submerged in water) died within the 
same approximate range of temperatures as those in the outer bark, 
whereas with larvae in open air containers which permitted free evap¬ 
oration, the critical temperatures were five to eight degrees lower 
and mortality was practically complete at 110 degrees Fahrenheit. 
He reported complete mortality in bark in the sun after exposures at 
temperatures between 115 and 118 degrees Fahrenheit for two or three 
hours and no survival if temperature reaches only briefly 120 degrees 
Fahrenheit or more. 
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When the author started this study nothing could be found in 
the literature on the effects of solar heat on el® bark beetles in 
logs. Since then a few papers have been published which contained 
some information on the subject. Following is a review of those pub¬ 
lications which have appeared. 
The writer (1937) in reporting on preliminary experiments 
pointed out that subcortical temperatures of 122 degrees Fahrenheit 
were recorded in some elra logs in the sun. This temperature, of course, 
is well above that found necessary to cause mortality among Scolytidae 
in other kinds of logs. 
Ffortin (193%) mentioned that the area of the log most exposed 
to the sun becomes hot enough to kill the Hvlurgouinus beetles attempt¬ 
ing to enter this region; that during July and August the temperatures 
often cause the berk to shrink and split, end that the area affected 
may be from one-third to one-half the phloem area depending on the 
size of the log and the amount of shade cast by adjacent logs. He 
states further that even after the shaded area has become heavily in¬ 
fested the temperature of the entire log may become high enough to kill 
all stages of Hvlurponiniis in even the shaded part and adds that the 
temperature factor explains, at least partially, why in 1937 the in¬ 
festation of logs in the sun was consistently lower than of those in 
the shade. He states that if the logs are shaded, the degree of shade 
in which they are placed apparently does not affect £. rufine^ infesta¬ 
tion. 
'fortin (l93#b) obtained results which he believed indicated that 
when H. gufjpea infestation was low, an increase in sunlight caused a 
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corresponding increase in the infestst.ion of S, pultjls.trie.tug. He 
adds that clearing trees around a deep shade station so as to in¬ 
crease the amount of sunlight falling on the logs brought about a 
marked increase in S, multistriatus infestation, 
Becker (1940) reported 100 per cent mortality of H, ruflpes. 
occurred in the entire upper half of infested elm logs (with bark up 
to 5/&*1 thick in as little as 7 days; up to 7/l6M thick in 3 days; 
and up to 5/16* thick in 1 day) placed in a north-south position in 
the sun in July and August* Larvae survived on the under sides of 
these logs and around the entire perimeter of logs in the shade. The 
same author (1943) wrote regarding both H. rufipes and S. multistria- 
tuss (l) Logs which were cut and laid north and south in the sun in 
the early spring did not become infested all season on most of the 
upper half. Logs up to four feet four inches in diameter with bark 
up to two and tliree-sixteenths inches thick were studied, (2) When 
infested logs were placed in the sun the mortality due to solar heat 
varied with the thickness of the bark, being highest and covering a 
broader arc of the upper surface of logs with thin bark, 
Becker (1944a) reported that rolling ela logs in the sun one- 
half of their circumference every week or two during the early season 
oviposltion period of H. rufipes (May 19 to July 2, 1943) resulted in 
the logs remaining practically free of infestation by that species all 
season, A large unturned log became infested on the lower side only, 
Wallace (1943), in reporting on the use of sprays to prevent 
beetle infestation of elm logs, remarked that the top quadrant of 
I 
logs in sunlight can be omitted from treatment because bark beetles 
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are rarely found breeding there. Re adds that spraying the top half 
followed by rolling the log will accomplish this economy. Becker (1944b) 
also called attention to the combined use of spray and solar heat con¬ 
trol and pointed to the saving of spray material and labor* 
Working with the cold extremes of temperature, Wallace and 
Beard (1943) published on the effect of low winter temperatures upon 
the mortality of larvae of g. multistriatus in Connecticut. Jones (1939) 
briefly mentioned that unusually low winter temperatures evidently kill 
many elm bark beetles. Easton (1939), however, in summarizing work 
with H. rufipes in Connecticut says that low temperatures in winter 
have little effect on the hibernating larvae. 
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SURVIVAL OF Hvlurgopinus rufipes (Eich.) AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES UNDER 
LABORATORY CONDITIONS. 
Procedure 1940. 
After observing the temperature variations in logs where mort¬ 
ality due to solar heat had occurred, and making some preliminary lab¬ 
oratory tests, larvae were subjected to different temperature levels 
between 37.0° C. (9S.6° F.) and 4£.9° C. (120.0° F.) in cabinets for 
various lengths of time. This was done in order to determine the kill¬ 
ing time at these temperature levels. Occasional check larvae were 
kept at 32.0° C. (89*6° F.) because they commonly seemed to survive 
this temperature in the field. 
Method Attempted. 
Attempts to study the effects of these temperatures on larvae in 
small logs placed in controlled temperature cabinets were unsuccessful 
because of unequal heating of the bark. This soon resulted in wide 
variations in temperature. The temperature was measured with thermo¬ 
couples. 
Method Adopted. 
The final method involved removal of larvae from their galleries 
in bark and placing usually 50 to 100 in small containers at the de¬ 
sired temperature. The containers were removed at desired intervals. 
A few pupae and adults were included when available. An attempt was 
made to expose some larvae for the approximate length of time that 
critical temperatures were apt to occur in the field during the day, 
and others for periods that were certain to kill all larvae. 
Larvae were placed in three types of containers: (l) corked 
two-dram vials where the larvae were mixed with moist scrapings of 
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bark and frass from the inner bark, (2) open vials similarly filled, 
and (3) dry open watch glasses without bark and frass. The three types 
of containers were usually placed in the same cabinet at the same time. 
The temperature of each type of container was recorded. The temperature 
in the corked vials often reached 2.5° F* higher than the temperature in 
the open vials. Glass mercury thermometers were used. It was thought 
that the environment in the open vials might compere more closely with 
the environment existing in loose bark, in bark well riddled with in¬ 
sect tunnels, or in bark near the ends of the logs. On the other hand, 
the environment in the corked vials might compare more closely with the 
environment in tight bark which is only slightly riddled with insect 
tunnels. 
To compare the mortality in the air with that in the vials, 
larvae without frass were piled on the dry open watch glasses which 
were then placed in the heating cabinets. 
The larvae, after removal from the heat chambers, were kept at 
room conditions until examined. Those which had been mixed with bark 
and frass in both open and corked vials were transferred to open four- 
dram vials. The larvae on the watch glasses were not disturbed. The 
period before examination varied from one-half to 30 hours which may 
have affected the data on mortality. 
Mortality was determined by prodding with a blunt pin while 
under microscopic observation. If the insect moved only slightly of 
its own accord, it was considered to be alive. 
E§£ult&. 
The results of the first year*s experiments are recorded in 
the first three sets of gratis. Tables 1A through IK show the time- 
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temperature-mortality data for larvae in the open vials; tables 2A 
through 2P show the data for the corked vials, and tables 3A through 
3J show the data for the dry open watch glasses. Graph 1 compares the 
time-temperature curves for 100 per cent mortality of the larvae in 
the open and corked vials and in the dry open watch glasses. Discus¬ 
sion of this data is combined with the discussion of the second year’s 
work. 
• ♦ . * 
Procedure in 1941. 
The experiments of 1940 were repeated in 1941 with improved 
methods. This was done mainly to reduce the possibility of mistaking 
paralyzed larvae for dead ones and to be more certain death did not 
occur because of too long removal from the natural environment rather 
than because of the exposure to the heat. It was also desired to get 
more complete data so as to fill in the time-temperature-mortality 
curves more completely. 
Experiments with larvae in moist frass and bark in open and 
eorked vials were continued but with the following changes s 
1. More uniform moisture conditions were obtained. 
2. Only 25 larvae were placed in each vial. The dry open watch 
glass tests were discontinued because of excessive drying of the lar¬ 
vae. 
3. Vials were removed at shorter or longer intervals where the data 
for the first year showed a need for It. 
4* Smaller vials (one dram instead of two drams) were used in ord¬ 
er to shorten the pre-warming period and to reduce the lag in tempera¬ 
ture between the surface and the center of the vials during that per¬ 
iod. After the temperature in these vials became constant no noticeable 
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difference was noted between the temperatures in the open and in the 
corked vials* 
5. Larvae were exposed longer to the lower temperature levels (usu¬ 
ally eight hours instead of five) although it is doubtful if tempera¬ 
tures above 37*8° C. (100.0° F. ) are maintained that long during a 
day at any one point in logs lying in a north-south position in the 
sun. 
6, Larvae were examined twice, once on the day they were removed 
from the cabinet and a second time the following day in order to be 
more certain that death and not temporary inactivity had occurred* 
Sometimes, larvae which failed to show signs of life the day they were 
removed from the cabinet were found to be alive the next day. Because 
of this the examination on the day following removal was generally 
considered the most accurate so all results for the second year are 
based on that examination. 
BaaflAfl SM Discussion o£ Experiments for 1940 and 1941, 
Mortality in Open Vials. 
Results: The data recorded the second year for the open vials, 
which ere more complete than the data recorded for the first year, 
show the following (tables 4A through 4T): Within the eight hour ex¬ 
posure period used during the second year, complete larval mortality 
occurred in four to four and one-half hours after the temperature in 
the vials reached 44.7° C. (112.5° F.) (tables 4J and 4&) and in pro¬ 
gressively shorter periods at increasingly higher temperature levels. 
Raising the temperature in the vials from that of the room to 50.3° C. 
(122.5° F.) within 32 to 33 minutes (tables 4B and 4C) or raising it 
to 50.8° C. (123.5° F.) in 26 minutes (table 4A) produced 100 per cent 
mortality. 
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Discussion: Comparing the second year's data with the first 
(graphs 1 and 2) shows a more or less constant difference between the 
two time-temperature curves for complete mortality throughout the range 
of killing temperatures. This might be due to differences in technique* 
Mortality in Corked Vials. 
Results: The more complete data recorded the second year from 
the corked vials show the following (tables 5A through 5T): Within the 
eight hour exposure period used the second year, complete larval mort¬ 
ality occurred in seven and one-half hours at 39.2° C. (102.5° F.) 
(table 5R) and in progressively shorter periods at increasingly higher 
temperature levels. Raising the temperature in the vials from that of 
the room to 47.5° C. (117.5° F.) within 22 to 25 minutes (tables 5D and 
5E) or raising it to 48.9 to 49.4° C. (120.0 to 121.0° F.) within 16 to 
23 minutes (graphs 6k, 6B, and 6C) caused 100 per cent mortality. 
Discussion: The data from both years agree quite closely 
(graphs 1 and 2). Apparently the conditions both years in the corked 
vials were very similar. 
Mortality in Pry Open Watch Glasses. 
Results: The data recorded the first year for the larvae on 
watch glasses show the following (tables 3A through 3J): Within the 
five hour period used the first year, complete larval mortality occurred 
in four hours after the temperature reached 42.0° C. (107,5° F. ) and 
within shorter periods at higher temperature levels. At the highest 
temperature tested, 47.5° C. (117,5° F.), 100 per cent mortality oc¬ 
curred within 35 minutes after the temperature reached that point. 
The smaller larvae died first. 
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discussion: The surface temperature of the turgid, moist lar¬ 
vae was a little lower than that of the dry dish. After the larvae 
had dried, their surface temperature reached equilibrium with that of 
the dry dish. Evaporation from the larvae, no doubt, accounted for 
the difference in temperature and also was responsible for the small 
larvae dying first. 
Partial Mortality of Brood Repeated Almost Bally. 
Results: Examination of the individual tables (1, 2, 3, 4, 
and 5) shows that at a given killing temperature, a proportion of the 
larvae were killed when they were not exposed for a sufficient length 
of time to kill all of them. This proportion varied roughly with the 
time exposed. 
Discussion: From this it is natural to suppose that killing 
% 
temperatures which are not sustained long enough to cause 100 per cent 
mortality at any one time, when repeated day after day in a log lying 
in the sun, could cause 100 per cent mortality during an entire larval 
period in a section of bark. 
Effect of High Temperatures on Larvae, Pupae, and Young Adults. 
Results: A limited number of pupae were exposed in the vials 
with the larvae in various experiments. These results indicate the 
pupae were killed in the same length of time or sooner than the larvae. 
Too few newly transformed adults were tested to warrant conclusions. 
Discussion: Emphasis in the tests has been placed on larvae 
since they are present in the bark for several weeks, while pupae and 
young adults are present for only a few days during the summer. Field 
•xamination of logs laid in a north-south direction in the sun has 
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demonstrated that the bark temperatures become sufficiently high often 
enough in western Massachusetts to prevent the adult beetles from con¬ 
structing their egg galleries in most to ell of the upper half of the 
berk of newly cut elm logs. 
Comparison of Mortality in Corked Vials, Open Vials, and on Dry 
Open Watch Glasses. 
Results: The data for both years (graphs 1 and 2) clearly in¬ 
dicate that in moist hark and in fTass in corked vials where air was 
limited and evaporation could not take place, complete larval mortality 
occurred at lower air temperatures and in less time at a given killing 
temperature than in open vials where air was more abundant and where 
evaporation could take place. The difference in time decreased as the 
killing temperature levels increased (graph 2 especially). Recently 
killed larvae did not appear desiccated except in some open vials dur¬ 
ing long exposure periods. The largest larvae did not always survive 
longest in the moist conditions. Larvae exposed on open watch glasses 
exhibited a time-temperature curve for complete mortality (graph l) 
between that for the larvae in the open and corked vials. The smaller 
larvae on the watch glasses dried, shriveled, and died more quickly 
that the larger ones on the same dish. Comparatively little to no 
mortality occurred among any of the control larvae in vials or on 
watch glasses which were exposed to the temperatures less than 32.2° C. 
(90.0° p.) (tables 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5)* 
Discussion: It is believed that the use of both corked and 
open vials encompassed the environmental moisture, air, and evaporation 
conditions found in tight, recently infested bark to loose, or insect 
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riddled bark, or bark at the end of a log on one sunny day. Larvae 
recently killed in both bark and vials were usually turgid, those in 
the bark and in the corked vials often being bloated. Of course, the 
temperature at any given point on the upper side of a log in the sun 
on a cloudless, sunny day rises and falls slowly. With passing clouds 
this steady rise and fall fluctuates. However, it is believed that the 
two lines on graph 2 (corked and open vials) encompass the length of 
time a given killing temperature must be maintained to produce 100 per 
cent mortality in one day in berk on logs in the field* 
It was evident that the dry, open watch glasses did not simu¬ 
late the environment found in the bark* 
SURVIVAL OF Scolytus multlstriatus Marsha ra AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES 
UNDER ARTIFICIAL LABORATORY CONDITIONS. 
The absence of Scolvtua aultistristus Marshas in Aaherst during 
the early experimental period and lack of time and facilities to con¬ 
duct the study in infested localities has prevented laboratory studies 
on this species* 
TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS IN ELM LOGS LYING IN THE StJN IN WESTERN 
MASSACHUSETTS 
Procedure. 
Armored, mercury-filled, glass thermometers were used to obtain 
temperatures in the logs in the preliminary tests. Thermocouples proved 
to be more practical and accurate so were used to obtain all igg temp¬ 
eratures for this experiment. The temperatures were read with a Leeds 
and Northrup portable potentiometer indicator which had a maximum limit 
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of error of 0*42° G. (0.765° P.). It was equipped with an automatic 
reference junction compensator. Temperatures were usually taken instant¬ 
aneously at desired intervals. However, in soms instances temperatures 
were recorded continuously for a few minutes to observe fluctuations* 
No continuous, automatic, temperature-recording instruments were used 
to record lor? temperatures. 
Air temperatures were taken at desired intervals with mercury- 
filled, glass thermometers. For comparison, a Bristol bi-raetalic therm¬ 
ograph was used to record air temperatures in a weather station on the 
site. 
Thermocouples were made from copper wire and eonstantan wire 
(both 28 gauge) soldered at the junction. Each junction was tested 
for accuracy before being used on the logs. The wires were double 
r ' v. 
cotton covered or enameled. To help avoid short circuits at possible 
points of contact they were dipped in shellac and for extra protection 
at points along the wire where moisture was apt to occur they were cov¬ 
ered with black friction tape. The soldered junctions were not covered 
with tape. 
The grass was kept closely clipped around the logs to prevent 
shading from tall grass. 
Logs from American elm, Ulmus agericana L,, were used. 
Most logs lay lengthwise in a north-south direction for the 
reasons already given in the introduction. Exceptions are noted in 
the text. 
To record bark-surface temperatures each wire was wound around 
an insulated nail near the thermocouple junction to hold the junction 
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To record subcortical temperatures friction tape was rolled 
around the parts to be inserted under the bark and the whole thing 
was again shellacked for extra protection against short circuits. One 
of the wires was at the center of the rolled tape and extended through 
the entire length of itj the other wire was nearer the outside of the 
roll and emerged at the side (figure 3). 
In order to insert the thermocouple junction beneath the bark 
a hole was cut In the bark just below the point on the top or sides 
of the log where the subcortical temperature was to be recorded. At 
the bottom of the log the hole was cut just above this point. The 
thermocouple junction was then inserted to the desired distance be¬ 
neath the adjacent bark ridge or flake with the aid of a wedge, A 
ridge or flat flake of bark was always selected because it was felt 
that minimum temperatures and more uniform records would thus be ob¬ 
tained, The cut area was coated with shellac. After the shellac 
dried, the cut area was filled with tree grafting wax and covered with 
e thin piece of wood (figure 4), This piece of wood prevented the wax 
from melting In the intense heat developed on Hie sunny side of the 
logs, 
Iii those few instances where subcortical temperatures were 
taken within an inch of the end of a log, the type of junction ordin¬ 
arily used to take surface temperatures were used. However, the two 
thermocouple wires entered the cambium at different points and 
approached each other Instead of entering at the same point and run¬ 
ning parallel. The bark was merely pried slightly from the wood and 
allowed to snap hack or was tacked down after the junction was inserted. 
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For recording xylera temperatures, the parts of the wires to be 
inserted into the logs were rolled in black friction tape, shellacked, 
and inserted into holes bored, with a number four bit, five inches deep 
into the sawed north ends of logs at the desired distance from the cam¬ 
bium. The outer part of the holes and the checks in the ends of the 
logs were then filled with grafting wax to make them as near airtight 
as possible. 
The wiring circuit was as follows: The two wires leading from 
the thermocouple junctions were wound around the surface of separate 
soldering lugs or binding posts. Bach of the two wires (copper and 
constantan) leading from the potentiometer indicator ended in a snap 
clasp. The clasping face of one was wound with copper wire; the 
other with constantan. Connecting the snap clasps to the proper bind¬ 
ing posts or soldering lugs resulted in a single, uninterrupted cop¬ 
per connection and a single, uninterrupted constantan connection be¬ 
tween the potentiometer indicator and any junction selected. 
This type of wiring was used to reduce possible errors due to 
brass or other metals in the circuit outside of the potentiometer in¬ 
dicator itself. 
Results. 
Temperature Variations in Logs Lying Lengthwise in a North-South 
Direction. 
The temperature variations throughout entire elm logs is best 
shown In graph series 3, 4, 5, and 6 which Illustrate graphically the 
temperature variations on a completely overcast day and a cloudless, 
sunny day in two elm logs of different diameters having bark of differ¬ 
ent thicknesses. One log was 9 l/2 inches in xylem diameter and had 
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bark l/4 to l/2 inch thick at the ridges; the other log was 18 inches 
in xylem diameter and had bark 5/8 to 1 3/16 inches thick. In addi¬ 
tion the temperature variations at certain points on and beneath the 
bark of various logs are shown in several other graphs and graph ser¬ 
ies to bring out in more detail the temperature variations at those 
points under certain conditions* Examination of all these graphs re¬ 
veals the following data: 
I A* On a completely overcast day the difference in temperature be¬ 
tween various parts of elm logs, and also between any part of the log 
and the air, was relatively small at any one time (graph series 3 and 4). 
There was less than 6° C. (10*8° F.) difference in log temperatures 
(graph 3C) and a maximum of 6.4° C. (11*5° F.) difference between the 
highest log temperature and the air temperature (graph 3$). The same 
general rule held in the early morning of a sunny day before the sun* s 
rays had a chance to warm the logs (graph series 7). 
B, In the same logs on a clear, sunny day the difference in temper¬ 
ature between the coolest part of the log and the warmest part of the 
perimeter (facing the sun), and also between the sunny perimeter and 
the air, was very broad at any one time. There was 19.5° C. (35.1° F.) 
(graph 5A) to 28.7° C. (51.8° F.) (graph 6b) difference between differ¬ 
ent parts of a log and a maximum of 22.7° C. (40.9° F.) difference be¬ 
tween the highest log temperature and the air temperature (graph 6d) 
(graph series 5 and 6). 
II A. On the overcast day the slightly warmer parts of the logs were 
mostly inside the upper half, while the coolest parts were generally on 
the lower surface (graph series 3 and 4). 
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piscussion? The slightly warmer temperatures recorded inside 
the upper half of the logs might have been due, in part at least, to 
those portions retaining some of the solar heat absorbed the previous 
day which was sunny. Lowest temperature of the previous night was 
19.0° C. (66.2° F.). The cooling effect of the moist under surface 
during the current day, together with the slight amount of heat which 
may have been received on the upper surface from the overcast sky might 
also have had some influence* 
B, On the sunny day the warmest parts of the logs at any given 
time were on the upper surface on the side facing the sun as it moved 
over and across the upper perimeter of the logs from east to west during 
the day. The cooler parts of the logs tended to move around the lower 
perimeter on the side away from the sun (graph series 5 and 6), 
1. On the sunny side, the highest surface temperatures occurred 
in the vicinity of that point of the perimeter where the sun*s rays 
struck the surface perpendicularly (graph series 5 and 6). 
a. As the perpendicular rays approached a point in the upper peri¬ 
meter, the surface temperature showed a general tendency to run higher 
than the subcortical temperature (graph series 5, 6, and 9), In other 
words, the surface heated faster than the cambium, as would be expected* 
Of course, whenever the surface and subcortical temperatures were close, 
passing clouds and changes in wind intensity caused the surface temper¬ 
atures to fluctuate faster and to a greater extent than the subcortical 
temperatures (graph 10 and table 6), Under such conditions the surface 
temperature went above and below the subcortical temperature a few 
times within a relatively short period of time, depending on the 
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weather (graph series 9 and graph 10)*. Somewhat similarly, the sur¬ 
face tempers turf? on a thick ridge of bark fluctuated to a slightly 
greater degree than at the bottom of a deep adjoining crevice, and 
these fluctuations were slightly greater on the sunny side than on 
the shady side (tables 7a and 7b)*» This was probably because both 
sunshine and wind fluctuated on the sunny side, whereas on the shady 
side the strong influence of the sun was lacking and only the relative¬ 
ly weak influence of the wind was present to cause fluctuations in 
temperature, 
b. After the perpendicular rays passed a point on the sunny> up¬ 
per perimeter, the surface temperatures eventually dropped lower than 
the subcortical temperature at the same point (graph series 5, 6, and 
9)* In other words, the surface cooled off faster than the cambium 
after the sun ceased to shine on a point on the upper perimeter of a 
log. 
2. The highest surface and subcortical temperatures occurred on the 
upper west side after neon. The temperatures did not get so h5,gh on 
the sunny upper east side in the morning. There was a steady Increase 
in the temperature on the side facing the sun from morning until mid¬ 
afternoon (graph series 5, 6, and 7). In fact, the temperatures at 
any given point on the west side, during an entirely sunny day, gener¬ 
ally rose higher than at a point at the same level on the east side. 
Later it will be shown that on individual days complete mortality of 
the larvae usually occurred farther down on the west side than on the 
* Better data would have been obtained by recording the temperatures 
simultaneously, but since this was not possible the temperatures 
were taken alternately at each point. 
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east side (table 24). The highest subcortical temperatures were usu¬ 
ally recorded in the sun on the west side at the point 45 circular de¬ 
grees from the top of the log (graph series 7). Of course, when a day 
was sunny in the morning and completely overcast in the afternoon, the 
bark temperatures were highest in the morning on the sunny upper east 
side and the larval mortality was distributed in agreement with these 
high temperatures when they became high enough to cause mortality. 
The trend of temperatures at regular intervals around the entire peri¬ 
meter of the logs during a sunny day with a few small cumulus clouds 
is well illustrated graphically in graph series 7. These graphs show 
the relative heating effect of the sun’s rays on the subcortical temp¬ 
eratures at each of eight points, 45 circular degrees apart, around the 
perimeter of a log. There was, of course, a time interval between the 
time the sun’s rays were perpendicular to a point and the time the sub¬ 
cortical temperature at that point reached its highest level, no doubt 
due to the natural lag in the transmission of heat through the bark. 
This was noticed especially in the upper east quadrant of the logs. 
The trend of the temperature of the surrounding air as well as the in¬ 
ternal log temperatures may also have influenced this. These same facts 
were repeatedly shown in subcortical temperature records for two seasons. 
These records are too voluminous to include in this manuscript. 
3a. The temperature variations were much greater per given length 
of radius near the surface on the sunny side of the log, as the sun 
aoved over and across the upper perimeter of the logs, than deeper to¬ 
ward the center of the log or near the surface on the shady side (graph 
series 5 and 6). 
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3b* Along this same line of thought, it was observed that at any 
one tin© at a given point 03 the sunny side, the subcortical tempera¬ 
ture under thin bark on a log of small diameter was generally higher 
than under thick bark on a log of larger diameter (graph series 5, 6, 7, 
and 8). However, with small differences in bark thickness this was not 
always revealed, possibly because of irregularities in the bark at the 
point where the temperatures were recorded (graphs 8P and 8G). When 
there were only small differences in bark thickness, and the surface 
irregularities varied considerably from log to log (broad to narrow 
bark ridges), and the diameters of logs did not vary in accordance with 
the bark thicknesses, little uniformity was revealed by listing the 
temperatures with regard to bark thickness* The resultant irregular 
order of arrangement of the subcortical temperatures was probably due 
to the interaction of the various factors mentioned and perhaps to 
other unknown factors. 
bl. The subcortical temperature along a given level of the peri¬ 
meter varied from point to point. No doubt this was due to the natural 
irregularities of the rough bark surface and to a difference in bark 
thickness* These differences and fluctuations, however, were relatively 
slight and they all followed the same trend (graph series 11). Near the 
ends of recently sawed logs with moist bark, however, the subcortical 
temperature at a given level of the sunny perimeter became noticeably 
lower during the day than the temperature at points at some distance 
from the ends of the logs (graph series 12A). Evaporation from the moist, 
recently cut ends probably produced the cooling* This cooling effect was 
not so noticeable in logs which had been cut for some time in which the 
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ends hod dried (graph series 12B). 
Discussion: It will be remembered that the temperature of the 
moist frass in the open vials used the first year ran slightly less, 
at most 1.4° C. (2.5° F.), than that in corked vials which were exposed 
to the same air temperature. Evaporation, no doubt, caused that differ¬ 
ence also. It will also be remembered that the larval mortality rate 
was much lower both years in the open vials than in the corked vials 
(graphs 1 and 2). Later (tables 24 through 27) it is shown that when 
recently cut logs were placed in the sun for one or two days, between 
those levels of the perimeter where 100 per cent mortality occurred 
and where no mortality due to solar heat occurred, there was often a 
zone where larvae survived near the ends and none survived a few inches 
from the ends* The lower temperatures, as much as 14° C. (25*2° F*) 
lower, within l/4 inch of the ends of the logs compered with that three 
to six inches from the ends was sufficient to account for this survival 
near the ends* However, other factors, perhaps air supply, may also 
exert some influence, as shown by the much lower mortality rate in the 
open vials then in the corked vials in the heat chamber (graphs 1 end 2), 
The slightly lower temperature, at most 1,4° C. (2*5° F.), recorded the 
first year in the open vials, compared with the corked vials, the ab¬ 
sence of any difference in temperature between them the second year, 
plus the much lower rate of mortality in the open vials both years is 
strong evidence to support this statement* It may be that only a slight 
amount of evaporation from the medium in which the larvae are living per¬ 
mits enough cooling by evaporation from the larvae to enable them to 
withstand considerably higher temperatures* 
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b2. Subcortical temperatures under bark at a crevice did not 
• *“ • » - i • •* i * - i • 
seem to run consistently higher or lower than under bark ridges at 
the same level of the perimeter (graphs 11B and IIP) or under bark 
i 
ridgos above and below a crevice on the perimeter (graph series 13). 
In the latter case (graph series 13) the temperature variations gen- 
erally seemed due to the relative positions of the points around the 
perimeter of the log. 
c. As expected, the subcortical temperature under natural bark 
was not quite as high as under bark of approximately the same thick¬ 
ness which was painted with flat black paint (graph 14). Two and one- 
half degrees Centigrade is the maximum difference shown under bark 
approximately 7/8 of an inch thick. 
4. When, on a sunny day, a log with bark approximately l/4 of an 
inch thick at the ridges was completely shaded with a cover during 
mid-morning (graph 15), the high subcortical temperatures then occur¬ 
ring on the upper east side facing the sun quickly dropped. Then the 
log was uncovered in the early afternoon the subcortical temperatures 
on the upper west side facing the sun rose to the highest levels at¬ 
tained. The subcortical temperature at other parts of the perimeter 
was affected in proportion to its relative position to the sun. This 
graph emphasizes again the heating effect of the sun on the subcorti¬ 
cal temperatures around the perimeter of a log lying lengthwise in a 
north-south position in direct sunlight. 
Temperature Variations in a Log Lying Lengthwise in an East-West 
Direction. 
For comparison with the subcortical temperature variations 
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throughout a sunny day in logs lying in a north-south position (graph 
series 5, 6, 7, etc.) subcortical temperatures were taken in a log lys¬ 
ing lengthwise in an east-west position in the sun (graph 16). 
o'" 
On June 3, 1940, at the latitude of Amherst (42° 23* N.), the 
sun rose approximately 31° north of east; passed over westerly in a 
plane which crossed the meridian (a north-south plane) at a point ap¬ 
proximately 20° south of zenith, and set approximately 31° north of 
west. Because the sun follows this course, in the case of a log ly¬ 
ing with its long axis east and west, the side of the perimeter which 
was warmed most by the sun between 8*30 a.m, and 3:30 p.m. was between 
the top of the log and 45° down the south side (graph 16). Since this 
is the side of the perimeter most perpendicular to the "plane" of the 
course of the sun that day, it remained the warmest part of the peri¬ 
meter during that time. The principal rise in temperature in the morn¬ 
ing and decline in the afternoon noticeable on this sunny face is due 
to the sun rays being more perpendicular to the length of the log dur¬ 
ing mid-day than it was in the early morning or late afternoon. 
The gradual northward movement of the sun during the day as it 
set in the west was reflected in (l) the higher temperature at the point 
45° down the south side of the log near noon** and the higher tempera¬ 
ture at the top after 1:00 p.m., and (2) the tendency for the points 
on the upper north side of the log (45° and 90° from the top) to rise 
* The author is indebted to Prof. P. C. Moore for information on 
this subject. 
** Judging by the subcortical temperatures recorded at 8*30 a.m. the 
sun was already south of a vertical east-west plane that early in 
the morning. 
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j 
throughout the afternoon and for the points on the upper south side 
(45° and 90° from the top) to decline after Is00 p.m. Naturally, 
. » > * •*. 
these tendencies were less noticeable toward the bottom (135° down 
each side) of the log where the influence of the air temperature is 
apt to be more important. 
Discussion: It may be seen in graph 16 that the movement of 
the region of highest temperatures from early morning until late aft¬ 
ernoon does not cover as broad a sector of the perimeter of a log ly¬ 
ing lengthwise in an east-west direction as in a log lying north and 
south. This has been observed by others too. Patterson (1930) writes, 
"A greater arc*1 of the circumference of a log *is subjected to direct 
sunlight, and resultant lethal temperatures, when the log is approxi¬ 
mately parallel with the earth*s axis and at right angles to the appar¬ 
ent daily transit of the sun.M 
Air Temperature Variations at Different Heights Above Various 
Ground Covers. 
In tall grass, the air temperature was generally higher one foot 
above the ground than it was on or within two inches of the ground. No 
doubt this was because of the shading by the tall grass. In short grass 
and on bare ground, however, the air temperature was higher on or within 
two inches of the ground than it was one foot above the ground. There 
was, of course, little shading here so the higher temperature near the 
ground line was due to the radiation of heat from the surface of the 
ground (graph series 17). Somewhat similarly, in short grass the sur¬ 
face temperature at the top of a log four inches in diameter which lay 
directly on the ground frequently tended to run slightly higher than at 
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the top of a log (a) 12 inches in diameter which also lay on the ground 
or (b) on a log four inches in diameter which had been raised so the top 
was 12 Inches above the ground. In the two logs whose tops were 12 
Inches above the ground, no noticeable difference was observed in the 
trend of the surface* temperatures (graph series 18). All logs lay 
lengthwise in a north and south direction. 
Discussion: These findings Indicate that on bare ground or 
where the grass is kept down by grazing, etc., and there is little shade, 
it would be more advantageous to let the logs lie on the ground because 
of the warmer air temperatures near the ground* 
Patterson (1930), in work with the mountain pine beetle, states, 
,fIt is a well known fact that air temperatures are much higher very near 
the ground than a foot or more above the ground surface. Because the 
same conditions affect bark temperatures, the logs should be dropped 
directly on the ground rather than left bedded on prostrate logs or 
other debris, since more heat radiation from the earth reaches the logs 
when they lie on the ground." 
In tall grass, however, raising logs of smaller diameter off the 
ground may reduce shading. This would result in higher bark temperatures 
at the sides of the logs earlier in the morning and later in the after¬ 
noon. 
* with aabfiprt&cql temperatures, however, under bark of the same thicks 
ness on logs of two different diameters, some slight data were ob¬ 
tained in other logs which suggested that the temperature might tend 
to run slightly higher in logs of smaller diameter (graph series 19) 
Not enough data were obtained to be conclusive. 
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Discussion of Bark and Air Temperatures. 
The trends and variations of log and air temperature throughout 
the day under various conditions described in this section will help to 
explain the thermal environment which elm bark beetles encounter in var¬ 
ious situations when they attack elm logs which are exposed to the sun 
or when they infest elm logs which ore later exposed to the sun. 
Comparing the surface and subcortical temperature variations of 
elm logs (graphs and graph series 3 through 19) with the high tempera¬ 
tures found to cause mortality in the laboratory (graphs 1 and 2) shows 
that high critical or high lethal temperatures were reached on the upper 
half of some logs on warm sunny days during the late spring and summer. 
The occurrence and recurrence of such high temperatures in parts of a 
log throughout the beetle’s active season would naturally be reflected 
(l) in the distribution of the beetles in logs placed in the sun before 
beetle infestation and (2) in the distribution of live and dead beetles 
in some logs placed in the sun after beetle infestation. Such studies 
are given in the following sections. 
EFFECTIVENESS OF SOLAR HEAT IN PREVENTING ELM BARK BEETLE INFESTATION 
IN ELM LOGS IN THE SUN. 
Studies with logs left unturned all season. 
Procedure. 
aO study the effectiveness of solar heat in preventing infesta¬ 
tion by elm bark beetles in logs lying in the sun, the distribution of 
the eSS galleries and progeny of these beetles was studied in elm logs 
which had been found lying in, or which had been placed in, the sun be¬ 
fore the beetles had oviposited in them. Examinations were made after 
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the beetles had finished, or in a few instances, almost finished their 
subcortical activities for the season. These examinations involved re¬ 
moving the bark in strips 45 circular degrees wide from the perimeter 
of the logs and scrutinising the external evidences of the beetle*s 
galleries. The bark was then whittled with a knife to reveal any im¬ 
mature forms still present within it. Inhere possible, the distribu¬ 
tion of the infestation in the logs in the sun was compared with that 
in logs in shaded locations. A forestry compass was used to line up 
experimental logs with the long axis in a north-south direction, and 
also to determine the direction of scattered logs. Except where other¬ 
wise stated, logs from American elm, Ulmus aaericaqa L., were used for 
all these experiments. 
Results. 
1939 
Freshly cut logs which had been laid side by aide in a north- 
south direction in the shade at Amherst a short time before the hurri¬ 
cane of September 21, 1938, were exposed to the sun most of the day 
after the hurricane. None showed any evidence of H. rufipea having 
become established in them on either the upper or lower halves when 
examined over a year later. Logs of American and slippery elm, Ulmua 
fingricapa L. and 2. £alMichx., respectively, were used in this test. 
There were 43.2 square feet of bark on the former and 39.9 square feet 
on the latter. The logs varied in diameter from 3 1/4 to 7 inches and 
had bark 3/l6 to 3/8 of an inch thick at the ridges. Logs lying in the 
shade nearby, however, had become infested on all sides with g. rufines. 
numerous superficial examinations showed evidence that elm logs gener- 
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ally did not seem to be as heavily infested during the year following 
the hurricane as in previous or subsequent years. Logs in the shade 
at this site in previous years had become infested on all sides reg¬ 
ularly (Becker, 1939). 
Logs, with 388.8 square feet of berk, from hurricane-felled 
trees lying in various compass directions in the sun at Amherst during 
1939 did not become infested with IJ. rufiues on the entire upper half 
(table 8). A few logs became slightly infested by this species on the 
lower half. Others were entirely without scolytid infestation. An 
occasional buprestid, eeraabyeid, or melandryid larva was found at the 
sides of the upper half. 
1942 
In Springfield, a very large log, with 182*5 square feet of 
berk, lying in the sun before the beetles became active in the spring 
did not have any berk beetles develop in the entire upper half during 
1942 (table 9). The lower half was densely riddled with H. rufioes 
galleries. The long axis of the log was N. 22° ??. 
On June 15 of the same year, three groups of freshly cut elm 
logs in Westfield were placed in the sun before any beetles attacked 
them. They were in tall grass with their long axis north and south* 
One group (a) lay flat on the groundj another group (B) had the north 
®nd raised about eight inches so the logs would be more perpendicular 
to the path of the sun, and the third group (C) had both ends raised 
off the ground to help to avoid shading by the tall grass (table 10). 
However, no differences in the distribution of the infestation could be 
traced to their diverse positions. Those differences which did occur 
In the upper half were believed to have been due to shading by adjacent 
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logs, weeds, or to other causes. Altogether there were 14 logs with 
92.7 square feet of bark 3/16 to 5/8 of an inch thick at the ridges on 
xylem 2 1/4 to 10 inches in c’iamoter. Both H. rufloes and g. nultl- 
ptriatus were In the logs. 
The lower half of all three groups of logs became infested with 
elm scolytids. The upper half of group A did not become infested. 
Groups B and 0 became infested to between 90 and 45 degrees of the top. 
In B, 9.3 per cent of the egg galleries and 8.0 to 8*8 per cent of the 
surviving or emerged progeny developed in the upper half, while in group 
C there were no egg galleries and only 0.65 to 0.67 per cent (l larva) 
of the surviving or emerged progeny. The infestation was distributed 
in the three groups of logs as shown in table 10. There was an average 
of 6.245 surviving or emerged progeny per egg gallery in the three groups 
of logs. In group A, 3.6 larvae per egg gallery survived$ in group B, 
4.953 to 5.186, and in group C, 11.538 to 11.769. 
Control logs piled in the shade nearby became infested on all 
sides. In these, there were 33 egg galleries with 246 surviving or 
emerged progeny, an average of 7,455 per egg gallery. There were eight 
control logs with a total of 50.8 square feet of bark l/4 to 1/2 of an 
inch thick at the ridges on xylem 3 1/4 to 7 l/2 inches in diameter. 
Large larvae of a species of Chgygobothria beetle (Buprestidae) 
(determined by W. H. Anderson) were in cells in the sapwood at the top 
of many of these logs in mid-November. Their tunnels had been made in 
tne same region. Buprestid beetle larvae are known to thrive in warm, 
sunny situations. At Westfield and other locations, coleopterous lar- 
Vae of Sggsrfla Oliv. (Cerambycidne) and Ifagdalis sp. (Cur- 
culionidae) were frequently found higher on the perimeter of logs in 
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the sun than H. ruflpes and g, aultistrlatus (Scolytidae), suggesting 
that they also may tolerate higher temperatures. 
At Pittsfield, 15 recently cut elm logs (with 93*1 square feet 
of hark) laid in e north-south direction on the ground in the sun before 
the beetles attacked them in the spring became heavily infested with 
H. grffafcg. on the lower half; only slightly infested between 90 and 45 
degrees from the top, and not at all infested within 45 degrees of the 
top (table ll). Sheep kept the grass closely cropped around the logs, 
thus preventing shading from the sides to a large extent. 
By September, an average of 3*825 progeny per egg gallery had 
developed in the sides and lower half of the logs in the short grass 
in the sun, whereas an average of 6.361 progeny per egg gallery had 
\ • 
developed In all sides of ten control logs, with a total of 58.1 square 
feet of berk, in the shaded interior of a large log pile nearby (table 
12). 
In logs lying in the sun on top of this log pile at Pittsfield, 
more beetles developed between 90 and 45 degrees of the top of the logs 
(table 13) than in the same region of the perimeter of logs lying in 
the sun in short grass nearby (table 11). This was probably due to 
some logs on the pile being shaded by higher adjoining logs during 
part of the day. There is also the possibility that lower air tenpera- 
><urSo there at a greater distance above the ground might have exerted 
some influence in lowering the subcortical temperatures. 
An average of 1.91 progeny per egg gallery had developed by 
September in the sides and lower half of the ten logs on top of the 
Pile (table 13), whereas 6.361 progeny per egg gallery developed on 
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all sides of the ten control logs in the shaded interior of the log 
pile (table 12), 
Comparison of the beetle infestations in the top and bottom 
halves of the three groups of logs at Pittsfield (tables 11, 12, and 
13) shows that in the sun in short grass, where there was little shad¬ 
ing from the sides (table 11), only 0,83 per cent of the egg galleries 
and 0,47 per cent of the survivors in the logs were on the upper half 
between 90 and 45 degrees from the top; in the sun on top of the pile 
where there wee more shading from the sides (table 13) 7#0 per cent 
of the egg galleries and 7,8 per cent of the survivors in the logs were 
in the same general region of the perimeter. In completely shaded logs 
(table 12), 38.0 per cent of the egg galleries and 35#5 per cent of the 
survivors were scattered over the entire upper half of the logs. 
Comparing the average number of surviving and emerged progeny 
P®r egg gallery in the various groups of logs in the sun at Westfield 
and Pittsfield with their respective control logs which were piled in 
the shade, reveals that the mortality per egg gallery was greater in 
most of the logs in the sun (table 14), However, it varied too great¬ 
ly in the various situations to show anything definite, 
Discussion. 
It is very apparent that during the spring and summer of 1939 
and 1942 in western Massachusetts the sun heated the upper half of 
elm logs above the temperature which the elm bark beetles H. 
«trcould tolerate often enough to prevent them from 
becoming established all season in all to most of the upper half of 
logs placed in the sun before becoming infested in the spring. Unre¬ 
corded observations in other years since 1939 showed similar occurrences 
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The lower halves of logs In the sun commonly became infested* Some-* 
times logs became slightly infested between 90 and approximately 45 
degrees of the top, but the more extensive of such infestations are 
believed to have been due to shading by adjacent logs or plants. In 
the absence of such shading, the infestations often seemed to extend 
higher on the east side of the logs than on the west side* Such a 
distribution of the infestations agrees with the distribution of the 
lower cortical temperatures recorded in a previous section of the man¬ 
uscript* Some logs in the sun did not become infested at all but such 
an occurrence cannot be depended upon regularly. Likewise, an occas¬ 
ional log in the shade may not become infested while adjoining ones 
do. 
Shaded elm logs became infested on all sides with H. rufioes 
and with S. ESfltj.stpfotuft in infested communities. This is shown 
further by the data given in a later section on the effects of solar 
heat on beetles already established in logs (tables 19, 30, 31, and 
32). In the latter work it was the practice to place logs in the 
shade to become infested on all sides with the beetles. Then they 
were laid in the sun in attempts to kill the beetles which became 
established therein. 
Studies with Logs Turned Over at One- and Two-week Intervals During 
the Spring Opposition Period. 
Procedure. 
Before H. rijfipep began oviposition in the spring of 1943 at 
Anherst, recently out elm logs were laid separately in the sun on 
grass which was kept closely clipped all season to prevent shading. 
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After the beetles began to construct egg galleries in the logs (flay 19), 
approximately one-half of the logs were rolled 180 degrees at weekly in¬ 
tervals (beginning May 28) and the remainder were rolled over at two- 
week intervals (beginning June 4) through July 2. After July 2 they 
were not disturbed until examined after mid-November. Comparable sized 
logs of small to large diameter were in both groups. The logs turned 
every week had 78.00 square feet of bark l/4 to 1 l/4 inches thick at 
the ridges on xylem 5 to 19*5 inches in diameter; the logs turned every 
second week had 69.64 square feet of bark 5/l6 to 1 3/8 inches thick at 
the ridges on xylem 4 to 19 inches in diameter, 
Ctoe control log was laid in the sun but was not turned over all 
season in order to show that all to most of the upper half does not be¬ 
come infested in logs in the sun. This log had approximately 13 square 
feet of bark 1 inch thick at the ridges on xylem 19 inches in diameter. 
Other control logs were piled in the shade and left undisturbed 
all season to show that shaded logs become Infested all around the cir¬ 
cumference. On these logs there were 76,8 square feet of bark 5/l6 to 
7/8 of an inch thick at the ridges on xylem 3 l/2 to 10 inches in dia¬ 
meter. 
All the logs were examined at the close of the beetle season in 
the autumn. Examinations involved removing longitudinal strips of bark 
which included 45 degrees of the perimeter of a log (beginning at the 
top), scrutinizing the external evidences of beetle infestation and 
then whittling the bark with a knife to reveal specimens entirely with¬ 
in it. 
Results. (See table 15). 
In the logs turned over in the sun at both one and two-week 
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intervals between May 19 and July 2, thousands of egg galleries had 
been started (mere cambium punctures to egg galleries without any lar¬ 
val galleries attached) but comparatively few reached the stage where 
larval galleries arose from them. Most of these larvae died when very 
small. The few progeny which did survive were largely in that half of 
the circumference which was turned down from July 2 to late November; 
the remainder were a little above the half-way level on the then east 
side. These survivors occurred in the same regions of the circumference 
in which the lower temperatures generally occurred on a sunny day, as 
already recorded in a previous section of this manuscript. The long 
exposure in this position was probably responsible for this distribu¬ 
tion of the survivors. 
Apparently no egg galleries were made in the logs after July 2 
judging by the condition of the galleries associated with the surviv¬ 
ors and by the size of the survivors. Whether the bark was no longer 
suitable for oviposition after July 2 could not be definitely determined 
because freshly cut logs, which were suitable for oviposition, placed 
nearby in the sun on July 2 became only slightly to not at all in¬ 
fested with H. rufjpes by November. 
In the logs turned every week, there were only five surviving 
or emerged progeny (three live H. rufjpes larvae still present and two 
exit holes) in 78.00 square feet of bark in late November. This amounted 
to only 0.064 surviving or emerged progeny per square foot of hark at 
the end of the season. Compared with the control logs piled in the 
shade, this treatment resulted in 99.956 per cent reduction of progeny 
per square foot of bark. 
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la the logs turned every two weeks, there were only 21 surviv¬ 
ing or emerged progeny (seven live H* rufjpeg larvae still present and 
14 exit holes) in 69*64 square feet of bark in late November* This 
amounted to only 0.302 surviving or emerged progeny per square foot 
at the end of the season. Compared with the control logs piled in the 
shade, this treatment resulted in 99.793 per cent reduction of progeny 
per square foot of bark. 
That the upper half of the logs in the sun was not suitable for 
beetle development was shown by the distribution of the beetle infest¬ 
ation in the control log (table 15) which had been left unturned in the 
sun all season. In this log (with approximately 13 square feet of bark), 
surviving progeny and exit holes were found only in the lower half in 
late November (30 live larvae of g. ni£tefl still present and 133 exit 
holes, making a total of 163 surviving or emerged progeny). 
In the control logs piled in the shade, there were 11,218 snr- 
viving or emerged progeny (1,332 live progeny of H. rufioea still pres¬ 
ent and 9,886 exit holes) in 76.8 square feet of bark. This amounted 
to 146.068 surviving progeny per square foot of bark. They were scat¬ 
tered over the entire circuirJPerence of the logs. 
Discussion. 
The data clearly ehow that during 1943 egg galleriea were started 
°n the lower half of the logs in the sun (as in 1939 and 1942), but when 
the logs were repeatedly turned over so the sun heated the bark at the 
beetle's galleries above the maximum temperature which the digging 
beetles could tolerate, construction of the galleries ceased and almost 
all of His progeny which had started to develop died. 
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It is clear that in the case of American elm logs placed in 
the sun in the spring all to most of the upper half was not suitable 
for scolytid infestation during these three years, due to the repeated 
heating of the bark on the upper half of the logs. The monthly meteor¬ 
ological observations of the Massachusetts Agricultural Experiment Sta¬ 
tion at Amherst for flay through September of these three years indi¬ 
cates that the maximum and mean monthly temperatures were generally 
close to the average for the respective months during the 50-year per¬ 
iod from 1889 to 1938. Of the 15 months from May through September 
of these three years, the maximum air temperature was slightly higher 
in seven months while the mean air temperature was higher in 12. 
(See table 16). The per cent of possible hours of bright sunshine 
during these months in 1939, 1942, and 1943 was higher than the 50-year 
average, but this has been true of all but two months during this per¬ 
iod every year since 1039. However, this increase my not be as im¬ 
portant as it would seem. The fact that only six H. rufipes egg gal¬ 
leries produced larvae in the under sides of the logs turned at week¬ 
ly intervals in the sun during the spring oviposition period (table 15) 
indicates that high lethal temperatures due to solar heat need only 
recur at approximately one week intervals to prevent the establishment 
°f S* in the upper half of the logs* These data suggest that 
the recurrence of enough direct sunlight at frequent enough intervals 
to prevent oviposition in the upper half of logs is more important than 
the total number of hours of bright sunshine during a month. All these 
data lead the author to believe that the successful results obtained in 
these experiments were not due to unusual weather conditions. 
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EFFECTIVENESS OF SOLAR HEAT IN KILLING ELM BARK BEETLE INFESTATIONS 
ALREADY ESTABLISHED IN ELI! LOGS. 
Appearance of Larvae Killed by Solar Heat in Bark. 
Larvae examined within a few hours after being killed by the 
high cortical temperatures in the bark were bloated as were those 
killed by the higher temperatures in the corked vials in the laboratory. 
Abundant moisture was present in each of these environments. In open 
vials where evaporation occurred during the heating period no bloating 
was noticed. In fact, shriveling was noticed in the case of larvae ex¬ 
posed for long periods in open vials. 
Several days after death, only a head capsule and a shriveled 
body remained of the dead larvae in berk. 
Comparison of Lethal Bark Temperatures with Lethal Laboratory Tempera¬ 
ture Periods. 
Since the subcortical temperature changed constantly in the 
field on a sunny day (graph aeries 7, 8, and 10), and because subcort¬ 
ical temperatures were not recorded continuously, an exact comparison 
could not be made with the time-temperature curves obtained in labora¬ 
tory for complete mortality of g. ruflpes larvae. As a result an 
attempt was made to estimate if the time required to cause complete 
■ortality of H. £qflpeg at the high temperatures recorded in the logs 
in the sun agreed more closely with the mortality curves obtained in 
the open vials or in the corked vials in laboratory. This was esti¬ 
mated by compering the time-temperature curves for complete mortality 
in the open and in the corked vials (graph 7) with instance, where the 
temperatures recorded at each edge of a 45 degree sector of the peri- 
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meter lead to, in logs with approximately the same diameter and bark 
thickness, (l) complete mortality in one day (tables 17A and B) and 
(2) all being killed except for a few near the ends of the logs in one 
day (tables 18A and B). In the latter instance it has been shown 
(graph series 12) that the subcortical temperatures are lower near the 
ends of recently cut logs with moist bark, and that other factors may 
increase survival there. 
In 26 of 31 Instances in which complete mortality occurred in 
a 45 degree sector of the bark in one day (tables 17A and B), subcort¬ 
ical temperatures are known to have been maintained sufficiently high 
and long enough, at both edges of the sector, to have killed all lar¬ 
vae in corked vials. (The time-temperature curve for complete mortal¬ 
ity in the corked vials was higher than in the open vials. ) In two 
more instances such temperature periods were maintained on one edge 
but the records at least fell slightly short of it on the other. In 
tro other instances the lethal laboratory temperature periods were main¬ 
tained on one edge but definitely not on the other. In the remaining 
instance the lethal or near lethal laboratory temperature periods were 
not recorded on either edge. 
In only 12 of the 31 instances temperatures are known to have 
been maintained sufficiently high long enough at both edges of the sec¬ 
tors of berk to have killed all larvae in open vials in laboratory. In 
five more instances such temperature periods were maintained on one edge 
but the recorda fell slightly short of it on the other. In eight other 
instances, the lethal laboratory temperature periods were maintained on 
one edge but definitely not on the other. In the remaining six instances 
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the lethal or near lethal laboratory temperature periods were not re¬ 
corded on either edge. 
The data (tables 17A and B) suggest that the time-temperature 
curve for complete mortality of g. rufipes larvae in the bark (not near 
the ends of the log) is close to or perhaps just below the curve ob¬ 
tained in corked vials in laboratory. Although temperatures in the 
bark were maintained sufficiently high long enough in some sectors to 
coincide with the time-temperature curve for complete mortality in 
open vials, such high temperatures are apparently not necessary to 
cause complete mortality in the bark. 
In only five of 19 instances in which a few survivors were left 
at the ends of a 45 degree sector of bark after one day, subcortical 
temperatures were maintained sufficiently high long enough to have 
killed all the larvae in corked vials. In two more instances such 
temperature periods were maintained on one edge but the records fell 
slightly short of it on the other. In five instances the lethal lab¬ 
oratory periods were maintained on one edge but definitely not on the 
other. In five more instances the lethal laboratory temperature per¬ 
iods were nearly maintained on one edge but not on the other. In the 
remaining two instances lethal or near lethal laboratory temperature 
periods were not recorded on either edge. 
m no instance were subcortical temperatures maintained suffi¬ 
ciently high long enough on both edges of any of these 45 degree sect¬ 
ors of bark in which a few larvae survived at the ends to have killed 
all larvae in open vials in laboratory. In two instances lethal lab¬ 
oratory temperature periods were maintained on one edge but definitely 
not on the other. In another instance a near lethal laboratory temp- 
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erature period was recorded on one edge but definitely not on the other. 
The data (tables 18A and B) also suggest that the time-tempera¬ 
ture curve for complete mortality of H. rufioes in the bark is close to 
but apparently below the curve obtained in corked vials in laboratory 
(graph 2). In other words, the data suggest that larvae in logs in the 
sun seemed to die slightly sooner at a given high critical temperature 
than they did in corked vials in laboratory. 
Mortality in Logs Exposed to the Sun After Infestation. 
The effects of solar heat on infestations of elm bark beetles 
already established in logs was studied by exposing logs of American 
elm in direct sunshine for periods ranging from one day to approximately 
three months. Each was laid lengthwise in a north-south direction where 
the sun could shine on it all or almost all day. Mot every day was com¬ 
pletely sunny, of course. Previously the logs had become infested all 
around their perimeter while lying in the shade. Naturally the desired 
periods of exposure to the sun had to occur during the immature life of 
the beetles in the bark. Logs with bark of different thicknesses were 
used. The range of mortality around the perimeter of the logs was 
studied in unturned logs and the range and extent of mortality was 
studied in logs which were rolled 180 degrees of their circumference 
while in the sun. Because of the various problems involved in the study 
the procedure and method of examination varied from time to time. 
Infested Logs Not Turned Over While in Sun, 
1939 
Procedure. 
Logs from trees felled during the hurricane of September 21, 1938, 
and subsequently infested all around their perimeter while lying in shade 
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were cut into two equal lengths on July 12, and August 5, 18, and 
21 in 1939# One part was laid in short grass where it could receive 
direct sunlight from early morning to late afternoon while the other 
part was placed in the shade of a tree. The logs in the sun were put 
out about 8:30 a.m. and after exposure for various periods were removed 
at about the same time of day. The extent of mortality was determined 
by examining the bark for live stages of the beetles, usually within 
a few days after removing the logs fro® the sun. 
Results. 
Table 19 which shows the results of more or less preliminary ex¬ 
periments indicates that the weather was such during the experiments 
that solar heat caused 100 per cent mortality in the entire upper half 
of logs with bark (a) up to 5/8 of an inch thick at the ridges in as 
little as seven days, (b) up to 7/l6 of an inch thick in three days, 
and (c) up to 5/16 of an inch thick in one day. Ninety^one per cent 
mortality occurred in one day in the upper half of one log with bark 
up to 9/16 of an inch thick. In this last log the live fortas were lo¬ 
cated on the east side just above the point one half the distance from 
the top to the bottom of the log. This is not unusual since Patterson 
(1930) showed that the range of effective mortality in logs (lying in 
a north-south direction) covered an arc of one-half the circumference. 
but that the secant of this arc was 16 degrees from the horizontal, 
being higher on the east side and lower on the west. It must be re- 
2£ £he extent o£ mortality produced £y teiraer- 
m the guigrftSti SMS. toiS£ §m to depends noon the weather- 
Many living H. rufjpes were found on the lower half of these 
logs in the sun. Live forms were found all around the perimeter of 
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the logs In the shade. The date indicate that solar heat was respons¬ 
ible for the mortality which occurred in the upper half of the infested 
logs which were placed in the sun. 
1940 
Procedure. 
Some green American elm logs were piled in the shade in the 
early spring so they could become infested with H. rufipes all around 
their perimeters, as previously observed. After becoming infested, they 
were laid with their long axis in a north-south direction where the sun 
could shine on them all or most of the day. 
To determine the extent of mortality due to solar heat under bark 
of different thicknesses, some logs were kept in the sun for varying 
periods. The bark varied in thickness from l/4 to one inch at the 
ridges. None were turned while exposed to the sun. After lying in the 
sun for the desired length of time, the logs were again piled in the 
shade until they could be examined. Some were examined the day after 
they were exposed to the sun whereas others were not examined until a 
few weeks later. The perimeter of each log was divided into ei$it long¬ 
itudinal sectors 45 degrees wide, beginning at the top of the log as it 
lay in the sun. The mortality caused by solar heat was recorded sep¬ 
arately in each sector. After removing a sector of bark it was exam¬ 
ined for external evidences of infestation. Then it was whittled with 
a knife to reveal the specimens within it. 
In order to be able to compare the mortality in each 45° sec¬ 
tor of bark with the daily trend of subcortical temperatures, thermo¬ 
couple junctions were inserted beneath the bark at eight equidistant 
points, 45 degrees apart, starting at the top, around the perimeter 
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of four elm logs of approximately the same diameter and bark thickness 
ss those in which the mortality was studied. At the thermocouple junc¬ 
tions (under ridges) the bark was approximately l/4 of an inch thick 
on a log seven inches in diameter; approximately l/2 of an inch thick 
on a log 12 inches in diameter; approximately 3/4 of an inch thick on 
a log 18 inches in diameter; and approximately one inch thick on a log 
28 inches in diameter. Thus a record was obtained of the approximate 
temperatures which occurred at the upper and lower edges of each 45° 
sector of the perimeter of the logs of different diameters and bark 
thicknesses which could be compared with the mortality records which 
occurred around the perimeter of logs of similar sizes. 
Results. 
Mortality in Logs Laid in a Sunny Locality for One Pay Only. Exam¬ 
ined One Pay to a Few Weeks Later. 
Complete mortality frequently occurred in parts of the upper 
half of logs with bark up to approximately l/2 of an inch thick at the 
ridges after exposure to the sun for only one day (table 24). Logs 
with thicker bark were not usually limited to exposure periods of one 
i 
day because preliminary studies showed larval mortality in them was 
frequently not extensive enough after suoh a short exposure to warrant 
such intensive study. 
Comparing the mortality during individual days in each 45° sec¬ 
tor of the perimeter of various logs with the temperatures recorded at 
45° intervals around the perimeter of the thermocouple equipped logs 
having bark of comparable thicknesses showed the following: 
(1) The occurrence of mortality on the sunny sides of the logs varied 
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from day to day depending upon the occurrence of high, lethal, sub¬ 
cortical temperatures. (Compare tables 20 and 21). Subcortical temp¬ 
eratures, of course, varied with the weather, especially with the in¬ 
tensity and duration of direct sunlight (graph series 13, 14, 15, and 
16). 
(2) The region of the perimeter of the logs in which mortality 
occurred varied in extent and in position from day to day (table 24) 
depending upon the distribution of the high, lethal, subcortical temp¬ 
eratures. (Compare tables 20 and 21). 
(3) Under the influence of sunlight the subcortical temperature 
rose (graph series 13, 14, 15, and 16) and the rate of mortality due 
to it was higher and its occurrence generally more widespread over the 
perimeter of logs with thinner bark than with logs with thicker bark 
(tables 22 and 24)* 
(4) Then survivors occurred in a 45° section of the perimeter 
(tables 20 to 29) they were frequently located 8long the edge, usually 
the lower edge, where the temperatures were lower, or at the ends of 
the log where the evaporation from the moist, cut ends of the log ex¬ 
erted a cooling effect (graph series 12). It is also possible that 
the environment at the ends of the logs more nearly approaches that 
in the open vials and thus enables the larvae to survive the heat bet¬ 
ter as shown in graphs 4 end 7. 
(5) Apparently the temperatures often be cane high enough under hark 
1/2 of an inch or less in thickness on the west side just below the 
half-way level long enough to cause partial mortality of a brood in 
one sunny day (table 24). Occasionally this was true of the sane region 
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on the east side of the logs r<ith bark of this thickness. Generally, 
however, mortality occurred farther down the west side of the logs than 
on the east side as noted by Patterson (1930) in studies with pine logs. 
Comparative Mortality in Logs Removed from A Sunny Locality on 
Successive Dates. 
Compering the mortality day after day in individual logs, with 
bark approximately l/4, l/2, 3/4, end one inch thick, respectively, 
which had been placed in a sunny locality at the same time (tables 25 
through 29) leads to the following observations: 
Although there was variation in the mortality observed in in¬ 
dividual logs having the same approximate diameter and bark thickness, 
there was a general tendency toward an increase in the size of the 
zone of the perimeter in which high mortality occurred with the passing 
of time during the period when the logs were exposed (tables 25 to 29). 
These increases, of course, depended upon the weather, especially the 
occurrence and intensity of sunlight. On a day which was sunny only 
in the morning, in bark thin enough to permit high lethal temperatures, 
larvae would be killed in the upper east side of the log) on a day 
which was sunny only during mid-day larvae would be killed around the 
top of the log) and on a day which was sunny only during the afternoon 
larvae would be killed in the upper west side of the log. Thus during 
a period of several days to an entire season, all the H. rufioea in 
the entire upper half of a log with thin enough bark may eventually 
be killed (tables 25 to 29), whereas on any one day the larvae in only 
a small sector of the upper perimeter may be killed (tables 24 to 28). 
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On a completely overcast day, of course, none would be killed at all 
because of the leek of high temperatures (graph series 3 and 4). On 
the other hand, all larvae in the entire upper half may b© killed by 
high temperatures on on© completely sunny, hot day (table 21). 
It is true that temperatures high enough to produce only part¬ 
ial kill in one day may, if repeated over a period of a few days to 
an entire season, result in 100 per cent mortality in a given sector 
of a log. 
Mortality During an Entire Season TTnder Bark of Different Thick¬ 
nesses. 
In the two infested logs with bark approximately 1/4 and 1/2 
of an inch thick at the thermocouple junctions, aU ]i. rufines were 
killed in the entire upper half (table 23). In the log with berk ap¬ 
proximately 3/4 of an inch thick at the thermocouple junctions, all 
H« rufipes were killed within 45^ of the top of the log whereas only 
four matured and emerged between 45° and 90° from the top of the log 
\tr-!o on each side) (table 23). In the log with bark approximately on© 
inch thick at the thermocouple junctions, beetles matured and emerged 
all around the perimeter (table 23). However, in some logs with berk 
approximately one inch thick, partial to complete mortality did occur 
in some 45° sections of the upper perimeter (tables 2.5, 27, 23, and 
29), even in infested loga in the sun for less than an entire season. 
1941. 
Procedure. 
In early spring freshly cut logs of American ela were piled in 
the shade to become infested with elm bark beetles. Between late June 
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and early August, g. ruflues infested logs were laid separately in a 
sunny location for periods of one day. They were not turned over while 
in the sunny location. The sun, of course, did not always shine when the 
logs were in the sunny locality. Logs with bark l/4 of an inch to logs 
with bark 3/4 of an inch thick at the ridges were included. Logs left 
in the sunny location for a few days to a few weeks had bark approximate¬ 
ly 1/4 to one inch thick at the ridges. All logs were piled in the shade 
again after exposure in the sunny locality. Examinations were made the 
next sparing when practically all beetles had emerged. Results of the 
treatment were estimated by counting the brood galleries and exit holes 
in the bark. The actual beetles which emerged could not be counted. In 
order to correlate beetle emergence with bark thickness, only those exit 
holes in the surface of the bark are given here. Those which occurred 
at cut or broken ends and on the under side of loose berk are omitted. 
Results, 
The logs in the shade became infested all around their perimeter 
with g. rufipes (tables 3QA and 31A). 
In logs in the sunny locality one day only, mortality of g. ru- 
UPSa varied from 100 per cent in (a) the entire upper half to (b) only 
45 degree sectors of the upper half down to (c) little or no noticeable 
mortality anywhere (table 3GA). Mortality on any part of the upper half, 
of course, varies from day to day with the high, lethal, subcortical 
temperatures produced there by the sun during those parts of the day 
when its rays are sufficiently intense as shown in the 1940 experiments 
(tables 20 to 22). 
Unturned logs of the sizes used which were in the sunny locality 
for several days usually had heavy to complete mortality over the entire 
upper half (tables 31A and B). This may have been due to* (a) Heavy to 
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complete mortality occurring over the entire upper half on any one 
hot sunny day, (b) an accumulated kill due to (l) heavy to complete 
mortality occurring in different parts of the upper half on different 
days, and, or, (2) partial mortality repeated over part or all of the 
upper half on different dayB (see tables 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 which il¬ 
lustrate laboratory studies of the time-temperature-mortality relation¬ 
ship of g. rufipes). 
If all sizes of unturned logs exposed to the sunny locality 
for periods of one day are grouped together, the number of exit holes 
per brood gallery on the lower half are found to be approximately four 
times that on the upper half (table 306). its mentioned in the previous 
paragraph, in those logs exposed to the sun, unturned, for periods of 
several days, generally few to no exit holes were found on the upper 
half (tables 31A and B). In both instances the rate of mortality over 
the perimeter of the logs (tables 30B and 314) shows general agreement 
with the known distribution of the higher temperatures on a warm, comp¬ 
letely sunny day as illustrated in graphs 5 or 6, being greatest within 
45 degrees of the top and lessening toward the sides 90 degrees from the 
top. Sometimes mortality due to solar heat extended slightly into the 
lower half, especially on the west side. The tendency is especially 
noticeable in the case of the logs with thinner bark where mortality due 
to other possible causes is not so apparent. Host survival occurred in 
the lower half. Ifhen heavy or complete mortality extended all around 
the perimeter of a log left unturned in the sun other factors undoubtedly 
exerted a lethal influence. 
Control logs in shade all season became infested all around their 
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perimeter end showed no significant difference in the number of exit 
holes per brood gallery around the entire perimeter (table 32). In bark 
of comparable thickness there were generally more exit holes per gallery 
over the entire perimeter of logs in shade (2.5 In table 32) than there 
were in the lower half of the logs in the sun (a) one day (1.49 in table 
30C) or (b) for periods of several days (0.63, 0.67, 2.36, 0.24, 3»40, 0.40, 
end 0.84 in table 31B). Unfortunately, logs with bark over 3/8 of an inch 
thick were not included so no comparison could be made in the survival per 
gallery in bark of different thicknesses. 
The tendency for mortality to be higher or more widespread over the 
upper half with a decrease in bark thickness (as observed in 1940 by exam¬ 
ining immature stages relatively soon after exposure) tms not brought out 
* 
very strongly in logs which were unturned in the sunny locality for one 
day (examined for exit holes after the emergence period had ended), prob¬ 
ably because of a lack of comparable data. (In table 30A, three cases 
out of six support it, two are inconclusive, and one apparently opposes 
the tendency.) The summarized data of logs in the sunny locality for one 
day periods (table 30C) which show the opposite tendency may well be due 
to differences in the weather during the various one day periods. The 
tendency toward fewer exit holes per gallery in thin bark was not brought 
out in the logs which were unturned in the sunny locality for several days 
either (table 31A and B). 
However, on the lower half when the number of exit holes per brood 
/ 
gallery apparently decreased with an increase in bark thickness it may have 
been for a different reason (tables 30C and 31B). This has also been not¬ 
iced in some other logs with bark approximately one inch and more thick. 
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Bsrhaps the thick, tough, outer bark prevents many adults from ever 
chewing their way to the surface. Although there was variation in the 
number of exit holes per brood gallery in bark l/4, l/2, and 3/4 of an 
inch thick in the logs in the sunny locality for several days, bark one 
inch thick did seem to show a general tendency toward fewer exit holes 
per brood gallery than did thinner bark. Similar findings were noticed 
in logs with bark of similar thicknesses left unturned in the sunny lo¬ 
cality for a few months the year before (lw - 0.31; 3/4* - 1.85} 1/2" ” 
0.48} l/4M - 1.06 in table 23A). The same tendency is also suggested in 
table 9. To what extent this tendency affected the emergence per gallery 
in the upper half of logs with bark one inch thick in the sunny locality 
for several days is not revealed by the data her© recorded. However, 
there may be some influence. 
Itien exit holes have been very scarce on the surface of thick bark, 
most of those which did occur there seemed to be at or near the bottoms 
of deep crevices. In such bark, however, exit holes have been found at 
cut and broken ends and especially on the under surface of portions of 
bark which have become loosened. 
To obtain exact information on the relationship between bark thick¬ 
ness and beetle emergence from shaded logs the infested logs would have to 
be caged and the emerged beetles counted. This number of beetles could be 
compared with the number of exit holes on the surface of the hark, at cut 
and broken ends, and on the under sides of loose bark in order to learn 
the source of the emerging beetles. 
1942. 
During this season exit holes were counted regardless of where they 
occurred in the bark. This differs from the method of examination em- 
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ployed In 1941. 
At Pittsfield, ten logs (with 58.8 square feet of bark l/4 to 
3/4 of an inch thick at ridges on xyle® 3 l/2 to 7 l/2 inches In dia¬ 
meter) became infested around the entire perimeter with H. rufinas while 
piled inside a large pile in the sun. These logs were placed on the 
ground in short grass in a sunny locality on June 29 and not turned dur¬ 
ing the season (table 33). Complete mortality extended from the top to 
90 degrees down the west side to 45 degrees down the east side of the 
logs. Some survivors occurred between 45 and 90 degrees down the east 
side of the logs but these amounted to only .06 survivors per ©gg gallery 
on the entire upper half. Survival was abundant on the lower half where 
2.33 progeny per egg gallery occurred. But here again this is consider¬ 
ably less than the 6.36 progeny per egg gallery which developed around 
the entire perimeter of control logs left inside the log pile (table 12). 
This distribution of mortality agrees with the known distribution of the 
high lethal temperatures on a characteristic completely sunny day (graph 
series 5 and 6). 
At Springfield eight logs scattered in a sunny locality were re¬ 
arranged. lengthwise in a north-south direction on June 9, 1942, after elm 
bark beetles had begun to attack them. Complete mortality in the differ¬ 
ent logs varied from l/4 to over 3/4 of the entire upper half and in some 
logs extended down the west side to 135 degrees from the top. Very little 
comparison could be made in the development in different parts of the peri¬ 
meter because some were turned over to various degrees when they were re¬ 
arranged in the sun. This resulted in the establishment of only 88 egg 
galleries and a maximum of 121 survivors (exit holes and live larvae) in 
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what became th© upper half compared with 254 ©gg galleries and a mx- 
imuic of 555 survivors in what became the lower half (table 34)* Survival 
par egg gallery in the upper half was only 63 per cent of that in the 
lower half (1.38 to 2.19). 
Hhfortunately, there were no control logs in the shade with which 
to compare the survival per egg gallery. However, a survival of 2.19 in 
the lower half is low and compares well with the survival in the lower 
half of logs in the sunny locality in the Pittsfield experiment just 
described (teble 33). Also the distribution of mortality in the upper half 
agrees with the known distribution of the high lethal temperatures on a 
characteristic completely sunny day (graph series 5 and 6). 
Infested Logs Rolled Over While in Sun, 
1941 
At Amherst seven logs three to eleven inches in diameter with bark 
1/4 to 3/4 of an inch thick at the ridges infested while in the shade were 
laid in a sunny locality on July 21, rolled 180 degrees on July 28, and 
removed from the sun on August 1, Practically no H. nyfloes exit holes 
were found on the surface of the bark (0,005 per gallery) at the end of 
the beetle season (table 35). This is practically complete control. 
1942 
At Pittsfield ten winter cut logs four and one-half to seven inches 
in diameter with bark 5/16 to 13/16 of an inch thick at ridges were in¬ 
fested in shade and then placed on the ground in a north-south position 
in a sunny locality on June 29, 1942. They were rolled 180 degrees of 
their circumference on July 15 and examined on August 4 and September 1, 
This treatment resulted In 97,9 per cent mortality (table 36) based 
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on the number of survivors (exit holes and live progeny still in the 
bark) per egg gallery (0.1364) when compered with the survivors per egg 
gallery (6.3613) in unturned control logs in the shade (table 12). 
Since most of the survivors were still larvae when the examina¬ 
tion was made on August 4 and September 1, the mortality given in table 
36 might be considered a minimum because some of them would normally 
have died before reaching maturity at the end of the season. 
Five other winter cut logs at Pittsfield four and one-half to 
nine inches in diameter with bark 5A6 to 3/4 inch thick at ridges, were 
similarly infested in the shade and laid in the sunny locality on June 
29, 1942, but were rolled 180 degrees of their circumference August 4 
and examined in mid-October. 
This treatment resulted in 94*8 per cent mortality per egg gallery 
(0.3298 survivors per egg gallery) when compared with the control logs 
(table 12) in the shade. The lower mortality in these logs (table 37) 
probably resulted from rolling the logs over after some beetles had 
emerged. The occurrence of practically all the exit holes on the half 
turned down until August 4 strongly suggests this. 2* rufinea commonly 
begin to emerge in late July and early August from logs which were in¬ 
fested by the first active adults in the spring. 
At Springfield, four logs scattered in the sun were rearranged 
lengthwise in a north-south position on June 9, 1942, when elm bark 
beetles had begun to attack them (table 38). Unlike the logs laid in 
the sunny locality after infestation in the shade, these logs had not 
yet become infested on what was then the upper half. Unfortunately, 
when they were rearranged some were rolled over to various degrees. Be¬ 
cause of this, one log became heavily infested on what became the upper 
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half between June 9 end July 7. On this letter portion, however, the 
scarcity of larval galleries extending from the egg galleries there in¬ 
dicates that solar heat caused early mortality of the broods. 
These logs Tie re rolled 160 degrees of their circumference on 
July 7 and then left undisturbed until they were examined in October. 
This treatment resulted in practically complete mortality in two 
logs with bark up to ll/l6 of an inch thick on xylem up to seven inches 
in diameter. Only two live S. multistriatus larvae survived from 21 
H. rufipes and 23 S. multistriatus egg galleries. No exit holes were 
found in the logs in October. Somewhat less mortality occurred in the 
two logs with thicker bark, 9/l6 to one inch thick, where 198 K. rufipes 
4 
and 68 g. multistriatus egg galleries produced nine exit holes (0.03 per 
scolytid egg gallery) and 64 live S. multistriatus larvae (0.94 per £. 
multistriatus egg gallery) by October. 
Since H. rufipes larvae have not been found to overwinter to the 
extent that £. Bultistriatus larvae do in logs exposed to attack in June, 
no statement can be safely made from table 38 on the comparative effects 
of solar heat on the two species. 
Mortality in Logs Laid in Sun Before Infestation and Rolled 180 Degrees 
After Infestation Became Established in Lower Half. 
1942. 
At Pittsfield, ten uninfested logs with bark l/4 to 3/4 inch thick 
at ridges on xylem 4 to 8 inches in diameter, were laid on the ground in 
a sunny locality in grass kept short by grazing on April 23, 1942, before 
* Exit hole8 may have been made by either H. rufipes or g. multistriatus 
or by both species. " ““ " ^ ~ 
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H. yufjne.s attacked then in the spring. They were rolled 180 degrees 
of their circumference June 29 after the lower half of the logs had be¬ 
come infested. They were examined in aid-October after the normal emerg¬ 
ence period for the season. 
The treatment resulted in 99.9 per cent mortality (table 39) 
based on the number of survivors (exit holes and live progeny still in 
the bark) per egg gallery (0.0066) compared with the survivors per egg 
gallery (6.3613) in unturned control logs in shade (table 12). 
A similar experiment was performed at the same locality with ten 
other logs with bark l/4 to 9/16 inch thick on xylem four to six and 
one-half inches in diameter which were left in the sun on top of a log 
pile until July 15, 1942, when they were rolled 180 degrees (table 40). 
Although the infested lower portion was turned upward two weeks less than 
the same parts of the logs shown in table 39, the per cent of control in 
the entire log (99.8) was almost the same based on the number of surviv¬ 
ors per egg gallery (0.0122) compared with control logs in shade (table 12). 
This type of solar heat treatment was the most successful of all 
those tried in 1942. Tables 39 and 40 show that in bark one-fourth to 
thirteen-sixteenths inch thick on xylem four to eight inches in diameter 
solar heat was very successful in preventing, for the entire season, 
gafitegg. infestation in practically the entire half facing upward until 
June 29 or July 15. In addition it killed practically all forms which in¬ 
fested the lower half after it was turned upward June 29 or July 15, and 
the half which was at first up did not become infested after it was turned 
down on June 29 or July 15. 
Apparently it made little or no difference in the mortality in these 
logs whether the log was on moist ground (table 39) or In the dry top layer 
of the pile (table 40). 
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At Westfield, uninfested logs were laid in tall grass in a sunny 
locality on June 15 and rolled 180 degrees of their circumference July 
31. They were not disturbed again until they were examined after early 
November, One group lay flat on the ground in tall grass. One group 
had the north ends raised eight inches so the sun would strike the bark 
closer to the perpendicular, while one group had both ends raised eight 
inches so there would be less shading by grass. However, no difference 
In infestation could be traced to these three arrangements of the logs. 
In the logs lying flat on the ground (table 41), (six logs with 
27.07 square feet of bark l/4 to l/2 inch thick on xylea 2 3/4 to 6 
inches in diameter) solar heat completely prevented infestation by either 
£• EB&BfiS or S. aultistriatus on the side facing up at first. On the 
side turned up after infestation 14 egg galleries were made (includes 
both species) and 15 progeny survived (0.55 par square foot). Coopered 
with control logs (4.84 progeny per square foot) unturned in partial 
shade the mortality in the logs amounted to 85.7 per cent per egg gal¬ 
lery or 88.6 per cent per square foot of bark. 
Of the two logs having the north end raised (table 42) solar teat 
completely prevented infestation in the side facing up at first in one 
of the logs. On the side turned up after infestation 11 egg galleries 
eere made and eight progeny survived. In the second log, however, five 
egg galleries were made and a maximum of 96 live progeny were still in 
the bark on the side which faced up at first. On the side turned up 
after infestation four egg galleries were made and a Midumm 0f 9 larvae 
survived. Compared with the control logs the mortality in these two logs 
amounted to a minimum of 24.3 per cent of the progeny per egg gallery 
while the mortality per square foot was 82.9 per cent legg. (a maximum of 
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8*85 progeny per square foot of bark to 4*84 in the control logs)* 
Of the three logs with both ends off the ground (table 43), solar 
heat permitted building of only two egg galleries and a maximum* of seven 
live larvae on the side facing up at first. On the side turned up after 
infestation 14 egg galleries were made and a maximum of 20 progeny sur¬ 
vived. Compared with the control logs the mortality in these three logs 
amounted to a minimum of 77,3 per cent of the progeny per egg gallery 
and 76.9 per cent of the progeny per square foot* 
Summarised Results of Effectiveness of Solar Heat in Killing Elm Bark 
Beetle Infestations Already Established in Elm Logs. 
U* xa&Bgg larvae examined soon after death from high temperatures 
in logs and in corked vials were bloated; larvae in open vials, where 
evaporation took place, were not* This suggests that conditions in the 
berk more closely approached those in the corked vials. 
H* EH&j.ftQ.a larvae in logs seemed to die at approximately the same 
rate or just slightly sooner at a given lethal temperature than they did 
in corked vials in the laboratory (graph 2), Lethal temperature studies 
were not carried on with £. wultiatrlatim. 
£• EHSBfta and £* aultistriatus oviposited in and developed to 
maturity around the entire perimeter of shaded logs. 
When infested logs were placed in the sun and left unturned, the 
region of the circumference in which complete mortality occurred coin¬ 
cided with the region where the solar-produced high lethal temperature 
periods were recorded beneath the bark. 
Some larvae which were mutilated when removed from the bark may have 
been %gdalis sp. instead of scolytids; therefore the percentages of 
control which are given are minimum percentages. 
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a. In logs infested with H. rufices exposed to sufficiently in¬ 
tense sunlight part of one day, this region of the circumference in 
\?hlch mortality occurred may have been rather narrow on some days* 
Repetition of this phenomenon on successive days broadened the region 
of the circumference in which mortality occurred by (l) killing all 
larvae in different parts of the circumference at different times or 
by (2) killing a portion of the larvae in a given part of the circum¬ 
ference each time. 
b. In logs infested with H* rufioes and S. aultistriatua exposed 
to sufficiently intense sunlight for one completely sunny day or a num¬ 
ber of partly sunny days, the lethal region of the perimeter covered as 
much as one-half of the perimeter. It covered the upper surface from 
90 degrees or slightly less down the east side of the log and over the 
top to 90 degrees or slightly more down the west side of the log, de¬ 
pending upon the thickness of the bark. These findings agree with 
Patterson (1930) who worked with other scolytids in pine logs lying in 
a north-south position in the sun. Re gives data to indicate that kill¬ 
ing temperatures occurred in one-half of the circumference of the pine 
logs but that the secant of the mortality arc was 16 degrees from the 
horiaoatal, being lower on the west. 
The rate of larval mortality due to solar heat was higher or its 
occurrence more wide-spread over the sunward perimeter of logs with 
thinner berk than with thicker bark, as detemiwd by examining larvae 
soon after exposure to the sun (work done with H. rufjnewV This was 
not always so noticeable in logs examined for exit holes after the 
beetle's emergence period. 
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In the lower half of the logs some evidence was obtained which 
suggested that in bark approximately one inch or more in thickness few¬ 
er adults might be able to tunnel to the surface than in berk 3/4# l/2, 
and l/4 inch thick at the ridges. Insufficient data were obtained with 
H. rufipes to prove this conclusively. It is not known to what extent 
this possibility, if true, would affect emergence from the upper half of 
logs with thick bark lying in the sun. 
Some evidence was obtained which indicated that there was more 
beetle emergence per gallery in log3 in shade than in the infested por¬ 
tions of unturned logs in a sunny locality (1941 and 1942) (work done 
with g. rufiues). 
The rates of mortality which occurred in the upper half of logs 
in a sunny locality in the time periods tested suggests good control in 
entire logs if they were turned over* 
Excellent control of H, rufipes resulted from exposing infested 
logs in a sunny locality for from one week to one month during late 
spring and early summer and then rolling them 180 degrees to expose the 
other half to the sun for a similar period before emergence started, 
hogs with bark l/4 to 3/4 inch thick at ridges on xylem three to 11 
inches in diameter were used. Comparable results were obtained in lim¬ 
ited experiments with both g. rufipes and g. multistriatus. Logs with 
hark 5/16 to ll/l6 inch thick on xylem three to thirteen inches in dia- 
136her were used. 
Practically complete control of g, rufipes resulted from placing 
uninfeated logs in a sunny locality in the spring to prevent infestation 
of the upper half and then rolling them 180 degrees to expose to solar 
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best those beetles which had infested the former lower side. Ho beet¬ 
les infested the uninfested top side after it was turned down in early 
sunnaer. Logs with bark 1/4 to 3/4 inch thick at ridges on xylem four 
to sight inches in diameter were used. Poor to fair results were ob¬ 
tained in limited experiments with logs infested with both g. rufi,pes 
and £. auXMstriatus. logs with bark l/4 to 5/8 inch thick at ridges 
on xylem three to eight and one-half inches in diameter were used. It 
is felt that more work with S. multistriatus is necessary to obtain 
more definite results with that species. 
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SUMMARY 
A short account of the role of elm bark beetles in spreading the 
Dutch elm disease is given together with a brief account of measures used 
to combat the disease* 
Literature is reviewed on the heating effects of solar rays on 
subcortical temperatures in felled logs and standing trees of various 
kinds. Publications on the practical applications of this heating effect 
in controlling different species of insects in different kinds of logs 
are reviewed. 
Under artificial conditions in laboratory, data were obtained on 
the time-tempera ture-mortality relationship of H. rufines which are be¬ 
lieved to encompass the approximate lengths of time needed to cause com¬ 
plete mortality of H. ruflpes larvae in various parts of logs in the sun. 
Subcortical and surface temperature variations at different points 
around the circumference of logs of different sizes are given for logs of 
American elm, UXgug. &asilsaa& L., lying lengthwise in a north-south posi¬ 
tion on both sunny and overcast days in locations where direct sunlight 
could strike them all day. This data showed: (l) On an overcast day the 
temperatures throughout the diameter of logs varied only slightly and were 
close to that of the surrounding air. (2) In direct sunlight the sur¬ 
face and subcortical temperatures on the portion facing the sun rose far 
above the temperature of the air or the shaded side of the log. The por¬ 
tion of the perimeter perpendicular to the rays of the sun was warmest. 
(This area moved over the entire upper perimeter with the movement of the 
sun. The highest surface and subcortical temperatures occurred on the 
upper west side after noon.) Along the radius of the log to this point. 
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surface temperatures were highest, the temperature lessening toward 
the center of the log with temperature variations near the surface be¬ 
ing greatest per given distance. Subcortical temperatures varied in¬ 
versely with the thickness of bark* 
Subcortical temperatures were recorded in a log lying lengthwise 
east and west in direct sunlight in order to compare the trend of temp¬ 
eratures around the circumference with that in logs lying in a north- 
south position. The movement of the region of highest temperatures 
over the circumference of this log during the day did not cover as wide 
an arc as in the logs lying north and south* 
On bare ground and in short grass in a sunny locality, air temp¬ 
eratures were highest close to the ground line. Similarly, in such sit¬ 
uations, log surface temperatures were higher at the top of a log four 
inches in diameter than at the top of a log 12 inches in diameter, or 
at the top of a log four inches in diameter which was raised so the top 
was 12 inches above the ground. In tall grass, air temperatures were 
higher one foot above the ground than at the ground line where some shad¬ 
ing occurred. 
ITninfested logs laid lengthwise north and south in sunny locali¬ 
ties in the spring and early summer did not become infested all season 
with any elm bark beetles on most to all of the upper half of the peri¬ 
meter. The lower half of such logs commonly became infested. When such 
logs were rolled 180 degrees of their circumference at one and two week 
intervals during spring and early summer and left unturned thereafter, 
in localities where only H, rufjpes occurred, many egg galleries were 
started but practically no beetles reached maturity. Mo beetles infested 
"khe side which was finally left turned down between early summer and late 
fall. 
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Meteorological records at the Massachusetts Agricultural Exper¬ 
iment Station Weather Observatory at Amherst indicate that weather con¬ 
ditions were not unusual during the years these experiments were in 
progress. 
A close relationship was indicated between the length of time 
needed to cause 100 per cent mortality of H. rufipes larvae in logs in 
the sun and in the corked vials in laboratory. Lethal temperature studies 
were not carried on with £. multjstriatus in laboratory. 
H. and £. multistriatus oviposited in and developed to 
maturity around the entire perimeter of shaded logs. 
When infested logs were placed in the sun and left unturned, the 
region of the circumference in which complete mortality occurred coincided 
with the region where solar-produced, high, lethal temperature periods were 
recorded beneath the bark. Rolling H. rufipes infested logs 180 degrees 
at a later date resulted in mortality occurring around the entire cireua— 
' ' • • . ' / 
ferenee. 
The rate of larval mortality of g. rufipes due to solar heat was 
higher or its occurrence more widespread over the sunward perimeter of 
logs with thinner bark than with thicker bark as determined by examining 
larvae within a few days after exposure to the sun. This was not always 
so noticeable in logs examined for exit holes after the beetle *s emerg¬ 
ence period. 
2- EafiflQfl infestation was prevented in the upper half of some 
logs laid in a sunny locality before oviposition occurred and mortality 
was obtained on the other side of the same logs by turning the logs over 
after the beetles became established on the lower half. 
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CGICLTJBIONS. 
The bark temperatures due to solar heat on all to most of the 
upper half of logs of American elm, tJXmus Americans L., lying length¬ 
wise north and south in sunny localities in western Massachusetts be¬ 
came sufficiently high often enough during late spring and early summer 
to prevent broods of H. rufjpes and £. multistriatus from becoming est¬ 
ablished there. These beetle free areas of the perimeter agreed with 
the areas where the highest bark temperatures have been recorded. The 
under sides did become infested. Rolling such logs 180 degrees every 
week or two during spring and early summer, so as to expose all sides 
to the sun, practically prevented H. rufjpes from becoming established 
in any parts of the logs all season* 
In shade, elm logs became infested around the entire perimeter 
with H. Eafjjaeg or multistriatus. When such logs were laid length¬ 
wise, north and south in direct sunlight, larval mortality on the sun¬ 
ward portions due to solar heat, as determined by examining larvae be¬ 
fore survivors could mature and emerge, occurred at a higher rate 
covered a wider arc of the circumference in logs with thin bark than in 
logs with thick bark. (This agrees with the finding that subcortical 
temperatures varied inversely with the thickness of the bark.) Rolling 
such logs 180 degrees after being in the sun a few days to weeks re¬ 
sulted in mortality due to solar heat occurring around the entire peri- 
seter. Higher rates of H. rufjpes mortality resulted in entire logs 
when uninfested ones were placed in the sun for a few weeks to prevent 
infestation on the upper half and then rolled 180 degrees to Mil those 
which had become established on the lower half. The uninfested upper 
half which was turned down at this time did not become infested there¬ 
after in the logs used. 
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POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS. 
Solar heat may be utilized la Massachusetts to prevent or to 
help control ela bark beetle infestations. It is not, of course, a 
panacea. As Patterson (1930) states, BNo one method has, without mod¬ 
ifications, proved entirely satisfactory as a cure-all in combatting 
epidemics of the various species of bark beetles, or even of control¬ 
ling epidemics of a given species in different host trees," 
The solar heat s@thod of combatting elm bark beetles may prove 
useful during the spring and early summer in some instances where it 
may not be possible to burn the logs or to remove and burn the bark be¬ 
fore the beetles can breed in them and emerge. It may be especially 
useful in cases where ela logs have value as fuel wood. Merely laying 
uninfested logs lengthwise in a north-south position in a sunny locali¬ 
ty during that period may be expected to reduce the area of bark avail¬ 
able for breeding purposes by approximately one-half. Turning them over 
after a few weeks win cause considerable mortality (varying inversely 
with the thickness of the bark) in the parts which do become infested. 
The latter also applies to logs which were previously Infested with 
beetles around the entire circumference. 
If slightly more than the lower half of uninfested logs lying in 
a north-south position in sunny localities are sprayed with beetle re¬ 
pellent sprays (orthodichlorobenzene and fuel oil, mixed one to eight 
by volume or creosote and kerosene (strained), mixed one to four by 
volume) they will be peraenently protected from beetle Infestation and 
no further work need be done. Incldently it would result in a consider¬ 
able saving of spray materials since the whole bark surface would not 
• so ** 
have to be sprayed as would be the case if the logs were lying in 
shade or were stacked in piles in the shade or sun. 
Proper treatment of beetle breeding material between spring and 
fall, of course, is very important because of the short time it takes 
the beetles to nature then. In areas where the Dutch elm disease ex¬ 
ists untreated beetle breeding material can be a serious threat to the 
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Table 1. Mortality of ljU rufipes larvae in moist frass in open 
two dram vials after exposure to high constant temperature levels for 
various periods of time. 3ach item in each table represents an individ¬ 
ual vial exposed for the given period of time. Time to raise tempera- 
o 
ture in vials from th&fc of the room (24.0 C. or 75.2 F.) to the de¬ 
sired level varied as indicated in each te^t. 1940. 
A. 48.9° C. (120.0° F.). 
30 minutes to attain this temper¬ 
ature. 60 to 102 larvae per 














.8 C • 018.0° S.). 
26 minutes to attain this ternpe- 
rature. 60 larvae per vial. 
Aug. 24. 
Time $ Mortality 
Aug. 25 












* 24 hours after being removed from 
heat. 
C. 46.7° C. (116.0° S.). 
36 minutes to attain this tem¬ 
perature. 60 to 86 larvae per 














* 24 hours 
from heat. 
after being removed 
D. 46.4° 0. (113.8° S.) 
30 minutes to attain this tem- 
perature. 50 larvae per vial. 
Aug. 16 
Time % Mortality 
Aug. 17 







Control at 32.0° C. (89.60 S.) 
10:00 0 
♦ 30 hours after being removed 
from heat. 
Table 1, continued. 
E. 44.2° C. (111.5° F.). 
20 minutes to attain this tem¬ 
perature. 26 to 60 larvae per 
vial. Aug. 201. 
Q. 41.1° C. (106.0° F.) 
30 minutes to attain this 
temperature* 50 larvae per 
vial. Aug. 23 
Time $ Mortality Time $ Mortality 
Hours! minutes Aug. 22 Hours! minutes Aug. 24 
Bxam.*_ _lacaa. » 
0i30 8 1:00 2 
1:00 33 2:00 4 
1*30 36 3:00 4 
2!00 80 4:00 0 
2:30 90 5:00 6 
3:00 98 
3:30 100 
4i00 100 ♦ 24 hours after being removed 
4*30 100 from heat. 
5:00 loo 
H. 39.7° C. (103.5° F.). 
* 24 hours after being removed from 25 minutes to attain this tem- 
heat. perature. 42 to 43 larvae 
per vial. Aug. 14. 
F. 42.8° C. (109.0° F.). Time $ Mortality 
35 minutes to attain this tem- Hours: minutes Aug.15 
perature. 50 larvae per vial. Exam. * 
Aug. 23. 
0:30 Slight 
Time $ Mortality 1:00 * 
Hours: minutes Aug. 24 1:30 it 
Sxam. * 2:00 rt 
2*30 n 
0:30 0 3:00 ft 
1:00 0 3:30 » 
1:30 0 4:00 ft 
2!00 2 4:?o 
2:30 18 5:00 10 
3:00 10 5:30 
3:30 40 6:00 21 
4:00 30 
4:30 34 
5:00 34 * 30 hours after being removed 
from heat. 
Control at 32.00 C. (89.6° F.) 
5:00 04 
Control at 37.0° C. (98.6° F.) 
5:00 08 
* 30 hours after being removed from 
heat. 
Table 1, concluded 
X. 38.6° C. (101.5° y.). 
5 minutes to attain this tempera* 












* 16 hours after being removed from 
heat. 
J. 37.0° C. (98.6° y.). 
Minutes to attain this temper• ture 
unknown. 18 larvae in vial. 
Aug. 22. 
- i 
Time $ Mortality 
Hours: minutes Aug. 22 
Exam • * 
8:00 0 
* 2 hours after being removed from 
heat. 
K. 32.0° C. (89.6° y.). 
Minutes to attain this temperature 
unknown. 50 larvae in vial. 
Aug. 22. 
Time % Mortality 
Hours: minutes Aug. 22 
Exam. * 
8:00 2 
* 2 hours after being removed from 
heat. 
fable 2. Mortality of fL ruflpes larvae in moist frass in corked two- 
✓ 
dram vials after exposure to high constant temperature levels for various 
periods of time. Ifccb item in each table represents an individual vial ex¬ 
posed for the given period of time. Time to raise temperature in vials 
from that of the room {24.0° C. or 75.2° F.) to the desired level varied 
\ * 
as indicated in each test. 1940. 
A. 47.5 0. (117.5° F.). 
23 minutes to attain this tempe« 
rature. 175 to 230 larvae per 






0! 30 100 
0:45 100 
Control at 32.0° C. (89.6° F.) 
2:00 0 
* 2 hours after being removed from 
heat. 
C. 46.1° c. (116.0° F.). 
20 minutes to attain this temps- 
rature. 100 larvae 
July 29. 
per vial. 
fime $ Mortality 






Control at 32.0° C. (89.6° F.) 
2:50 0 
* one hour after being removed from 
heat. 
3. 47.5 C. (117.5° F.). 
20 minutes to attain this tempe¬ 




























Control at 32.0° C. (89.6° F.) 
1:00 o 
* 4 hours after being removed 
from heat. 
/ 
Table 2, continued. 
D. 46.1° C. (115.0° F.). 
20 minutes to attain this tempera¬ 
ture. 100 larvae per vial. July 30. 
Time $ Mortality 
Hours? minutes July 30 
Exam. * 
Period of rising tamperature 
Temp. (C.) attained 
0:10 44.2 0 
Start of constant temperature 








* One to 2 hours after being removed 
from heat* 
F. 45.0° 0.(113.0° F.). 
35 minutes to attain this tem¬ 
perature. 43 to 51 larvae 




Aug.13 Aug. : 
Exam.* Exam. 
0:15 - 16 
0:30 4o 60 
0:45 75 
1:05 172 loo 
1:25 100 100 
1:30 100 100 
1:45 100 100 
2:00 100 - 
2:15 - - 
2:30 100 - 
Control at 32.0° C. (89.6° I.). 
20.00 _ 03 
* 4 hours after being removed from 
heat. 
S. 46.1° C. (115.0° y.). 
35 minutes to attain this tem¬ 
perature. 100 larvae per vial. 
July 31. 
Time f> Mortality 
Hours: minutes July 31 
Exam. * 
Period of rising temperature 
Temp (C.) attained 
0:25 45.3 50 
Start 
* 





* one to 3 hours after being removed 
from heat. 
G. 45.0° C. (113.0° y.). 
30 minutes to attain this tempera¬ 
ture. 27 to 50 larvae per vial. 
Aug. 8. 







0:15 18 28 
0:30 • - 26 
0:45 52 — 
1:00 100 100 
1:15 86 • 
1:30 100 
1:45 100 _ 
2:00 100 _ 




Control at 32.0° C. (89.6° F.) 
3; 00 0 
- 
* A few minutes 
from heat. 
after being removed 
** 6 hours after being removed 
from heat. 
Table 2, continued. 
H. 43.3° G. (110.0° T.). 
15 minutes to attain this 
temperature. 50 to 84 larvae 
per vial. Aug. 8. 
Time % Mortality 






2:30 100 V 
4:00 100 
Control at 32.0° C. (89.6° F.) 
5:45 0 
* Within 4 hours after being re- 
moved from heat. 
I. 43.3° 0. . (110.0° F.). 
25 minutes to attain this tem- 
perstere. 32 to 58 larvae per 
vial. Aug. 12. 
Time % Mortality 
Aug. 12 Aug. 13 
Hours: minutes Exam.* Exam.** 
0:15 0 
0:30 0 - 
0:45 6 - 
1:00 2 - 
1:15 28 36 
1:30 84 96 
1:45 47 90 
2:00 100 100 
2:15 98 100 
2:25 100 - 
2:30 100 100 
Control at 32.0° C. (89.6° E.) 
16:35 - 11 
* Within 2 hours after being removed 
from heat. 
** 12 to 15 hours after being removed 
from heat. 
S. 41.9° C. (107.5° F.). 
45 minutes to attain Mis tem¬ 
perature. 50 larvae per vial. 
Aug. 9. 
Tima $ Mortality 
Hours: minutes Aug. 9 Aug. 10 
Exam.* Exam.** 
0:30 4 - 
1:00 6 - 
1:30 34 - 
2:00 100 S4 
2:45 100 100 
3:00 100 100 
3:30 100 - 
Control at 32.0° G. (89.6 i° F.). 
6:45 0 — 
*2 to 7 hours after being re- 
moved from heat. 
** 18 to 24 hours after being re- 
moved from heat. 
K. 40 i.6° C. (105.0° F.). 
30 minutes to attain this tem- 
per&ture. 37 to 50 larvae per 
vial. Aug. 14. 
Time f Mortality 
Aug. 14 Aug. 15 
Hours: minutes Exam.* Exam.** 
0:30 5 
1:00 2 4 
1:30 0 11 
2:00 100 78 
2:30 94 78 
3:00 100 90 
3:30 loo 100 
4:00 100 100 
4:30 - 100 
5:30 100 - 
♦ 3 to 8 hours after being re- 
moved from heat. 
** 24 to 30 hours after being 
removed from heat. 
Table 2, concluded. 
L. 39.5° C. (103.0° F.). 
Minutes to attain this tempera¬ 
ture unknown. 21 to 38 larvae 
per vial. A«g. 26. 
Time f Mortality 




♦18 hours after being removed from 
heat* 
0. 37.0° C. (98.6° F.). 
Minutes to attain this tempera¬ 
ture unknown. 44 to 52 larvae 
per vial. Aug. 28. 
Time f Mortality * 
Hours! mi mites 
5:00 16 
5:00 6 
♦ Fo^sibly 4 to 12 hours after 
being removed from heat. 
M. 39.2° C. (102.5° F.). 
Minutes to attain this tempera¬ 
ture unknown. 50 to 60 larvae 
per vial. Aug. 26. 
Tine % Mortality 
Aug. 27 






P. 27.0° C. (80.6° F.). 
Minutes to attain this tempera¬ 
ture unknown. 25 larvae in 
vial. Aug. 8 and 9. 
Time Mortality 
When 12 




10:00 100 0 
* 12 to 18 hours after being removed 
from heat. 
H. 37,0° C. (98.6° F.). 
40 minutes to attain this tempera- 
tire. 41 to 50 larvae per vial. 
Aug. 13 and 14. 







19: a) 96 
* one to 48 hours after being removed 
from heat. 
Table 3. -Mortality of rufipes larvae on dry watch glasses after 
exposure to hi^ constant temperature levels for various periods of time, 
%ch item in each table represents an individual watch glass. Tine to 
raise temperature of air around larvae fro® that of room (24.0 0. or 
75.2° F.) to the desired level varied as indicated in each test. 1*40. 
A. 47.5° C. (117.5° F.) . 
15 minutes to attain this tempera 
ture. 50 larv&e on each watch 
glass. July 24. 







* Time of exam, not recorded. 
B. 47.5° C. (117.5° F.) 
Minutes to attain this tempera- 
ture unknown. 50 larvae on 
eacn watch glass. July 27, 








Control at 32.0 C. (89.6^ r.). 
1:20 4 
C. 46.1° C. (115.0° F.). 
25 minutes to attain this 
temperature. 50 larvae on 
each watch gless. July 31. 
Time $ Mortality 
1st. 2nd 
Hpurs: minutes Bxam.* J3xam.» 
Period of rising temperature. 
Temp. (C) 
attained 
0:15 44.4 8 
Start of constant temperature. 
0:20 46.1 50 56 
0:35 92 54 
0:50 ■ 100 96 
1:05 100 100 
1:20 100 98 ? 
1:35 100 100 
1:50 100 ICO 
Control at 32.0 C. (85.6° ’ F.) 
1:60 0 
* Time of exams not recorded. 
* Time of exam, not recorded. 
fable 3* continued. 
D. 46.1° C. (115.0° *.). 
17 minutes to attain this tempera¬ 
ture, 50 larvae on each watch 
F. 43.3 C. (110.0 ?.). 
15 minutes to attain this tem¬ 
perature. 50 larvae on each 






watch glass. Aug. 15. 
Time f Mortality 
Hours: minutes Aug. 15 Aug. 16 
Exam.* Exam.** 
0S00 0 0:30 0 
* 
4 
0:15 0 1:00 10 14 
0:30 20 1:30 70 98 
0:45 56 2:00 96 92 
IsOO 80 2:30 94 96 
1:15 90 3:00 100 100 
1:30 94 
1:45 100 * Within 2 hours after being re- 
2:00 100 moved from heat. » 
** 18 hours after being removed 
Control at 32.0° C. (89.6 ?.) from neat. 
2:00 0 
0. 42.0° C. (107.5° F.). 
* 4 hours after being removed from heat. 25 minutes to attain this tem- 
per&ture. 50 larvae on each 
watch glass. Aug. 17. 
B. 45.0° C. (113.0° ?.). 
40 minutes to attain this tempera- Time $ Mortality 
ture. 50 larvae on each watch Hours: minutes Aug. 18 
glass. Aug. 14. Exam * • 
Time $ Mortality 1800 10 
Aug. 14 Aug. 14 2:25 80 - 
Hours: minutes Exam.* Ezaa.** 3:00 96 
4:00 100 
0:30 little 46 5800 100 
1:00 most 94 5:30 100 
1:30 100 100 
2:00 100 100 Control at 32.0° C. (89.6° F.). 
2:30 100 100 
3800 100 100 5:30 36 
4:30 - 100 
5:00 - 100 * 24 to 30 hours after being re- 
5:30 ** 100 moved from heat. 
* within 2 hours after being removed from 
heat. 
M 3 to 5 hours after being removed from 
heat. 
fable 3, concluded. 
H. 40.6° C. (105.0° F.). J. 37.0° C. (98.6° F.). 
25 minutes to attain this tempera- Minutes to attain this tempera- 
ture. 50 to 7S larvae on each ture unknown. 55 larvae on 
watch glass. Aug, . 27. each watch glass. Aug. 28. 
Time $ Mortality Time $ Mortality 
Aug. 27 Hours: minutes 
Hours: minutes Exam. * 
5:00 15 
0:20 30 
1:00 46 * Time of exam, not recorded. 
1(30 38 
2:00 46 






* 8 hours after being removed from 
heat. 
I. 39.2° C . (102.5° F.). 
15 minutes to attain this tempera¬ 
ture. 45 to 54 larvae on each watch 
glass. Aug. 28. 








* Time of exam. not recorded. 
Table 4. Mortality* ** of EU rufipeg larvae in soist frass in open 
one-dram vials after exposure to high constant temperature levels for 
various periods of time. Each item in each table represents an individ¬ 
ual vial with 26 larvae exposed for the given period of time. Time to 
raise temperature in vials from that of the room (24.0° C. or 76.2° F.) 
to the desired level varied as indicated in each test. 1941. 
A. 51.7° C. (126.0° F. ). 







Aug. 7 Aug. 
Exam. Exam 




0:08 46.1 4 8 
0813 48.3 0 4 
0:19 49.4 24 88 
0824 50.8 100 100 
0:31 61.4 100 100 
0:36 61.7 100 loo 
Kone exposed to constant 0 
temperature level of 61.7 C. 
Control at 32.0° C. (89.6° F.) 
0:26 0 0 
B. 50.3° C. (122.5° F.). 
33 minutes to attain this 
temperature. July 31. 
Time $ Mortality 
Hours : minutes July a Aug. 
2xam. Exam 
Period of rising temperature. 
Temp.(C.) 
attained 
08 23 49.2 62 84 
Start of constant temperature. 
0800 60.3 100 100 
0:06 96 100 
0:10 100 100 
0:15 100 100 
0:20 100 100 
Control at 27.0° C . (80.6° F.) 
188 30 0 
* 411 first examinations made within four hours after larvae were removed 
from heat. 
** Second examinations made approximately 24 hours after larvae were re¬ 
moved from heat, except where otherwise indicated. Subsequent examinations 
at later dates made at approximately 24 hour intervale* 
Table 4, continued. 
C. 60.3° C. (122.5° F.). K. 48.9° C. (120.0° F.). 
32 minutes to attain this tenrpe- 31 minutes to attain this 









Aug. 25 Aug.26 
Exam. Exam. 
Period of rising temperature. Period of rising temperature. 
Temp. (C.) Temp. (C.) 
attained, » attained 
0:19 47.8 0 8 0:22 47.5 0 16 
0:23 48.9 84 84 
Start of constant temperature. 
Start of constant temperature. 
0:00 48.9 20 44 
o:oo 50.3 100 100 0:15 92 96 
0:05 100 100 0:30 96 96 
0:10 100 100 0:45 96 100 
0:20 100 100 1:00 100 100 
' 1:15 100 100 
1:30 100 100 
D. 48.6° C. (119.5° F.). Control at 32.0° C . (89.6° F.) 
30 minutes to attain this tempera* 
ture. July 30. 3:10 12 12 
Aug. 27 exam. 44 
Time P Mortality Aug. 28 exam. 76 
July 30 July 31 
Hours: minutes Exam. Exam. 
0:15 92 96 
0:30 92 96 
0:45 100 100 * 
1:00 100 100 
1:15 - 100 
1:30 - 100 
Control at 27.0° < 2. (80.6° F.) 
19.30 4 
fable 4, continued. 
F. 47.5° C . (117,5° f.). H. 46.1C ’c. (115.0° F.). 
30 minutes to attain this 30 minutes to attain this 
te&perature. / temperature. July 21. 
Time # Mortality fime $ Mortality 
Ex&ifl. Exam, July 21 July 22 
Hours8 minutes same next Hours: minutes i Exam. Exam. 
day. 
0H5 4 8 
0:30 60 84 0*30 12 36 
l:0Q 100 96 0:45 36 55 
1:30 92 100 l:oo 56 93 
2S00 100 100 1:15 92 100 
2:15 100 100 1:30 92 95 
2:30 100 100 1:45 80 93 
3:00 - 100 2:00 84 92 
o 2:15 80 96 
Control at 27.0 C. (80.6 F.). 3130 84 100 
2:45 100 100 
19! 00 - 20 3:00 96 96 
0. 47.5° C. (117.5° F.). 
28 minutes to attain this 
temperature. Aug. 19. 
Sime $ Mortality 
Aug. 19 Aug. 20 
Hours: minutes Exam. Exam. 
I. 46.1°C. (115.0° F.). 
23 minutes to attain this tempe¬ 
rature. Aug. 29. 
Time $ Mortality 
Aug. 29 Aug. 30 
Hours: minutes Exam. Ema. 
0:30 96 96 2:30 88 100 
1J00 92 100 3:00 96 100 
1115 100 100 3:15 100 100 
1:30 92 88 3i30 100 100 
1:45 100 100 3:45 loo 100 
2i00 100 100 
2:15 100 100 
2:30 100 100 
Control at 32.0° C . (89.6° 1 ™ E. ) 
6! 05 0 0 
fable 4, continued. 
J. 44.7°C. (U2.60 : F.). L. 43.6° C . (110.5° F.). 
40 minutes to attain this tern- 30 minutes to attain this tem- 
perature. July 28. perature. July 26. 
Time $ Mortality Time $ Mortality 
July 28 July 29 Hours: minutes July 25 July 27 
Hours; minutes Exam. Exam. Exam. Exam. * 
0:30 0 12 1:00 0 12 
1:00 0 20 2:00 0 88 
1:45 - 28 3:00 28 96 
2:00 0 60 4:00 12 100 
2:30 - 48 4:30 - 100 
3:09 8 80 5:00 56 100 
30 mm 92 5:30 - 100 
4:00 96 100 6:00 20 100 
4:30 - 100 ** 
5:00 100 100 
0 
Control at 27.0 C. (80.6C ’ F.) 
Control et 27.0° C. (80.6‘ 3 y.). 6:00 0 62 
6:00 0 8 * 48 hours after being removed 
from heat. 
i. 45.0° C . (117.0° f.j. M. 43.6° c . (110.6° F.). 
26 minutes to attain this 20 minutes to attain this tem- 
temperature. Aug. 20. perature. Sept. 3. 
Time $ Mortality Time $ Mortality 
Aug. 20 Aug. 21 Sept. 3 Sept.4 
Hours: minutes Exam. Exam. Hours: minutes Exam. Exam. 
1:00 48 68 6:00 92 92 
2:00 56 88 7:00 72 76 
3:00 84 72 8:00 100 76 
4:00 64 76 
4t 30 84 100 
5:00 88 100 
5:30 100 100 
6:00 100 100 
Control at 32.0° C. (89.6° F.). 
6:00 0 0 
Aug. 22 exam. 36 
Aug. 23 exam. 78 
Table 4, continued 
H. 41.7° C. (107.0° F.). P. - 40.8° C. (105.5 ’ F.). 
30 minutes to attain this tea- 32 minutes to attain this tem- 
pereture. Aug. 22. perature. Sept. 5. 
Time % Mortality Time $ Mortality 
Aug. 22 Aug. 23 Sept.5 Sept.6 
Hours: minutes &xam. Hxam. * Hours: minutes £xam. Sxam. 
2:00 4 20 5:00 0 8 
4:00 8 24 6:08 16 4 
5:00 4 24 7:00 44 16 
6:00 20 24 8:00 ' 16 28 
7:00 12 28 n q 
• Control at 3a.0 C. (89.6 ?.) 
Control at 32.0° C. (89.6C ’ F.) 
3:00 0 0 
7:00 4 12 
* 15 hours after being removed from 
heat. <i. 40.6° C. (105.0° S'.). 
40 minutes to attain this tem¬ 
perature . July 23. 
0. 42.0 C. (107.5 F.). 
27 minutes to attain this Time $ Mortality 
temperature. July 24. July 23 July 24 
Hours: minutes Exam. Sxam. 
Time % Mortality •.« . 
• July 24 July 25 1:00 0 20 
Hours: minutes Sxam. Exam. 2:00 8 0 
3:00 0 16 
1:00 0 20 4:00 12 8 
2:00 0 4 5:00 12 12 
3:00 0 0 6:00 16 16 
4:00 0 20 
5:00 52 24 Control at 27.0° C. (80.6° ?.) 
6:00 16 40 
Q 6:00 0 4 
Control at 27.0° C. (80.6 *.) 
6:00 0 16 
fable 4, concluded. 
H. 39.2° C. (102.5° F.) 
5? minutes to attain this tem¬ 
perature. Sept• 4. 
t. 37.8° C. (100.0° F.). 
22 minutes to attain this tem¬ 
perature. Aug. 26* 






8:00 0 8 
S. 39.2° C. (102.5° F.). 
23 minutes to attain this tempera¬ 
ture. July 22. 
Time $ Mortality 
July 22 July 23 
Eours: minutes Emm. Exam. 
Is 00 0 0 
2:00 0 0 
3:00 0 0 
4:00 20 16 
5:00 16 8 
* 6:00 48 36 
7:00 12 12 
Control at 37.0° C. (98.6° F.) 
7:00 24 24 
Time f Mortality 
Aug. 26 Aug.27 







Control at 32.0° C. (89.6 F.) 
7:45 4 22 
Ang. 26 exam. 62 
Table 5. Mortality* ** of H. rufipeg larvae in moist frass in 
corked one-dram vials after exposure to high constant temperature 
levels for various periods of time. I&ch item in each table repre¬ 
sents an individual vial with 25 larvae exposed for the given period 
of time. Time to raise temperature in vials fro© that of the room 
(24.0° C. or 75.2° F.) to the desired 
e*ch test. 1941. 
A. 61.7° 0. (126.0° F*). 
36 ( ♦ or - 3) minutes to attain 
this temperature. Aug. 7 
Time $ Mortality 
Hours? minutes Aug. 7 Aug. 8 
Sxaifl. Exam. 
Period of rising temperature. 
Temp. (C.) 
attained. 
0:08 46.7 0 16 
0:13 48.3 0 20 
0:19 49.4 100 100 
0:24 60.6 100 100 
0:31 51.4 100 100 
0:36 51.7 100 100 
Hone ejrcosed to constant tempera- 
tur? level of 51.?° C. 
Control at 32.0° C. (89.6° ?.) 
0i38 0 12 
levd. varied as indicated in 
B. 50.3° C. (122.5° $.). 
33 minutes to attain this temperature 
July 31. 
Time $ Mortality 
July 31 Aug. 1 
Hours: minutes gxaa._Exam. 
Period of rising temperature. 
Temp. (C.) 
attained 
0:17 47.5 8 24 
0:23 49.2 96 100 
Start of constant temperature. 
0:00 50*3 100 100 
0:05 100 100 
0:10 100 100 
0:15 100 100 
Control at 27.0° C. (80.6° T.) 
16:30 
Aug. 2 exam* 16 
* All first examinations made within four hours after larvae were removed 
from heat • 
** Second examinations made approximately 24 hours after larvae were re¬ 
moved from heat, except where otherwise indicated. Subsequent examina¬ 
tions at later dates made at approximately 24 hour intervals. 
Table 5t continued. 
i 
C. 60.3° c. (122.5° T.). 
32 minutes to attain this tem¬ 
pera tare. Aug. 28. 
Time % Mortality 
Aug. 28 Aug. 29 
Hours; minutes Exam. Exam. 
Period of rising temperature. 
Temp.(C.) 
attained. 
0:19 47.8 48 52 
0:23 48*9 100 100 
Start of constant temperature 
0100 50.3 100 100 
0*05 100 100 
0:10 100 100 
0:15 100 100 
D. 48.9° C. (120.0° F.). 
30 minutes to attain this tem¬ 
perature. July 30. 
Time % Mortality 
July 30 July 31 
Hours: minutes Exam.Exam. 
Period of rising temperature. 
Temp.(C.) 
attained. 




0:00 48.9 100 100 
0:05 100 100 
0:10 100 100 
0:15 100 100 
Control at 27.0° C. (80.6° F.) 
I. 49.2° C.(120.5° F.) 
31 minutes to attain this tem¬ 
perature. Aug. 25 
\ 
Time $ Mortality 
Aug. 25 Aug .26 
Hours: minutes Exam. Exam. 
Period of rising temperature. 
Temp. (C.) 
attained. 
0:22 47.5 92 loo 
Start of constant temperature. 
0:00 49.2 100 100 
0S05 100 100 
0:10 100 100 
0:15 100 100 
Control at 32*0° C. (89.6° F.) 
3:10 4 20 
Aug. 27 exam. 6C 
Aug. 28 exam. 88 
F. 47.6° C. (117.5° F.). 
30 minutes to attain this tem¬ 
perature. 








0:00 36 40 
0:05 96 100 
0:10 100 100 
0:15 100 100 
0:20 100 100 
0:25 100 100 
Control at 27.0 C. (80.6 F.) 
i9:oo 4 
fable 5, continued. 
a. 47*8° C. (118*0° 3?.). 
28 minutes to attain this 




Aug. 19 Aug. 20 
Mxam. Zxm • 
0:00 72 84 
0:05 100 100 
0:10 100 100 
0:15 100 100 
0:20 100 100 
0:25 IDO 100 
Control at 32.0° C. (89.6° *.) 
6:05 0 0 
a. 46.1° c. (115.0° 
20 minutes to attain this tea- 
perature. July 21. 
fine f> Mortality 
July 21 July 22 
Hours: minute© Ite. ' 3xa». 
0:16 84 76 
0:30 64 100 
0145 100 100 
1: ju 100 100 
1:15 loo 100 
1:30 100 100 
I. 46.1° c. (116.0° r.). 
30 ad cute© to attain this 
temperature. Aug* 29. 






0130 100 100 
0:45 100 100 
1:00 100 100 
1:15 100 100 
J. 44.7° C. (112.5° ?.). 
40 minutes to attain this tem¬ 
perature . July 28. 
Time $ Mortality 
July 28 July 29 
Hour*: minute© Sxaau Bxaa. 
0:15 12 
0*30 16 72 
0145 - 52 
1:00 52 loo 
1:15 100 
1:37 100 loo 
1:45 - 100 
2:00 96 100 
2:15 100 100 
0 
Control at 27.0 C. (80.6* * ?.) 




K. 45.3 C. (113.5 F.). 
26 minutes to attain this tem¬ 






0:30 80 96 
0:45 80 96 
1:00 96 96 
1:15 96 100 
1:30 100 100 
1:45 100 100 
2:00 100 100 
Control at 32.0° ’ C. (89.6 0 F.) 
6:00 4 8 
Mg. 22 exam. 60 
Aug. 23 exam. 100 
L. 43.3° C. (U0.p° r.). 
30 minutes to attain this tem¬ 




July 25 July 
exam. exam 
0:30 0 36 
1:00 8 72 
1:30 24 92 
1:45 - 88 
2:00 100 100 
2:15 - 100 
2:30 100 100 
2:45 1 - 100 
3:00 100 100 
3:30 100 100 
Control at 27.0° o
 
•





6:00 4 32 
K. 43.6° C. (110.5° F.). 
20 minutes to attain this tem¬ 






1130 96 100 
1:45 96 100 
2:00 100 100 
2:15 100 100 
2:30 76* 80* 
2:45 100 100 
* Survival probably due 
loose cork. 
to a 
S. 42.0° C. (107.5° F.). 
30 minutes to attain this tem¬ 
perature. Aug. 22. 
Time % Mortality 
Aug. 22 Aug.23 
Hours: minutes. exam. exam. * 
l:oo 4 16 
2:00 8 28 
2:30 16 60 
3:00 20 40. 
3:30 28 12 
4:00 60 96 
4:30 64 100 
Control at 32.0* 5 C. (89.6° F.) 
7:00 32 20 
* 15 hours after being removed 
from heat. 
* 48 hours after being removed from heat. 
Table 5, continued. 
0. 42.0° C . (107.5° ?.). q. 40.8° C. (105. s' 3 
27 minutes to attain this tern- 40 minutes to attain this tem- 
perature. July 24. perature. July 23. 
f^me f> Mortality Time f Mortality 
July 24 July 25 July July July 
Hours: mi mites exam. exam. Hours: minutes 23 24 25* 




ltoo 60 80 0:30 0 12 20 
1:30 - 48 2500 64 36 76 
2500 1 , 96 96 3100 84 72 96 
2:30 - 28 3:30 80 80 84 
3:00 100 100 4:00 96 96 92 
3:30 - 100 4:30 100 100 96 
4500 100 100 5:00 100 96 100 
4530 100 5:30 100 100 96 
6:00 100 100 6:00 100 100 100 
0 6:30 100 100 100 
Control at 27.0° C. (80.6 f.) 
Control at 27.0° C . (80.6° F.) 
6:00 16 32 
6:00 0 0 16 
r. 40.8° C. (105.5° If.). 
32 minutes to attain this tem¬ 
perature. Sept. 5. 
Time $ Mortality 
Sept. 5 Sept. 6 















C. (89.6° ?.) 
68 4 
*72 hours after being removed 
from heat. 
B. 39.2° C. (103.5° F.). 
57 minutes to attain'this tem¬ 
perature. Sept. 4. 
Tla. $ Mortality 
Sapt. 4 Sept.5 
Hour.:minutes exam, eraa. 
7:28 100 100 
8:00 100 100 
Table 5, concluded. 
S. 39.2° C. (102.5° ?.). 
23 minutes to attain this tem¬ 
perature. July 22* 
na« i Mortality 
July 22 July 23 
hours: minutes exam. exam. 
1:00 4 0 
2:G0 16 20 
3*00 4 4 
4:00 96 68 
5:00 64 16 
6:00 100 68 
7:00 100 96 
Control at 37.0° C. (98.6° ?•). 
7:00 48 4 
1. 38.1° C. (100.5° y 
.)• 
22 minutes to attain this tem- 
perature. Aug. 26 • 
Time $ Mortality 
Aug. 26 Aug. 27 
Hours: minutes exam. exam. 
7:10 92 60 
8:00 96 64 
o 0 
Control at 32.0° C. (89.6° F.) 
4 
Aug, 28 exam. 56 
Aug. 29 exam. 94 
7:45 4 
fable 6. Average temperature variation on and under 
tnin and thick bark during five sets of three-minute periods 
(from graph 15). (Temperatures recorded successively at each 
point at top of two logs.) 
south in a sunny locality. 
Logs lay lengthwise north and 
/O 
?Average temperature variation ( C.) 
: On surface Under bark 
Log with thin bark 
: 
s 1.88 0.36 t 





Table 7A. Comparison of surface temperature fluctuations 
on the sunny aids of a log, at the top of a ridge and at the bottom 
of an adjacent bark crevice during successive five-minute periods. 
July 24# 1942. (A calm day with faint sun.) hog lay lengthwise 
north and south in a sunny locality. 
Temperature fluctuations (° C.) on bark surface. 
In a crevice : On i a ridge 
Variation High Low : Variation High Low 
3.9 48.0 44.1 
t 
» 
: 2.0 40.0 38.0 
2.0 46.0 43.0 s 2.9 39.4 36.5 
3.2 50.7 47.5 i 5.3 48.8 43.5 
2.9 53.5 50.6 S 3.5 47.3 43.8 
1.8 47.5 45.7 : 2.6 42.6 40.0 
1.1 42.5 41.4 t 4.1 38.2 34.2 
3.3 44.1 40.8 i 3.0 37.5 34.5 
3.5 44.9 41.4 : 3.5 40.8 37.6 
2.71 Average j 3.36 Average 
temperature fluctuation : temperature fluetu&tion 
in crevice. : on ridge. 
Table 7B. Comparison of surface temperature fluctuations on 
the shady side of a log, at the top of a ridge and at the bottom of 
an adjacent bark crevice during successive five-minute periods. 
July 24, 1942. (A calm day with f&int sun.) Log lay lengthwise 
north and south in a sunny locality. 
Temperature fluctuations (° C») on bark surface. 
In a crevice : 
v*/ wu Biuiaw *
On a ridge 
Variation Low : Variation High Low 
0.6 34.4 
• e 
33.8 l 1.7 31.7 30.0 
0.8 35.3 34.5 : 1.6 30.8 29.2 
1.5 34.7 33.2 : 0.6 30.6 30.0 
1.2 33.8 32.6 S 1.0 29.8 28.8 
0.5 32.0 31.5 : 0.6 28.8 28.2 
0.8 31.8 31.0 : 0.8 28.5 27.7 
0.3 31.3 31.0 5 0.8 28.5 27.7 
1.0 31.4 30.4 l 0.8 28.8 28.0 
0.8375 Average l 0.9875 Average 
temperature fluctuation : 
in crevice. $ 
temperature fluctuation 
on ridge. 
Table 8. The distribution of |U rufires infestation around the 
perimeter of diversely oriented elm logs laid in the sun before being 
attacked* (Logs cut from elms felled at Amherst during the hurricane 
of September 21, 1936$ examined in late October 1939.) 
Compass Bark Bark Diam Distribution of H. rufires 
bearing area thickness of infestation in logs. 
of logs. 
(long 
at ridge xylem 
Top half. Bottom half. 
axis) Sq. Egg Survi- Sgg . Survi 
ft. In. In. gal's vors gal's vors 
S 50° 8 38.76 3/8 to 
1 3/16 
24.0 0 0 4 ? 
B 85° S 14.03 8/16 to 
3/4 
16.8 0 0 0 0 
a io° * 42.61 1/2 to 
1 1/4 
31.0 0 0 0 0 
E 40° W 26.7 3/8 to 
3/4 
24.0 0 0 0 0 
M 25° W 22.6 9/16 to 
1 
24.0 0 0 0 0 
I 40° W 16.76 1/2 to 
1 
13.5 0 0 1 19 axil 
M 02° » 24.04 7/16 to 
6/8 
19.0' 0 0 3 2 la 
40 exh 
M 09° K 48.94* 7/16 to 
1 5/16 
22.0 0 0 16 * 2 * la 
12 r exh 
H 14° E 78.64 1/2 to 
1 3/4 
26.0 0 0 0 0 
H 30° E 94.26 1/2 to 
1 
30.0 0 0 1 ? 
H 02° W 
to 







0 0 25 4 4 la 
71 t exh 
and 
B 40° W 
* Only 6.12 square feet of bark could be examined on lower half, 
la s Live larvae, 
axh r J5xit holes. 
gal*s - $hlleries. 
o 
Table 9, The distribution of H. ruflpes infestation around the 
perimeter of a large elm log at Springfield laid in the sun before 
being attacked in the spring of 1S42. Long axis of log 22° W. 
Log examined in late October 1942. (182.5 square feet of bark 1 1/2 
to 2 3/8 inches thick at the ridges on xylea 4 feet 4 inches in diameter 
at butt end.) 
— ■ ~*r * » -*tL- 
Bast half of log. 
Jfe* t x % uut 
fop sest half of log. 
136- j 90-; 46- vs o * *♦ ? 1 45- J 90- : 135- 
180 i 136 .* 90 : 45 ; 45 : 90 : 136 * 180 
3gg hun- hun- 3# 0 0 0 0 hun- 
galleries dreds dreds • dreds 
Live 
- 
progeny 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 2 
Sxit i • 
holes 152 <- 10* 0 0 0 0 0 some 
# larvae developed from these egg galleries. 
Table 10. The distribution of infestations of H. rufipes and S. 
multistriatus around the perimeter of freshly cut elm logs laid in the sun 
in tall grass at Westfield on June 16 before any beetles attacked them. 
The long axis of logs extended north and south. Logs examined in mid-Novem¬ 
ber . 
Distance, in degrees, from top of logs 
...... 
last half of logs. ~mr .■.. „ West half of logs. 
i!35- • : 90- :45- 2 0- 2 0— • 45— 2 90— * * 135- 
!lS0 :135 J90 245 245 : 90 :135 : 180 
:Hr Sm;Hr Sm:Hr Sm;Hr Sm :H r £m;Hr "Sijlr s£-Ir ST" 
A. Logs lying flat on ground. (8 logs with 44.98 square feet of bark 3/16 
to 1/2 of an inch thick at ridges on xylem 2 l/4 to 7 1/2 inches in diameter.) 
0: 0 02 0 02 0 0; 0 0: 0 0: 1 02 2 0 
galleries : 
t 




0 f • a • 
Live 2 4 
♦ 
02 0 
• l l 










• * t • 9 • 




• * ♦ * 4 • i 
Exit 2 2 
l 
02 0 
• # • 




0: 0 0210 0 
holes i ♦ * 2 2 2 * • • ♦
B, Horth end of logs raised about 8 inches off ground. (3 logs with 20.42 
square feet of bark 5/16 to 5/8 of an inch thick at ridges on xylem 4 to 10 
inches in diameter.) 
Egg 2 9 3212 4: 1 2: 1 0: 0 02 0 02 0 0211 0 
galleries 2 • • « « i • 1 • • ♦ 2 2 
Live* s 2 352 0 13; 0 14: 0 0: 0 0: 0 02 0 0:14 0 
progeny i • (4) : (3) : : • • : (1) : (2) 





holes : ’ • < • # • 9 9 • i 
C. Both ends of logs raised about 8 inches off ground. (3 logs with 27.29 
square feet of bark 3/8 to l/2 of an inch thick at ridges on xylem 5 l/2 to 






6 0 1 0 0 0 0 01 0 0: 0 0 
♦ i 
0 0 
3 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 
• 
9 




49 10 0 0 
i 







Hr a Hylurgopinus rufipes (lich.) 
Sm = Scolytus multi stria tus Marsham. 
* Humbers in parentheses indicate mutilated larvae which might have been 
scolytids (H. rufipes or S. multistriatus) or curculionids (Magdalis sp.) 
M ’ Exit holes ..where both B."rufipes and S. multistriatus were present .'may 
have been caused by either species.. Magdalis sp. would not have ma¬ 
tured yet in these logs. 
T^ble 11. Pistributton of H. rufipes infestation around the 
perimeter of recently rut cla logs laid in short greet ic the sur at 
Pittsfield before the beetles attacked them ia thn spring. The long 
axis of the logs extended north and ec-uth. Logs examined ia mid-October. 
(15 logs with 93.1 square feet of bark l/4 to 3/4 of an inch thick at 
the ridges on xyler 4 to 7 inshoe in diameter.) 
Distance, in decrees, from top of logs. •>**.«*'M W ft f
3ast half of logs. (Top) 
~ ..TV. 
»ost half Of l0£». 
135- i 90- i 45- : G- : C- : 45- ; 90- ! 135- 





galleries 229 183 4 0 0 2 95 212 
Survivors 982 
r. 
591 3 0 0 10 374 813 
* Live progeny and exit holes found in bark in nid-Qetober. 
Sable 12. Pistrlbution of H. rufipes infestation in control logs 
in the shaded interior of a large pile of elm logs at Pittsfield since 
early spring. Long axis of logs extended approximately north and south. 
Logs examined in September. (10 longs with a total of 58.1 square feet 
of bark 1/4 to 5/8 of an iaeh thick at the ridges on syles* 2 1/2 to 7 1/2 
inches in diameter.) 
PI stance, in degrees ft from top of logs._ _ 
...... %ast half of logs. (*Top) ffest hslf of logs. 
175-: 90- : 45- SO- i 0- : 45- ; 90- : 135- 
180 S 135 s 90 i 45 t 45 S 90 s 136 S IRQ 
galleries 210 184 132 97 103 166 183 234 
\ 
Survivor. 1,671 1,069 71B 496 740 1,003 1,240 1,490 
I 
Uve progeny and exit holes found ia the bark in September. 
Table 13. iftstrioution of H. ru.fires in elm logs which ley ia 
the sun on top of a log pile at Pittsfield oaf ore the hue ties attacked 
them in the spring. 5fee iong axis of logs axtcmded apx'roximately north 
and south. Logs examined in mid-October. (10 Logs witn 65.1 square 
feet of bark 1/4 to 5/8 of an inch thick at the ridges on xylem 4 to 
8 inches in diameter.) 
Bistance. in degrees . from top of logs. 
£&st half cf logs. i?op) West- hslf of legs. 
135-: SO-: 
180 : 1®: 
45-: 0- 
90 : 45 
: 0- 
: 45 
: 45- : 







galleries 409 273 45 0 2 57 248 450 
Survivors 836 678 131 0 0 90 363 838 
* 
* Live progeny and exit Holes found ia the bark ia mid-October. 
** Parts of the upper half of some logs shaded by adjoining logs 
daring part of day. 
fable 14. Mortality per egg gallery, of elm bark beetles, 
in lQgs lying lengthwise north and south in sunny localities at West- 
field and Pittsfield compared with development in control logs in 
shade. Figures based on average number of surviving and emerged pro¬ 
geny per egg gallery. 
Bark : Position of logs. s Surviving • t Mortality 
area : and emerged : per egg 
i progeny per : gallery 
• 
e egg gallery. : (Compared 
s 
# : with 
: : s control 
s 
s s logs.) 
Sq. t Average • • 
ft. i number. • • Percent. 
Westfield. E. rufipes and S. multistriatus. 
44.98 Flat on ground in 3.600 51.7 more. 
tall gras8 in sun. 
20.42 Horth end raised 8 4.953 to 33.6 to 
inches. In tall 5.186 30.4 more 




Both ends raised 8 :11.538 to 54.8 to 
inches. In tall 111.769 57.9 LBSS. 




Piled in shade. ; 7.455 t 0.0 
(Control logs.) 
• 
Pittsfield . H. rufipes only. * • 
93.1 Flat on ground in 
i 
3.825 39.9 more 
short grass in 
sun. i 
65.1 On top of log pile i 1.910 70.0 more 
in sun. 
58.1 In shaded interior 6.361 0.0 
of log pile. (Con- 
trol logs.) 
fable 15. Distribution and extent of development of H. rafipes 
around the perimeter of logs which were turned over 180 degrees at one 
and two-week intervals during the 1943 spring oviposition period at 
Amherst. After July, the logs were left undisturbed in the sun. Logs 
lay lengthwise north and south in a sunny locality. 
:Distance, in degrees, from top of : fotal 
slogs, final position, July 2 to 5 in 
: 1st® a0vember. * whole 
:£ast half of logs. best half of logs: log 
:135- : 90-: 45-: 0-: 0^ :45- : 90-:135-: 
:18Q :135 : 90 : 45: 45 : 90 :135 :180 : 
\ 
five logs turned every week from May 28 to July 2. (78.00 sq. ft. of 
bark 1/4 to 1 1/4 in. thick at ridges on xylem 5 to 19.5 in. in diameter) 
* * t I « 
* * t • * 
t 
w 
Cambium punet- 151 :173 103 !273:275 :236 96: 90 1,397 
ures only.* • 
• 





Egg gal's minus 
s 
16 ! 64 
s • 
7: 15: 20: 25 19s 13s 169 









Egg gal's with 0 i 0 0: 0 0 0 3: 3 6 
larval gal's.* % • plus: plus: : plus: plus. 
Live progeny. 0 i 0 0: 0: 0: 0 
: : : 




Exit holes. 0 : 0 
s 
0: 2! 2 
five logs turned every second week from June 4 to July 2. (69.64 sq. ft. 










306 266 165 66 1,356. 
Egg gal'8 minus 
larval gal's. 
76 56 246; 346 
: 
182 623 283 67 1,879 
Egg gal's with 
larval gal's. 




1 0 1 i 25: ! 5 205 






0 0 0 0 7 
Exit holes. 3 0 0 0 0 6 14 
* In one log 126 e^ galleries were listed at 45*90) degrees east as 
merely having none to some larval galleries attached; 85 were so listed 
at 0-45 degrees east, and six at 90-135 degrees west. Comparatively 
few of these egg galleries had any larval galleries attached. 
fable 15 is concluded on the next page. 
Table 15, concluded. 
:Distance, in degrees, from top of logs. : Total 
:Final position, July 2 to late November. s in 
sBast half of logs. ^eet half of logs* '• whole 
sl35- s 90- s 45- SO- :0- s45-s 90-s 135- s logs 
5180 5135 s 90 s45 S45 s90 S135 5180 s 
One control log unturned in sun during entire beetle season. (13 sq. 
of bark 1 in. thick at ridgee on xylem 19 inches in diameter.) 
Cambium punct- Os 0 
ures only. s 's 
• • 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Egg gal* s 
minus larval 
gal*s. 





21 0 0 
s 













0 . 0 0 4 81 136 541 
Live progeny 
i 
28 s 0 
• 
0 0 0 0 0 2 30 
Exit holes 
• * 
74: 3 : 0 
• # i • 
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Table 20. Subcortical temperatures around the circumference 
of a log with bark approximately 1/4 inch thick which lay length¬ 
wise north and south in a sunny locality throughout a day (July 
19, 1940) when complete mortality of H. rufipes occurred in the 




Subcortical temperatures ( Cent.) 
. in degrees, from top of log when lying in sun 
East side of log. Top West side of log. Bottom 
135 90 45 • ♦ 45 90 S 135 
6:20a :21.8c 24 .Oc 25.3c 25 .3c • • 22.3c 21.0c 21 •Oc 20 ,8c 
9:20a :23.3c 26,0c 27.5c 28 .5c • • 24.5c 22.0c 21 .8c 21 ,3C 
10:35a :26.0 s 31.5s 35.6s 35 ,4s : 29 .5s 24.5s 22 . 5s 21, ,8s 
12:05p :26.3s 33.88 42.68 47 .Os e • 42.0s 29.5s 24 • 88 22, ,88 
12:50p • 26.3s 33.58 42.4s 48 .5s • • 44.8s 32.0s! 26 .Os 23, ,0s 
l:20p :26.0s 32.88 42.2s 50 • 3s • • 47.0s 34 ,3s 28 23, ,8s 
2:35p : 26 • 3s 31.8s 39.8s 50 •5s ♦ • 55.6s- 42.2s 32 .Os 24 ,8s 
3:50p :26.0s 31.3s 36 • 3s 47 .6s • • 54.5s 45.8s 34 • 5s 25, ,8s 
Condition of 8^ rufipes 
• • 











1# i 0 
• 
: 0 
# • • 
:some : : 
D : n n : n : 60 : 150 : 100 :some : n : 
Legend: a - Morning, p - Afternoon, s - sun shining when temperature 
was recorded, c - Cloud covering sun when temperature was record, n - No 
noticeable mortality due to solar heat. L - Live H. rufipes. D - Dead 
H. rufires. # - At end of log. 
fable 21. Subcortical temperatures around circumference of 
a log with bark approximately 1/2 inch thick which lay lengthwise 
north and south in a sunny locality throughout a day (August 8, 
1940) when complete mortality of H. rufipes occurred in the en¬ 
tire upper half of a log with bark of comparable thickness. 
Time. Subcortical temperatures ( Cent.) • 
Distance.in decrees, from ton of log when lying in sun • 
S.S.T. mst side of log. fop West side of log. Bottom 
135 : 90 : 45 ; 45 : 90 s 135 : 
8:50& 26.3s 35.4s: 39.0s 29.5s : 21.8s 21.0s :21.3s 23.0s 
9.35a 26.0s 36.3s: 42.2s 33.3s : 25.0s 22.5s :21.0s 22.8s 
10:25& 26.8s 36.5s: 45.0s 38.3s : 29.3s 23.3s :22.0s 22.8s 
11:15a 87.1. 36.3s: 45.6s 41.7b : 34.6s 25.5s :22.0s 22.7s 
l2J30p 26.3s 33•8 s: 43.5s 46.8s : 40.5s 28.3s :23.0a 23.0s 
l:30p 25.8s 29.5s: 42.68 49.3s : 46.3s 34.5s :24.8s 23.8s 
2:20p 25.2s 31.Is: 37.7s 49.8s : 49.7s 38.7s :25.8s 23.4s 
3:35p 25.0s 29.8s: 34.5s 48.0s : 50.8s 43.38 :29.0s 
» 
22.8s 
Condition of H.rufipes 
see 
in log with 
• % 
bark of comparative thickness 















D : n : i El : many : many : many : many : many : n • s 
Legend: & - Horning, p - Afternoon, s - Sun shining when temperature 
was recorded, c - Cloud covering sun when temperature was recorded, 
n - Ho noticeable mortality due to solar heat. L - Lire H. rufipes. 
E - Lead H. rufipes. 
Table 22. A comparison of the subcortical temperatures around 
the circumference of separate logs with bark of different thicknesses 
which lay lengthwise north and south in a sunny locality throu^iout 
a day (July 22, 1940) with the mortality of H. rufipes around the 
perimeter of logs with bark of comparable thicknesses. 
Bark approximately 1/4 inch thick. 
• Time. 
B.S.T. 
_Subcortical temperatures ( Cent.)__ 
Distance, in degrees, from top of log when lying in sun. 
East side of log. Top West side of log. Bottom 

















28.8c : 30.2c 
34.3s : 38.5e 
37.3s : 43.8s 
27.1s : 46.1e 
37.3s : 47.2c 
35.0s : 42.6s 










































of H. rufipea 
2 
: 100* 
n : 100 











Bark approximately l/2 inch thick at ridges. 
Time._Subcortical temperatures. (° Cent.)_ 
Distance, in degrees, from top of long when lying in sun. 
2.S.T. East side of log. fop West side of log, : Bottom 
135 : 90 : 45 :45 : 90 : 135 : 
6:20a : 24.3s 
9:20a : 25.0s 
10;15a : 25.5s 
11:15a : 26.4s 
12.25p : 26.0s 
l:35p : 26.58 
2:20p : 25.3s 
3:05p RAIS 
26.5s 28.3e:26.8c ; 26.3c : 25.5s: 24.0s : 23.8s 
30.0s 33.5s?32.0c : 29.5c • • 27.0c: 24.3c : 23.5c 
32.0s 36.8s:35.6s : 33.3s • s 28.0s: §3*88 : 23.3s 
32.5s 40.3s:42.2c : 37.8s • • 28.9s* 24.4s : 23.7s 
32.3s - :47.2s : 44.3s • • 32.3s: 25.8s : 23.88 
31.8s 38.8s:45.8s : 44.5s « *• 35.0s: 26.0s : 23.8s 
30.8s : 36.0s:46.8s : 48.3s : 38.3s: 27.5s : 24.0s 
: 
Condition of H. rufipes 
• « * # 
* • * * 
L : : : s 
B : n : n : n : 
in log with 
# 
50* : few 
350 : 250 
bark of comparative thickness. 
: : : * 
: 50 : : : 
. : many : n : n : 
legend: a - Morning, p - Afternoon, s - Sun shining when temperature was 
recorded, c- Cloud covering sun when temperature was recorded, n - ho 
noticeable mortality due to solar heat. L - Live H. rufipes. D - Bead 
H. rufipes. * - Along lower edge. 
liable 22, concluded 
Berk approximately 3/4 inch thick at ridges* 
_ Subcortical temperatures (° Cent*)_ 
Distance .in degrees, from top of log when lying in sun. 
E.S.T. 
,--p- -f .... 
last side of log. Top West side of log. Bottom 
: 13S : 90 : 45 : : 46 i 90 i 126 
8:10a 24.0c 26.0c 27.5c :26.0c 25.3c: 24.5c: 23.3c 24.0c 
9:10a 25.3c 29.0c 33.5c :30.0s 27.0s: 26.3s: 23.5s 24. ?» 
10:05a 26*0s 30 • 3s 36.3s :33.0s 26.5s: 26.5s: 23.5s 23.8s 
11:05a 26.6s 31.2a 41.0c :36.3s 31.6s: 27.3s: 23.5s 23.5s 
l2:15p 27.0s 3l.5s 43.8c :41.0s 36.3s: 29.0s: 24.3s 23.8s 





31.08 39.0s :41.0s 
t a 








H. rufipes in log with bark of comparative thickness. 
i : : : : : : 
: : 75 i 60 J * : : 
a : n : 200 : some s a n : n ; 
Time Subcortical temperatures (° Cent.) 
Distance, in degrees. from top of log when lying in sun. 
B.S.T. last side of log. Top .*e«t side of log. : Bottom 
f i 135 : 90 i 45 • s 45 : 90 : 135 : 
8:00a 24.0c: 24.3c 25.3c :24.8c 25.0c: 24.8c: 24.0c 22.5c 
9:00a 25.3s: 27.0s 28.8s :26.8s 26.8s: 26 .Os: 24.8s 23.3s 
9:55a 27.0s: 29.5s 31.8s :30.8s 28.0s: 27.3s: 24.0s 23.8s 
10:55& 27.0s: 31.3s 35.3s :33.0s 30.7s: 27.7s: 24.38 23.0s 
I2:05p 26.8s: 31.0s 36.8s : 37.3s 33.8s: 29.3s: 24.8 s 23.3s 
l:15p 27.8s: 31.0s 36.3s :37.3c 34.38: 31.0s: 25.3s 23.3s 
2:00p 27.0s: 30.5s 35.8S : 39 .Os 37.3s: 33.3s: 26.0s l 22.8s 
3:05p. 8 AIK : * » § • + 4 !' 
Condition of H. rufipes in log with bark of comparative thickness. 
t : ~ : 5 : : ; s : 
L ; i i i : : : ; : 
D:n: n : n : n: n ; nsn : n: 
Legend: a - Morning, p - Afternoon, s - Sun shining when pampersture 
was recorded, c - Cloud covering sun when temperature was recorded* 
n - So noticeable mortality due to solar heat. L - Idve fi. rufipes. 
h. Dead H. rufipes. * - Along lower edge. 
Table 23. Development of B. rufipeg in logs already infested 
when laid, lengthwise, north and south in a sunny locality. Oviposi¬ 
tion started on May 27. Logs piled in shade until June 27 when they 
were laid separately in the sun . Logs examined after all beetles had 
emerged (April, 1941). 
Distance, in degrees, fro® top of logs when lying 
in sun, 
East half of logs. : Kest half of logs. 
* 13& - I 90- : 45-* 6- T o- 2 45- : 90- 2 135- 
jl80 ! 135 : 90 ; 45 ; 45 2 90 2135.-,_2 180 
Bark approximately one inch 
In diameter by 36 long. 
thick 
Max. & min. 1 3/16 13/8 1/4 ; 
thickness ; to to to * 
of bark, i 
(inches) * 
• 




%g gal- • 
leries ! 




Exit holes: 49 38 38: 
at thermocouple junctions. 28 




















to * to to 2 to to 





449 : 460 
s 
487 : 428 
j 
270 
74 5 97 29 : 16 243 
Bark approximately 3/4 of an inch thick at thermocouple junctions. Log 
18s in diameter by 24 long. x 
Max. & min. 7/8 7/8 1 
thickness : to to to 
of bark. 1/4 
(inches): 
1/4 1/4 




Exit holes:205 42 2 
1 1 7/16 11/8 i 11/4 1 
to to to : to to 
1/4 1/4 1/4 s 1/4 
f 0 
1/4 
66 64 55 : 70 
5 
63 
0 0 2 
» 
• 
: 79 116 
Bark approximately 
12M in diameter by 
Max. & min. Il/l6 
thickness : to 
of bark 1/8 
(inches) : 
Egg gal- i 67 
leries : ■s 
* 
Exit holes: 52 
l/2 of an inch thick at thermocouple junctions. Log 
19* long. 
! 5/8 i5/8 s11/16 ! 1/2 • • 9/16 ♦ s 9/16 9/16 
: to : to :to : to ♦ • to : to to 




































• ♦ 4# ZB 
Bark approximately 1/4 of an inch thick at thermocouple junctions. Log 
7“ in diameter by 24* long. 
Max. & min. 7/16 i 7/16 87/16: 
thickness : to : to 8 to : 
of bark : 1/8 : 1/8 sl/8 : 
(inches) : * • : : 
%g gal- : 39 8 28 :17 : 
leries : s s • • e s 
Exit holes: 55 : 28 J 0 : 
7/16 3/8 7/16 3/3 1/2 
to to to to to 
1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 
18 15 11 14 35 
0 0 0 20 20 
# At lower edge of section. 
table 23A. Summary of survival of H. rufipes la upper 
iad lover helves of the four logs listed la table 27. 
Dials. Approx. Location of brood galleries (G) and exit 
of logs bark holes (H) around perimeter of logs, 
thick- 
ness at Guper half Lover half 
ridge Bomber. Exit holes Bomber. Exit holes 
Inch Inch per brood per brood 
gallery. gallery. 
7 1/4 G 61 116 
a 0 0 123 1.06 
12 1/2 G 198 240 
H 0 0 116 0.48 
18 3/4 G 246 239 
a 4 0.02 442 1.85 
28 1 G 1,826 1,106 
H 238 0.13 346 0.31 
Table 24. Comparison of the effect of solar heat on the mortality 
of immature H. rufipes in different thickness of bark on logs laid length¬ 
wise north and south in a sunny locality (unturned) for periods of one 
day. Logs examined within a few days to a few weeks after bein^ re¬ 
moved from sun. 1940. 
hate Bark Location of live (L) and dead (3>) H. rufipes around 








, in degrees. from top of logs when lying 
£&st half of logs. * ; West half of logs. 










: 90 ; 
; 135 ; 
135 
180 
July 3/8 :L; « s • • ;15* 8 0 ; 0 . s 160 J 
15 ID: n : n : n :250 :300 : 350 : some: n 
it 3/8- L 30 0 0 0 25* 
9/16 D n n 200 360 300 350 250 n 
it 1/2- L some many 75 40# 
3/4 D n / n many many 300 400 n n 
July 1/4- L 15* 8# 0 7# 175 s 
18 5/16 D n a 100 200 250 200 100** 
* 
n 
u 7/16- L 300 25# U 200* 




-* 11/16 D n n n 75 50 n n n 
July 5/16 L 1# 0 0 some 
19 D n n n 60 150 100 some n 
M 1/2- L 4 10 0 
5/8 D n n n 75 some 45 n n 
July 1/4- L 100* 0 0 0 150* 
22 3/8 D n ' n 100 300 275 200 some n 
» 1/2 L 50* few 50 
D n n n 350 250 many n n 
M 1/2- L 75 50 
- 
5/8 D n n n 200 some t ' n n n 
Legend; n - Bo noticeable mortality due to solar heat. * - Along lower 
edge. # - At end of log. ** - Along upper edge, s - Under stub of 
branch, x - Bo H. rufipes galleries. 








Location of live (L) and dead (B) rufipea around 
perimeter of logs* __ 
Distance, in degrees, from top of logs when lying 
in sun. - 










: 0 - 
: 45 
: 45- : 





July 1/4- L 50 20# 10# 
225 5/16 D n n n 150 250 200 n n 
u 5/16 L 100*6# 0 10 
3/8 D a n n 100** 175 150 n ' n 
u 1/2- L many SO 10 
9/16 D n n n many 300 400 n n 
July 5/16- L some 1# 12# 15 / 
24 3/8 D n n n some 200 100 many n 
M 7/16- L - , . 
1/2 D n n n n n n n n 
July 5/16- L 50 100 
25 3/8 D n n n n 200 50** n n 
# 1/2- L 200 75 many 
9/16 D n n s n some 200 some n 
July 3/8- L 30# 20# 0 0 200*# 
26 1/2 D n n 200 300 275 300 350** n 
H 1/2- L 20# 0 0 225 
9/16 D n n n 300 200 200 100** n 
July 3/8- L 3 5 25 25# 25 25* 
29 7/16 D n 100 150 150 • some many 100 n 
M 7/16- L 40 10 5 75 
1/2 D n n some some some some n n 
Aug. 5/16- L some few few some 
1 3/8 D n n n some many many some n 
tt 1/2- L many many 
9/16 D n n n n some some n n 
Legend: n - lo noticeable mortality due to solar heat. * - Along lower 
edge. # - At end of log. ** - Along upper edge, s - Under stub of branch 
2 - Jfo.H^ rufipeB galleries. 







of live (L) 
r of logs. 
and dead (£) rufipes around 
sun. at Distance*, in degrees, from top of logs when lying 
ridge in sun • 
Sast half of logs. i West half of logs. 
135-: on- V J 1 45- : o- s 0- : 45- : 90- : 135- 
Inch 180 : 135 : 90 : 45 • 4o i 90 : 135 : 130 
Aug. 5/16- L 1(2#) 0 0 some 
2 3/8 I) n n n many many many some n 
N 1/2 L many*# 8# many*# 
D ft a a a many** many mans** n 
Aug. 1/4- L 6 0 0 20 20 
3 5/16 D n some 150 175 200 200 175 n 
ti 3/8- L 60 15 5 5 0 0 10#* 50 
7/16 D - - - 
- - - 
- 
Aug. 3/8 L many o* few 
5 D n n n n few** many some n 
ii 7/16- L some some 
1/2 D n n n n many many n n 
u 1/2- L some some few some 
5/8 D n n some many many some n n 
Aug. 1/4 L few 10# 0 0 4 
7 JD a n many many many idany many n 
« 7/16- L 0 0 
1/2 D n n n - 
- n n 
tog. 1/4- L 1 0 0 0 o 3 5/16 D n n many many many many many n 
tt 3/8- L 0 0 0 0 0 
r 
1/2 B n n many many many many many n 
Aug. 5/16- L 1 0 0 0 f\fft 







some 0 0 0 few 




n - Ho noticeable mortality due to solar heat. * - Along loaer 
- At end of log. *• - Along upper edge, s - Under stub’of 
x - So H. rufipes galleries. 





Location of lire (L) and dead (D) H. 
perimeter of logs. 
rufipes around 
• 
sun. ness Distance, in degrees, from top of logs when lying 
at in sun. 
ridge. Bast half of logs. : West half of logs. 
136- J 90- : 46- : 0- : 0- : 45- : 90- : 135- 
Inch lBO :135 : 90 ! 45 : 46 i 90 i 135 • 180 
Aug. 6/16- L 0 0 0 0 2# 
10 7/l6 B n n many many many many many n 
» 1/2- L some 0 0 some 
3/4 D a n - many many — n n 
Aug. 3/8- L 1# 0 0 many* 
12 1/2 D n n n many many many many** 
<« 7/16- L some 10 1# 1 some 
1/2 B n n many many many — n 
Aug. 3/8 L 12 
13 D nan many n n n n 
Aug. 3/8- L few 1 0 0 few 
16 7/16 D n n some some many some some n 
tt 3/8- L few x x 0 0 
7/16 D n some some many n n 
»t 7/16- L 7 8# 10# 
t 
1/2 D n n n many many many n n 
Legend : n - No noticeable mortality due to solar heat. * - Along lower 
- 
edge. # - At end of log. ** - Along upper edge. Under stub of 
branch . x - So H . rufipes galleries. 
fable 25. Comparison of the effect of solar heat on the 
mortality of immature H. rufipes in different thicknesses of bark 
on logs lying lengthwise north and south in a sunny locality (un¬ 
turned) for successive periods of time. Bark 1/4 and l/2 inch 
thick was on individual logs; bark 3/4 and 1 inch thick were strips 
which were removed from two large logs. Logs examined within a few 





Location of live (L) and dead (D) H. rufipes around 
sun ness Distance, in degrees, from top of logs when lying 
at in sun. 
ridge Bast half of logs. : West half of logs 
- 135- ; 90- ; 45- o
 i •# 0- • 45-* ; 90-: 135- 
Inch 180 s 135 ; 90 ; 45 ; 45 : 90 :135 180 
June 1/4 L 20 40 3 45 
27 B n n 15 - 115 - n n 
m 1/2 L 380 350 58 215 120 
I) n n few few 20 fO few n 
* 3/4 L 
D n n n n n n n n 
« 1 L 
• 
D n n n n n n n n 
June 1/4 L 25 2 0 5 
27-28 D n n 180 100 135 80 n a 
tt 1/2 L 
• 
18 80 52 120 
D n n 120 450 232 few a a 
N 3/4 L ISO 115 50 120 
1) n n 
- — 
- - n n 
It 1 L z e 
B n n n n n n 
June 1/4 L * 42 2 3 0 10 
27-29 B n n - 75 97 56 5 n 
* 1/2 L 5 3 1 17 82 
B a n 65 155 180 120 few a 
n 3/4 L 
D n a n n a a n n 
» 1 L e 
B n n n k n n n n 
Legend; n - So noticeable mortality due to solar heat. * - Along lower 
edge. # - At end of log. ♦* - Along upper edge, x - So H. rufipes 
galleries, b - Ho bark here, e - Iggs only. 





Location of live (L) 
perimeter of logs. 
and dead (D) E. rufipee around 
ness Bistance t, in degrees, from top of logs when lying 
at in sun. 
ridge last half of logs i West h If of logs 
135- i 90- 5 45- t 0- : 0- l 45- : 90 : 135- 
inch 180 ' : 135 i 90 S45 s 46 : 90 :135 : 180 
June 1/4 L 50 0 0 48 
27-30 D n n 58 125 212 105 n n 
<4 1/2 L 200 35 30 700 
D n n 225 750 650 600 n n 
M 3/4 L 
■ * 
24 3 
D n n n n SO 6 n n 
« 1 L 
D n n n n n n n n 
June 1/4 L 3 0 0 100 
27 to D n n 150 200 230 140 n n 
July 1 
« 1/2 L 300 400 50 500 
D n n 25 20 400 few n n 
» 3/4 L 180 
B n n n 60 n n n n 
ii 1 L X 
D n n n n a n n 
June 1/4 L 100* 0 100 ? 
27 to D n n 160**160 100 n n 
July 4 
- 
« 1/2 L 183 400 suny b b b 
I) n n 107 200 - 
h 3/4 L X many many many 
B n some some few n n n 
0 1 L 
D n n n n n n n n 
I*egend; n - Ho noticeable mortality due to solar heat. * - Along lower 
edge. # - At end of log. ** - Along upper edge, x - Ho H. rufipes 
galleries, b - S0 bark here. -^ 
Table 25, concluded 
Days Bark 
in thickness 






in degrees, from top of logs when lying 







i 0- s 







June 1/4 L 54 0 0 0 103* 
27 to D n n 125 290 157 161 126** a 
July 5 
« 1/2 L 40 11 6 
D n n n 260 400 400 n n 
0 3/4 L many 
D n n n some n n n n 
a 1 L some X 
D n n n ilOffi© a n n 
June 1 L b 5 b 
27 to D n n n n 30 n 
July 
13 
June 1 L some some 0 0 many 
27 to 
Aug. 
D n n many most some some many n 
16 
Wend: n - Ho noticeable mortality due to solar he&t. 
^ - At end of log. ** - Along upper edge. x - 
galleries, b - Bo bark here. 
* “ Along lower 
Bo H. ruflpes 
Table 26. Comparison of the effect of solar heat on the mortality 
of immature H. raflpes in different thicknesses of bark on logs lying 
lengthwise north and south in a sunny locality (unturned) for successive 
periods of time. Berk 1/4 and l/2 inch thick was on individual logs;bark 
3/4 inch thick were strips which were removed from a large log. logs ex¬ 
amined within a few hour3 to a few weeks after being removed from sun. 
1940. 
Days Bark Location of live (L) and dead (P) H. rufipes around 





Distance, in degrees , from top of logs when lying in sun 
Hast half of logs ■ .# ■ » West half of logs. 
135- ; 
180 
: 90- : 






i 45 ; 
45- i 
90 : 
90— • 135— 
135 i ISO 
July 1/4 L 8 0 0 0 0 25 
. . • - . _ .v< 
8 I> n a 243 400 227 102 150 120 
H 1/2 L 79 48 0 3 
S n n 161 37$ 391 260 n n 
ft 3/4 L many 0 0 
P n n n some many 50 n n 
July 1/4 ♦ n 200 0 0 0 0 9 
8-9 D n 20** 300 150 250 190 160 n 
M 
1/2 L 52* 0 0 0 
1) R u 204 186 166 160 n n 
« 3/4 L many 0 6 
p n n n eoue 50 44 n n 
July 1/4 L 76 0 0 0 0 26 
8-10 P n 126 660 300 300 500 250 n 
* 1/2 L 145* 0 0 0 
* 
/ P n a 70** 200 260 100 n n 
n 3/4 L 5 0 0 
P n a n 40 42 4 n n 
July 1/4 L 0 0 0 0 115* 
3-11 P n n 230 250 400 375 225** n 
4 1/4 L 125 0 0 0 0 200* 
P n 50** 260 300 360 400 350** n 
H 1/4 L 5* 0 0 0 
P n n 12) 250 160 180 n n 
Legend: n - Ho noticeable mortality due to solar heat. * - Along lower 
edge. # - At end of log. ** Along upper edge, x - So H. rufipes at all. 
e - Only eggs here. “ 
fable 26, concluded. 
Days Bark Location of live (L) and dead (D) H. rufipee around 





Distance, in degrees 
sun. 
, from top of logs when lying in 





; 45- : 











July 1/2 L 4* 0 0 0 
8-11 D n n 275 300 300 no n n 
1/2 L 25 4 0 0 100* 
D n n 150 200 125 125 40** n 
3/4 L 60* 0 0 
D n n n 75 150 59 n n 
July 3/4 L some 0 0 
8-14 D n n n some 100 50 n n 
July 3/4 L few 0 0 8—16 D n n n some 75 50 n n 
July 3/4 L some 0 0 0 e 8-16 D n n many 75 50 some n 
July 3/4 L many few 0 0 8-18 D n n some** some 150 150 u n 
Legend: n - Ho noticeable mortality due to eolar heat. * - Along lower 
e<ige. # - At end of log. ** Aiong upper edge. x - Bo H. rufipes at all. 
e - Only eggs here. 
?ble 27. Comparison cf the affect of solar heat on the mortality 
cf immature H. rufipes In different thicknesses of b*rk on logs lying 
lengthwise north and south In a sunny locality (unturned) for successive 
period# of time. Saeh item represents one individual leg. Logs examined 









Location of live (L) and dead (D) B. rufipes around 
perimeter of logs. __ 
Distance, in degrees, from top of logs when lying 
in sun. 





: 135 : 




: 0- : 
: 45 : 
45- 
SQ 
: 90- s 
: 135 s 
135- 
180 
Aug. 3/4 L some 
5 D n n n n 
- 
a n n 
Aug. 3/4 L 
5-6 D n n n n a n n n 
Aug. 3/4 L 10 
5-7 D n n n n sa n n n 
Aug. 3/4 L 0 0 0 
* 
5-8 D n n n 100 80 150 n n 
Aag. 3/4 L 50 0 0 0 many 
5-9 D n n 60 100 50 160 some** n 
Aug. 1/2 L iKaty 10* 0 0 0 many 
5-11 D n some**150 175 40 175 some** n 
M 3/4 L some 0 0 0 few 
D n n some 250 250 30C many n 
*— 
Aug. 1/2 L many 8* 0 0 • 0 many 
5-13 D a few** 200 200 150 300 some* * a 
Aug. 1/4 L few C» 0 0 0 0 1* few 
5—16 D some some many many many many many some 
a 1/2 L many 75* 0 0 0 400 
♦ D n few** 1 700 600 600 400 100** n 
N 3/4 L few few 1 0 0 0 13 few 
D few some many many many many many many 
Legend: n - ho noticeable mortality cue to solar heat. * - Along lower 
edge. # - At end of log. ** - Along upper edge, x • So E, ruflpe# at 
aix. ** 
*?>!e 27, concluded 
Bays Bark Location of live (L) and dead (P) H. ruftT-ee around 
in thick- perimeter of logs. 
sun. Distance, in degrees , from top of logs when lying 
at in run. • « 
ridge Has t half of logs * West half of logs. 
i»- i 90- i 45— i 0-J 0- i 45— i 90- : 135- 
Inch 180 i 135 ! SO s 45 ; 45 : 90 Sl?5 ! 180 
Aug. 1/2 X* some 0 0 0 0 some 
5-16 B a some SOIiiS some some seme some a 
a 1/2 1 4 0 0 0 4 
D n a many many c*my many many a 
a 1/2 L some 1 0 0 0 ©ome 
D n 80S© many many many many many n 
» 3/4 L some some 0 0 0 0 few few 
B some some many many assay many many many 
n 3/4 L few few few 0 0 0 0 0 
B soli]© some some few many many many ? 
« 1 L few some 0 0 0 0 few few 
D 
- many many many many many many Ejany many 
a 1 L many 11 10# 1# 0 0 1 some 
B some many many many many many s&nr seme 
n 1 L some 4 5 0 0 0 few* few 
B some many many many many many , - • 
k*g©ad: a - So noticeafcle mortality due to solar heat. * - Along lower 
©dge. # - At ead of log, ** - Along upper edge. x - Bo H. rufines at all 
fable 28. Effect of solar heat on the mortality of immature 
H. rufipes in hark approximately one inch thick lying lengthwise north 
and south in a sunny locality (unturned) for successive periods of time. 
Each item represents a band of bark removed from the same log at the 
dates indicated. Bark examined within a few hours after being removed 








Location of live (L) and dead (B) H. rufipes around 
perimeter of logs._ 




Hast half of logs. : West half of logs • 
136- ! 90-! 













July 13/lS- L 
22 1 1/4 It n n n n 1 a n n n 
July 7/8- L 
22-26 1 1/4 D n n n n n n n n 
July 1- L many 5 5 0 10* 




July 1- L 30* 0 0 0 75* 
22- 1 3/16 I) n n 175 200 300 200 200 n 
Aug. 
Legend: a - Ho noticeable mortality due to solar heat. * - Along lower 
edge. # - At end of log. *♦ - Along upper edge, x - Mo H. rufipes at 
all. ~ 
$&ble 29. Effect of solar heat on the mortality of immature 
£• hark approximately one inch thick lying lengthwise 
north and south in a sunny locality (unturned) for successive periods 
of time* 3ach item represents a bend of bark removed from the same 
log at the dates indicated. Bark examined within a few hours after 
being removed from sun. 1940. 
Day s Bark location of live (L) and dead (D) H. rufipes 
in thick- around perimeter of logs • 
son. na©s distance. in degrees. from top of logo when 
at Ifiagia i sun. 
ridge. Seat half of logo. • ♦ West half of logs. 
135- * 90— » 45— ! 0- s Qa : 45- t 90- : 135— 
Inch 180 nss 5 90 5 45 : 45 : 90 5135 : 180 
duly 
22- 5/8- 1 b b 10 0 0 5 b 
Aug. 
3 
1 3/16 D 
• 
some few many some n 
July 














legend; n - t*o noticeable mortality due to solar heat, 
lower edge. # - At end of log. ** - Along upper edge. 
raflpas at all. b - So bark here. 
* - Along 
x - Ko E. 
Table 30 A. Survival of H. rufipes in 1941 around the perimeter of 
32 infested elm logs laid lengthwise north and south in a sunny locality 
for periods of one day (unturned) in 1941. Logs examined the following 
spring. Most logs were 18 to 24 inches long. 
Date Diaa Bark Location of brood galleries (G) and exit holes (H) 
in of thick- ground perimeter of logs,_ 
sun. log ness Distance, in degrees, from top of logs when lying 
at in sun » 
ridge Bast half of log s. : West half of logs. 
.r 136- : 90- : 46-: 0- : 0- : 45- : 90-: 136- 
■ Inch Inch 180 i 135 J 90 45 : 45 : 90 t 135 : 180 
June 3 1/4 G 7 15 14 15 22 10 10 11 
24 7/16 H 13 8 9 0 0 0 18 14 
June 3 6/16- 0 14 10 13 18 12 14 19 23 
26 3/8 H 48 28 8 0 0 2 15 21 
June 3 l/4— G 9 10 10 18 16 14 11 8 
27 6/16 E 61 66 1 0 0 0 8 33 
June 4 3/8- G 23 24 19 24 32 35 27 26 
30 7/16 H 38 30 5 0 0 1 21 55 
July 3 1/4- G 8 9 9 9 23 18 8 5 
1 3/8 H 6 10 4 0 0 1 7 7 
July 3 5/16- G 12 6 8 12 17 15 13 15 
2 3/8 H 22 6 0 0 0 0 12 23 
9 
July 3 1/4— G 17 16 17 21 28 23 27 28 
7 3/8 H 30 29 19 18 29 58 85 63 
July 3 1/4 G 11 13 12 16 13 11 13 12 
8 E 66 26 0 0 0 0 17 26 
July 4 5/16 G 18 15 14 18 18 24 11 16 
9 H 12 7 0 4 16 32 6 8 
July 4 3/8 G 23 18 22 23 23 20 20 22 
10 H 20 45 8 0 0 0 2 19 
July 3 6/16- G 7 10 17 17 19 24 13 19 
11 3/8 E 0 4 4 13 2 22 20 17 
July 4 7/16- G 14 20 15 15 13 20 24 15 14 1/2 H 17 26 00 0 0 0 6 21 
July 9 7/16- G 30 43 23 21 24 30 32 40 14 S/16 H 16 32 19 2 0 2 23 25 
July 3 3/8- G 5 7 7 16 15 12 11 8 
16 1/2 H 1? . 11 5 0 0 0 0 7 
July 
16 
























Bark Location of brood galleries (0) and exit holes (H) 
thick- around perimeter of logs* ___ 
ness Distance, in degree** from top of logs when lying 
at in cun._____ 















: 135 : 
135 
180 
July 4 2/8- 0 • 15 13 11 8 16 21 12 13 
18 7/16 H 1 0 0 
V 
0 0 0 0 1 
July 9 1/2- a 14 20 7 0 3 7 15 20 
18 S/8 H 30 65 13 0 0 0 6 45 
July 4 S/16- a 25 16 ZL 24 25 21 19 23 
21 3/8 a 6 21 1 0 0 0 0 14 
July 10 1/2- a 40 42 38 39 35 37 40 50 
21 S/4 H 5 19 5 0 0 5 15 21 
July 4 s/e- a 11 9 8 6 14 11 10 8 
22 7/16 H 6 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 
July 12 5/6 a 48 45 38 43 38 35 45 40 
22 H 25 67 16 4 6 8 55 30 
July 4 7/16- G 
✓ 
13 11 7 8 8 15 14 14 
23 1/2 H 1 6 11 0 0 0 1 0 
July 6 6/8- G 10 14 8 10 2 6 8 6 
23 3/4 H 18 7 3 1 0 0 0 7 
July 3 3/3- G 11 9 8 11 8 12 9 5 
24 1/2 H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
July 6 6/8 G 8 7 8 6 11 6 8 11 
24 H ft w 4 0 0 0 0 0 12 
July 2 6/16 G 2 7 5 6 12 5 6 4 
25 H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
July 5 3/8- G 7 4 6 6 10 7 7 8 
25 1/2 H 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 
July 4 7/16- G 16 16 5 7 7 13 10 22 SL 1/2 H 30 31 26 15 24 26 32 26 
July 6 6/16- G 5 8 12 17 11 21 15 10 31 13/16 H 3 1 0 0 2 7 19 3 
Aug. 4 3/8- G 7 8 5 3 8 3 10 8 1 • 7/16 H 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
Ang. 2 
. 1/4 G 2 4 4 2 1 3 1 1 6 H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Aug. 3 3/8- a 9 6 7 6 16 9 10 19 7 1/2 H 3 1 3 0 0 0 0 1 
liable 3QB. Stuamary of survival of h. rufipea around perimeter 
of 32 logo (listed in table 3QA) according to three broad classes of 
bark thickness. 
Approx. Location of brood ^galleries (G) and exit holes (H) 
b?-rk around nerlgi^ter of iog*».________________ 
thick- Instance, in degrees, fro® top of logs when lying 
ness in sun._____ 
at 3&st half of logs. i west half of logs. 
ridge 136- i 90- t 45—2 0- * 0- t 45— ; 90- 5 135- 
Inch_180 i 136 : 90 245 i 46 ? 90 xX35 : 180 
12 2-4 1/4 G 132 130 144 175 206 182 151 166 
H 264 194 46 35 46 116 188 226 
16 3-9 i/a G 206 216 168 160 208 321 2X9 239 
H 192 264 90 17 24 29 93 218 
b 6—12 3/4 6 123 12V 115 142 136 135 128 131 
j H 64 96 25 7 8 25 104 66 
Sucsasary of above. 
32 2-12 1/4- G 461 472 417 477 560 538 498 535 





fable 30C. Summary of survival of rufipes in upper and 
lower halves of 32 logs (listed In table 3QA) according to three 
broad classes of bark thickness. 
Ho. Di am. Approx. Location of brood galleries (G) and exit 
of of bark holes (H) around perimeter of logs. 
logs logs thick¬ 
ness 
Upper half Lower half 
at lumber. Exit holes Humber. Exit holes 
ridge per brood v per brood 
Inch Inch gaj4e*y gallery 
12 2-4 1/4 a 707 578 
•» 
H 242 0.34 862 1.49 
IS 3-9 1/2 G 747 879 
H 160 0.21 758 0.86 
6 6-12 3/4 G 528 509 
H 65 0.12 320 0.63 
Summary of above. 
32 2-12 1/4- a 1982 1966 . 
3/4 H 467 0.24 1940 0.99 
Table 31 A. Survival of H. rufipes around perimeter of elm logs laid 
len^hwise north and south in a sunny locality for periods of several days 
(unturned) in 1941. Logs examined the following spring. Most logs were 














Location of brood galleries 
around perimeter of logs. 
(G) and exit holes (H) 
Distance 
in sun. 
9 in degrees, , from top of logs when lying 













5 90- s 
• 135 : 
135- 
180 
June 3 1/4- 0 9 7 12 14 19 7 10 9 
24-2? 5/16 H 14 5 0 0 0 0 1 2 
14 8 1/2 G 15 8 2 2 2 10 16 16 
H 26 0 1 0 0 0 13 85 
rt 7 1- G 60 65 45 50 48 52 36 38 
1-1/4 H 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
tt 9 1- G 36 43 50 59 43 50 42 38 
1 1/8 H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
June 5 5/16- G 29 26 32 34 40 50 51 24 




« 6 3/8- G 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1/2 H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
it 4 1 G 13 16 14 13 20 18 11 12 
E 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
« 7 1 G 20 35 35 30 36 25 10 
- 
H ♦ ♦ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
June 6 3/8- G 55 60 50 40 50 40 34 40 30- 
July 
1/2 H 90 16 0 0 0 0 38 70 
18 



























































































































Table SLA, continued 











around perimeter of logi i. 
Distance 
in sun. 
# in degrees. from top of logs when lying 





; 45- : 











July 6 1- 0 9 28 30 18 28 34 21 9 
7-11 1/16 H 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- « 14 1- G 59 89 93 90 83 78 63 61 
1 1/8 H 0 1 1 2 1 0 ‘ 0 0 
July 2 1/4 G 16 10 4 7 5 5 6 8 
14-17 K 87 25 0 0 0 0 2 22 
« 4 5/16- G 26 25 25 22 27 19 26 32 
7/16 H 38 14 0 0 0 0 6 44 
n 8 1/2 G mm 40 30 35 30 30 35 30 
H mm 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ft 8 5/8- G 34 37 18 36 37 46 42 13 
3/4 H 14 16 0 0 0 0 3 5 
July 4 3/8 G 12 16 13 19 28 18 9 15 
14-18 H 3 8 0 0 0 0 0 10 
ft '* 4 3/8- G 5 10 14 15 25 15 6 12 
7/16 H 11 16 0 0 0 0 0 3 
ft 11 5/8 G 17 26 30 46 42 28 so 35 
H 3 12 0 0 0 0 5 20 
n 11 1/2- G 22 35 35 40 40 30 40 *♦ 
. 
3/4 H 12 16 0 0 0 0 3 mm 
it 7 1 - G 32 45 41 52 56 70 48 38 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
it 15 3/4- G mm 15 35 28 38 40 60 ** 
1 
V. 
H mm 0 0 0 0 0 0 •* 
a 16 7/8- G mm 30 60 50 55 60 45 mm 
• 

























11 1/2- G 35 45 50 20 30 60 40 35 5/8 H 5 22 42 1 0 1 4 6 
Table 31A, concluded. 
Dsys Diam Bark 
in of thick- 




Location of brood galleries (G) and exit holes (H) 
around perimeter of logs. 
Distance* in degrees, from top of logs *hen lying 
in sun._____ 
Bast half of logs. : West half of logs. 
135- : 90- : 45- ; 0- : 0-: 45-: 90- : 135- 
180 <135 : 90 s 45 : 4 5 : 90 :135 : 100 
July 4 7/16- a 3 7 15 15 14 11 8 11 
21-22 9/16 H 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
« 12 9/16- G +m 85 65 55 75 65 60 *♦ 
• 3/4 E mm 79 15 0 0 0 17 mm 
July 4 3/8- 6 23 21 21 10 22 21 12 13 
21-23 7/16 fl 25 11 1 0 0 0 0 19 
■ 12 1/2- a 45 50 50 35 36 70 50 
3/4 H 10 7 6 5 0 7 19 14 
July 4 3/8 a 13 17 13 23 18 20 14 19 
21-24 & 27 8 0 0 0 0 0 18 
« 12 9/16- G 20 40 40 36 50 40 36 18 
5/8 H 20 22 0 0 0 0 C 0 
July 3 3/8- G 18 28 26 15 17 26 14 24 






 5/8- 0 30 25 40 65 70 45 25 35 
3/4 H 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
July 17 3/4- G •* ** 22 35 52 38 35 ** 
21-27 1 H ** ** 3 0 0 0 2 mm 
« 8 1 Oft 21 19 38 27 40 30 30 32 
11 *•» H 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
* 11 1 G 40 50 55 50 40 30 35 36 
E 00 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
■ 11 1- G 45 40 50 . 45 42 60 40 42 1 1/8 H 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 
July 8 1- G 50 42 53 58 52 32 35 48 21-25 & 1 1/4 H 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 o 28-Aug. 1 
" . 11 1. G 45 50 70 48 38 42 47 42 H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
** Bark missing. 
Table 31B. Comparison of the number of exit holes per brood 
gallery in the upper and lower halves of logs with different thick¬ 
nesses of bark. Logs exposed to sun in 1941; examined the following 














Location of brood galleries (G) and exit 
holes (H) around perimeter of logs. 
Upper half Lower half 
Humber Exit holes Humber Exit holes 
of per brood of per brood 
each gallery each gallery 
Logs in sun June 24 to 27. 
1 3 1/4- G 52 35 
5/16 H 0 0 22 .63 
1 8 1/2 G 16 55 
H 1 .Uo 124 2.26 
2 7-9 1- G 397 358 
- 1 1/4 H 0 0 0 0 
Total G 465 / 448 
H 1 .002 146 .33 
Logs in sun June 30 to July 4. 
1 5 5/16- G 156 130 
S/8 H 1 
.006 87 .67 
1 6 3/8- G 0 0 
1/2 H 0 0 0 0 
2 4-7 1 G 201 107 
H 0 0 0 0 
Total G 357 237 
H 1 .003 87 
.37 
Logs in sun June 30 to July 18. 
2 6-12 3/8- G 540 " 544 
5/8 H 0 0 343 
.63 
2 10- 7/8- G 1081 920 
15 1 1/8 H 1 
.0009 65 




Log in sun July 3 to 4. 
1 3 3/l6— G 55 44 
1/4 H 17 
.31 104 2.36 
Logs in sun July 7 to 11, 
2 6-11 5/16- G 571 290 
11/16 E 13 
.02 135 
.4? 
6-14 1- G 454 2 















Location of brood galleries (0) and exit 
holes (H) around perimeter of logs. 
tipper farlf 
Humber 3x11 holes 
of per brood 
each gallery. 
















































Humber Sxit holes 









0 376 380 
• VA/ 
H 0 0 288 .76 
 
0 78 52 






0 215 141 
E 0 0 70 .50 
0 145 97 
fi 0 0 31 
.32 
0 585 a 3 . 
H 0 0 69 •22 
0 1023 603 
H 0 0 1S1 
.32 
17. / 



















0 74 63 
E 0 0 53 
.84 
0 166 114 
fi 0 0 42 
.37 0 240 177 
fi 0 0 95 
.54 
Total 
Table 31B, concluded 
Ho. Id am Approx Location of brood galleries (G) and exit 
of of bark holes (H) around perimeter of logs. 
logs logs thick- 
ness 
Upper half Lower half 
at Number Sxit holes Humber Bxit holes 
ridge of per brood of per brood 
Inch Inch each gallery each gallery 
Logs in sun July 21 to 25 • 
1 3 3/8- G 84 84 
?/16 H 0 0 36 .43 
l 16 5/8— G 220 115 
3/4 H 0 0 4 .03 
Total G 304 199 
H 0 0 40 .2 
Logs in sun July 21 to 27, $ 
1 17 3/4- G 147 35 
1 H 3 .02 2 .06 
3 8-11 1- G 507 430 
Total 
1 1/8 H 0 0 11 .03 
G 654 465 
H 3 
.005 13 .03 
Logs in sun July 21 to 25 and July 28 to August 1. 
2 8-11 1- G 393 359 
1 1/4 H 0 0 2 
.006 
Table 32. Survival of E. rufires around perimeter of ala logs 









Location of brood galleries (G) and exit holes (H) 
around perimeter of logs._ 











8 135— l 





t 270 : 






3 1/4- a 14 10 15 9 12 17 27 21 
3/8 H 21 20 16 21 - 20 16 14 36 
2 1/2 1/4- 6 10 14 12 10 8 5 9 16 
5/16 H 24 15 22 8 11 9 id 35 
? 3/16 a 9 4 5 7 14 5 9 8 
- 
H 21 31 28 49 67 66 so 28 
Total number of brood galleries - 






?able 33. Survival of B. rafipes infestation around perimeter 
of infested logs laid in short grass in a sunny locality at Pitts¬ 
field on June 29, 1942, and left unturned all season, fhe long 
axis of logs extended north and south. Logs examined in mid-October. 
(10 logs with 58.5 square feet of bark l/4 to 3/4 of an inch thick 




—■ - -* t »v 
Hast half of logs. (fop) West half of logs. 
135- 
180 
s 90- j 45-i 0- i 0- 







237 216 302 339 280 229 252 237 
688 646 52 0 0 0 179 682 
survivors include both exit holes and live progeny. 
Table 34. The distribution of scolytid infestation (H. rufipes 
and S. multistriatus) around the perimeter of logs in a sunny locality 
which were rearranged lengthwise in a north-south direction on June 9, 
1942, after elm bark beetles had begun to attack them at Springfield. 
Logs examined after late October. (8 logs with 182 square feet of 
bark 3/8 to 1 l/4 inches thick on xylem 3 1/2 to 23 inches in diameter). 




90- ! 45- 














Hr Sm Hr Sa:Hr Sm Hr Sm:Hr Sm Hr 6m 3 Hr Sm Hr Sm 
Sg 59 15 50 34:22 7 39 3 6 6 2 4 11 13 52 '20 
Lp* 18 30 6 86: 2 66 0 14 0 0 0 2 4 44 26 29 
(26) (27) : (14) (2) (17) (40) 
Sh 4? 53 : 14 0 0 7 24 78 
Hr = gylurgopinus rufipes (Sich.). Sm= Scolytue multi stria tus Mar sham. 
% 3 Sgg galleries. Lp s Live progeny. 2h = Sxit holes. * lumbers 
in parentheses indicate mutilated larvae which might have been scolytids 
^5* raflpes or S. multistriatus) or curculionids (Mag dal is sp.) 
Sable 35. Survival of H. rufipcs around perimeter of elm logs 
laid in a sunny locality at Amherat in 1941 * and rolled 180 degrees 
once to expose opposite sides of logs to sun for one week each. Most 
logs were 24 inches long. 2hey lay lengthwise, north and south. 
Pi am Bark 
of thickness 
logs at ridge 
Location of brood galleries (0) and exit holes 
(H) around perimeter of logs._ 
Distance, in degrees .from top of logs when 
- Blast half of logs . : West half of logs. 
135- : 90- i 45- : 0-i 0- , 45- : 90-1 135- 
Inch Inch 180 : 135 : 90 :45 : 45 s 90 135 : 180 
3 3/16- 0 4 7 4 0 1 1 4 3 
, 1/4 H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 5/16- a 13 11 14 11 18 12 10 14 
7/16 H 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
6 1/2- 0 28 23 14 25 21 25 40 27 
5/8 H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
? 1/2 a 12 15 13 10 15 28 20 16 
5/8 H 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 
11 9/16- a 40 28 30 17 32 38 35 22 
11/16 H 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 6/8- 0 24 40 36 50 40 20 36 25 
11/16 H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 1/2- G 38 25 20 32 40 22 30 35 
3/4 H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6- : 45- : 90-i 135-:135- 190 - I .45- t 0- 
•;45 ! 90 :135 1180 1180 135 1 90 1 45 
vest half of logs. s Bast half of 
Distance, in degrees, from top of logs when 
lying In sun from 7/28-8/4 
fable 36. Survival of H. rufipes infestation around perimeter 
of logs at Pittsfield infested in shade* * laid in a sunny locality, 
June 29, 1942 and rolled 180 degrees of their circumference July 15 f 
the long axis of logs extended north and south. Examinations made 
August 4 and September 1. (10 logs with 58.8 square feet of bark 
5/16 to 13/16 inch thick at ridges on xylem 4 1/2 to 7 inches in 
diameter. 
Distance, in degrees, from tors of logs as they lay 
in sun from June 29 to July 15._ 

















galleries 321 262 245 243 225 232 206 288 
Survivors* 0 5 92 0 0 18 152 9 
0- : 45- : 90- : 135- i 135- s 90- : 45- : 0- 
45 ; 90 : 135 : 180 : 180 I 135 s 90 ? 45 
West half of logs. (Bottom) Bast half of logs. 
Distance, in degrees, from tops of logs as they lay in 
sun from July 15 to Aug, 4 or Sgpt. 1. _ 
* Survivors include both exit holes and live progeny. 
fable 37. Survival of H. rufipes infestation around perimeter 
of logs infested in shade, at"littefield laid in a sunny locality, 
Jane 29, 1942, and rolled 180 degrees of their circumference /sngust 
4, the long axis of logs extended north and south* Examination, 
made in mid-October. (5 logs with 27*8 eq. ft. of bark: 5/16 to 3/4 
inch thick at ridgoe on xylea 4 l/2 to 9 inches in diameter* 
Distance, in degrees, from tops of logs as they lay in 
sun from June 29 to August 4* _— 
Sast half of logs. (Top) Most half of logs. 
135- 
160 
i 90- ! 
: 1® i 
45—5 0— 
90 : 45 
: 0- : 
i 45 i 
45— 5 90— » 135— 
90 s 135 ; 180 
Sgg 
galleries 82 78 57 89 93 83 47 53 
iSxit holes 69 36 1 0 0 1 30 65 
0- : 46- : 90-: 135- : 135-: 90- s 45- : 0- 
45 90 135: 180 s 180 i 135 i 90 : 45 . 
West half of logs* (Bottom)_East half of logs* 
Distance, in degrees, from tops oflogs as they lay in 
sun from August 4 to mid-October. 
Table 38* Survival of scolyiid infestation around perimeter 
of scattered logs in a sunny locality which were rearranged laagth- 
wise in s north-south direction on June 9, 1942 at Springfield when 
si© scolytide had begun to attack the©. (Some were accidentally 
rolled over to various degrees at that time.) On July 7 all were 
rolled 180 degrees of their circuafarence. Examinations wepe made 
in early October. 
Distance, in degrees, from tope of logs as they 
ley in sun from June 9 to July 7. 
135— « 90- 
180 ix25 
40- : 0- j 
90 : 46 j 45 
—4'5~T.90^".pC3F- - 
90 ; 135 .180 
Hr SsttHr Sm Hr Sis: Hr s*a:Hr 6s Hr Sn:Er 5a:Kr Sm: 
(9.2 sq. ft. of bark 1/2 to 11/16 inch thick at ridges on xyie© 
7 inches in diameter) 
^ j 2 9: 0 2s 0 0: 0 0; 0 0: 0 0* 2 2:16 6 
Ip t 0 0: 0 0: 0 2: 0 0: 0 0: 0 0: 0 0: 0 • 0 
Sh : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 ? 0 : 0 
(9.2 sq. ft. of bark 9/16 to 3/4 inch thick at ridges on xylem 
7 inches in diameter) 
Sg : 7 10: 1 9: 0 4: 0 0: 0 0: 2 2: ^ 2:24 6 
Lp : 0 0: 0 3: 0 30: 0 0: 0 0: 0 : 0 0:0 0 
ill s 0: 0: 2: 0: 0 : 0: 0: 0 
(34 sq. ft. of bark 3/4 to one inch thick at ridges on xylem 
13 inches in diameter) 
% : 8 6: 0 7: 2# 10:99# 0:26# 3# 0 6: 2 6: 3 0 
Lp : 0 0: 0 3: 0 20: 0 0: 0 0: 0 4; 0 4: 0 0 
3h: 1: 1: 1: 0: 0 : 4: 0: 0 
46- : 46- : 90- : 136- : 136-: 90-: 45- : 0^ 
45 : 90 : 135 : 180 : 190 : 125 : 90 : 46 
_West half' of logs. (Bottom) East half of logs, 
Mstsnce, in degrees, fro® tops of logs as they 
_lay in sun from July 7 to early October. 
Er - E. rufipes. 6s - S. multi striatus. 
Eg - Egg galleries. Lp~- Live progeny. Hh - Kxit holes. 
# - Mo larval galleries attached to egg galleries. 
fable 39. Survival of S. rufipes infestation around perimeter 
of log* at Pittsfield laid in~short grass ia a sunny locality, April 
23, 1942, before ovipositioa began in order to prevent iafestatioa of 
upper half and rolled 180 degrees of their circumference June 29 to 
expose to solar heat those beetles which became established in the 
lower half. The long axis of logs extended north and south. Examina¬ 
tion made ia mid-October. (10 logs with 61.6 sq. ft. of bark 1/4 to 
3/4 inch thick at ridges on xylem 4 to 8 inches in diameter.) 
Distance, in degrees, from tops of logs as they lay in 
sun from April 23 to June 29. _ 
East half of logs. (Toy) Vest half of logs. 
136- ; 90- : 46-: 0- 1 0- 1 45- : 90- : 136— 
180 :135 : 90 : 46 ; 46 : 90 : 135 : 180 
Egg 
galleries 148 88 1 0 0 0 69 155 
Survivors* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
0- : 45— : 90-: 136- : 135- : 90- : 45- : 0- 
46 : SO : 136: 180 s 180 : 136 : 90 : 45 
Vest half of logs. (Bottom) East half of logs. 
Distance, in degrees, from tops of logs as they lay in 
sun from June 29 to mid-October. 
* Survivors include both exit holes and live progeny. 
fable 40. Survival of H. rufipea Infestation around perimeter 
of logs at Pittsfield laid in sun on top of pile before oviposition 
began in (spring in order to prevent infestation of upper half end 
rolled 180 degrees of their circumference July 15, 1942 to expose 
to solar heat those beetles which became established in the lower 
half. The long axis of logs extended north and south. &xafitina- 
tions made in mid-October. (10 logs with 56 sq. ft. of berk 1/4 to 
9/16 inch thick at ridges on xylem 4 to 6 1/2 inches in diameter.} 
Distance, in degrees, from tops of logs as they lay in 
sun from April 23 to July 15. _ 
Sast half of logs._(Top) West half of logs. 
135- • 90- : 45-: 0- * 0- : 45- : SO- : 135- 
180 : 135 : 90 : 45 : 45 s 90 : 135 ; 180 
galleries 455 295 56 0 0 5 192 386 
Survivors* 5 840 0 0 0 0 
0- s 45- : 90-: 135- s 135-: 90- : 45- s 9- 
45 : 90 1135 I 180 s 180 : 135 : 90 : 45 
West half of logs. (Bottom) East half of logs. 
Distance, in degress, from tops of logs as they lay in 
sun from July 15 to September 2» 
* Survivors include both exit holes and live progeny. 
Table 41. Survival of H. rufipea and S.aultlstriatus in logs 
at Westfield (1) laid la a sunny locality before ovlposition, began 
in order to prevent infestation of upper half and (2) later rolled 
180 degrees of circumference to expose to solar heat the immature 
beetles which became established in lower half. Logs laid length¬ 
wise north and aouth, flat on ground, in tall grass June 15t 1S42; rolled 
over July 31, and examined in mid-Moveaber. (Six logs with 27.07 sq. ft. 




Distance, In degrees, from tops of logs as they lay in 
sun from June IS to July 31. 
last half of logs '(Top) West half of logs. 
3.35- : SO- : 45- : 0- : 0- J 45— : 90— : 135- 
180 *135 i 90 : 45 s 45 : 90 i 135 : 180 
Hr Sm: Hr Sm: Hr So: Hr Sm: Hr Sm: Hr Sm: Hr Sm: Er Sm 
5 2 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 4 
0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
r> 6 0 
' « 
0 0 0 0 2 
Hr Sm: Hr So: Hr So: Hr Sm : Hr Sm: Hr Sm: Hr Sm: Hr Sm 
0- : 45- : 90- : 135- : 136- s 90- : 45- ! 0- 
45 : 90 : 135 : 180 : 180 : 135 : 90 s 45 
West half of logs, 
. (Bottom) East half of logs. 
Distance, in degrees, from tops of logs as they lay in 
sun from July 31 to aid-Spy ember.  
* !♦ rofipes. Saa - £. multlstriatus. 
% • Egg galleries. Lp - Live progeny still in bark, 
ah - Exit holes. 
Table 42. Survival cf H. rufipes and S. aultlstriatug in logs 
at Keetfield (1) laid in a sunny locality before opposition began in 
ord8r to prevent infestation of upper half and (2) later rolled 180 
degrees of circumference to expose to solar heat the immature beetles 
which became established in lower half. Logs laid lengthwise north 
and south in tall grass with north end raised eight inches June 15, 
1942; rolled over July 51 , and examined in early December, (fwo logs) 
Distance, in degrees, from tops of logs as they lay ia sun 
from June 15 to July 31 • 
i&st half of logs. (Toni . rfest half of logs • 
136- i 90- * * 45- : 0- : 0- » 45- * 90- : 135- 
180 :135 : 90 : 45 : 45 : 90 : 135 : 180 
Hr Sat Hr Sa: Hr 3a: Hr Sm: hr Sa: Hr Sm: Hr Sm: Hr Sm 
(6.22 so. ft. of bark 3/8 inch thick oh xylea 4 3/4 inches in diaa.) 
% 1 0: 0 0: 0 0: 0 *0:0 0: 0 5: 0 1 1 1 
Lp* 0 0: 0 0: 0 0: 0 0: 0 35; 0 48: 0 8 0 0 
. : (S) : (4) : a) 
Ih 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 0 
(6.55 sq. ft. of bark 3/e to 7/16 inch thick on xylea 5 inches in diem. 
% 4 1: 0 0: 0 0: 0 0: 0 0: 0 0: 0 0 4 2 
Lp* 0 Oj.O 0: 0 0:0 0: 0 0: 0 0: 
* 
0 0 0 0 
8 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 
t 
0 l 0 0 
Total of above 
% 5 1: 0 0: 0 0:0 0: 0 0: 0 5: 0 1 5 3 
Lp* 0 0: 0 0: 0 0: 0 0: 0 35: 0 48: 0 8 0 0 
• • 
• » (9) : (4) : a) 
m 8 : 0 : 0 : 0 • 0 5 0 : 0 0 
Hr Ha: Hr Sa: Hr Sm: Hr Sa; Hr Sms Hr Sm: Hr Smj Hr 3m 
0- i 45- : 90 
45 t 90 : Igg . 
best half of logsT 








- --- —-r--r — a-- t ^ wv^ulx , last he If of logs. 
Distance, in degrees, from tops of logs as they lay in sun 
from July 31 to early iieceabar. 
Kr " §.• rafipes. Sm - S. aultistriatus. Eg - Igg galleries. 
Lp - Live progeny still Tn bark. - Sxit holes. 
* - Soabere in parentheses indicate mutilated larvae which 
might have been scolytids (H. rufipes or S. multistriatus) 
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Dotted red line is 
the 23° C. isotherm. 
Scale: 1 inch equals 4 inches. 
Graph 3A. Temperatures recorded between 8:3? and 9:07 a.m. E. S. T. 
throu^iout a log exposed to a completely overcast sky all day* hog lay 
lengthwise north and south. Xylem measured 18 to 20 inches in diameter* 
All xylem temperatures taken five inches from north end of log. Air 
temperature varied between 19.5 and 21.0° C. September 2* 1943. 
Top 
Bast side Yiest side 
Cambium 
D 
Dotted red line 
in the 23° C. isotherm. 
Solid red line is Scales 1 inch equals 
the 20° C. isotherm. 4 inches. 
Graph SB. Temperatures recorded between 10:33 and 10:58 a.m. K. S. T. 
throu^out a log exposed to a completely overcast sky all day. Log lay 
lengthwise north and south. :Xyle» measured 18 to 20 inches in diameter. 
All xylem temperatures taken five inches fro* north end of log. Air 




Dotted red line is 
the 23° C. isotherm. 
Solid red line is Scale; 1 inch equals 
the 20° C. isotherm. 4 inches. 
Graph 3C. Temperatures recorded between 12:33 and 12:59 p. m. E. S. T. 
throughout a log exposed to a completely overcast sky all day. Log lay 
lengthwise north and south. Xylem measured 18 to 20 inches in diameter. 
All xylem temperatures taken five inches from north end of log. Air 
temperature varied between 18.0 and 19.5° C. September 2, 1943. 
fop 
Dotted red line is 
the 23° C. isotherm. 
^olid line is Scale! 1 inch equals 
the 2tr C. isotherm. 4 laches. 
Graph 3D. femperatures recorded between 2:40 and 2:58 p. m. E. S. T. 
throughout a log exposed to a completely overcast sky all day. Log l&y 
lengthwise north and south. Xylem measured 18 to 20 inches in diameter. 
All xylem temperatures taken five inches from north end of log. Air 
temperature varied between 18.5 and 19.0° C. September 2, 1943. 
East side West side 
Top 




Dotted rgd line is 
the 23.0 C. isotherm. 
Scale: 1 inch equals 
4 inches. 
Graph 4A. Temperatures recorded between 9:10 and 9:36 a. m. E. S. T. 
throughout a log exposed to a completely overcast sky all day. Log lay 
lengthwise north and south. Xylem measured 9 l/2 inches in diameter. 
All xylem temperatures taken five inches from north end of log. Air 
temperature; varied between 20.0° and 20.5° C. September 2, 1943. 
East aide West aide 
31. 3. 
Solid red line is Scale* 1 inch equals 
the 20° C. isotherm. 4 inches. 
Graph 4B. Temperatures recorded between 11:00 and 11:17 a. m. 
E. $. T. throughout a log exposed to a completely overcast sty all day. 
Log lay lengthwise north and south, Pylem measured 9 1/2 inches in 
diameter. AH xylem temperatures taken five inches from north end of 






Dotted red lino is 
the 23° C. isotherm. 
Solid red line is Scale: 1 inch equals 
the 20° C. isotherm. d inches. 
Graph 40. Temperatures recorded between 1:01 and 1:25 p. uu E. S. T. 
throughout s log exposed to a completely overcast sky all day. Log lay 
lengthwise north and south. Xylem measured 9 1/2 inches in diameter. 
All xylem temperatures taken five inches from north end of log. Air 
temperature varied between 18.3 and 19.2° C. September 2, 1943. 
Top 
East side West side 
Solid red line is Scale: 1 inch equals 
the 20° C. isotherm. 4 inches. 
Graph 4D. Temperatures recorded between 3:01 and 3:23 p. m. E. S. T. 
throughout a log exposed to a completely oTerc&st sky all day. Log lay 
lengthwise north and south. Xylem measured 9 1/2 inches in diameter. 
All xylem temperatures taken five inches from north end of log. Air 
temperature varied between 18.0 and 18.6° C. September 2, 1943. 
lb 5" • 
Top 





Bed isothermic lines Scale: 1 inch equals 
are 5° C. apart® ~ 4 inches. 
Cr&ph 5A. Temperatures recorded between 8:39 and 9:10 a. m. £• S. T. 
throughout a log exposed to the sun all day® Log lay lengthwise north 
and south. Xylsm measured 18 to 20 inches in diameter. All xylem 
temperatures taken five inches from north end of log. Air temperature 
varied between 22.0 and 25.0° C. September 2, 1943. 
side West side 
Cambium 
Bed isothermic lines Scale: 1 inch equals 
are 5° C. apart. 4 inches. 
Graph 5B. Temperatures recorded between 10:35 and 10:55 a. a. 
&• S. T. throughout & log exposed to the sun all day. Log lay length- 
wise north and south. Xylem measured 18 to 20 inches in diameter. 
.411 xylem temperatures taken five inches from north end of log. Air 
temperature varied between 21.0 and 23.5° C. September 10* 1943. 
Top 
last side best side 
Cambium 
S 
Hed igothsrmic lines Scales 1 inch equals 
are 5 C. apart, 4 inches. 
Graph SC. Temperatures recorded between 12;S3 and liOO p. m. £. S.T. 
throughout a log exposed to the sun all day. Log lay lengthwise north and 
south. Xylem measured 18 to 20 inches in diameter. All xylem temperatures 
taken fire inches from north end of log. Air temperature varied between 
23.0 and 24.9° C. September 10 # 1943. 
Top 
i 
East side West side 
Bed ieothermic lino* Scale: 1 inch equals 
are 5° 0. apart. 4 inches. 
Graph 53. Temperatures recorded between 2:46 and 3:C7p. m. S. S. T. 
throu^oat a log exposed to the sun all day. Log lay longthvice north 
and south. Xylea lae&auxed 18 to 20 inches in disaster. All sylea tam¬ 
pers tures taken fire inches from north end of log. Air temperature 
varied between 23.5 and 25.1° C. September 10, 1943. 
V 
lop 
Hast aide ^est side 
Red isothermic lines Scale: 1 inch equals 
are 5° C. apart. 4 inches. 
Graph 6A. Temperatures recorded between 9:15 and 9:40 a. m. 
E. S. T. throughout a log exposed to the sun all day. Log lay length¬ 
wise north and south . Xylem measured 9 l/2 inches in diameter . All 
xylem temperatures taken five inches from north end of log. Air 
temperature varied between 22.0 and 24.5° C. September 10, 1943. 
fop 
2fesfc si vie k'cst side 
Bed isothermic lines Scale: 1 inch equals 
are 5° C. apart. 4 inches. 
/ 
Graph 6B. Temperatures recorded between 10:58 and 11:14 a. m. 
B. S. T. throu^iout a log exposed to the sun all day. Log lay lengthwise 
north and south. Xylem measured 9 l/2 inches in diameter. All xyleoi tem¬ 
peratures taken five inches from north end of log. Air temperature 
varied between 21.5 and 23.8° C. September 10, 1943. 
Siast Bids fc'est side 
Red isothermic lines Scale; 1 Inch equal, 
are 8° C. apart. 4 inche.. 
Graph 6C. Temperatures recorded between 1:05 and 1:21 p. m. 
E. S. T. throughout a log exposed to the sun all day. Log lay length¬ 
wise north and south. Xylem measured 9 l/2 inches in diameter. All 
xylem temperatures taken five inches from north end of log. Air tem¬ 
perature varied between 25.0 and 30.0° C. September 10, 1943. 
fop 
Sast side West side 
Red isothermic lines 
ere 5° C, apart. 
Scale; 1 inch equals 
4 inches. 
Graph 6B. Tempers tnres recorded between 3s 10 and 3; 24 p. m. 
£. S. T. throughout a log exposed to the sun all day. Log lay length 
wise north and south. Xylem measured 9 l/2 inches in diameter. All 
xylem temperatures taken five Inches from north, end of log. Air tem¬ 
perature varied between 24.5 and 25.2° C. September 10# 1943. 
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